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If one wishes to obtain a syntactic analysis algorithm for some classof grammars, it is, of course, essential to characterize that class of grammarscompletely and precisely. If we merely tie down those details for which thereexists abundant linguistic justification and leave unspecified those aspects ofa linguistic theory which have not been so thor ughly worked out, it may bepossible to propose small sets of rules to generatively account for certainlinguistic phenomena but it is more difficult to give meaningful considerationto the problem of syntactic analysis. It is likely that the existence of anygene al algorithm for syntactic analysis depends upon the specification of thein omplete aspects of the model in question. It should be noted in this regardthat the requirement that a language be recursive can offer some h lp in makingcertain decisions with respect to the construction of a linguistic theory whi hwould otherwise be arbitrary.
As is well known, transformat onal theory has been changing rapidlyfrom its inception up to the present time There i

bast

appli

disagreement as to the
mechanisms that should be allowed (e.g. , cOnventions on transformationalability, allowable structures, primitive t

the use to which those mechanisms sh
tional treatment o f Certain sentences).

A person who wishes to produee an algorithm for transformational

ansforrnations, and as to
uld be put- (e. g. lexical or transforma-

syntactic analysis i faced. then with, a difficult task; he-must on the one hand
-completely specify acla s; of pransformational syntactic components for,whichan analysis procedure can-,be_found,-;and- he-06t,on the other, hand so define-that class as to,make ,ita -reasonable +model of

contempp-rarytransformationat-
_



descriptive practice. After reading this paper the reader can judge for

himself the extent to which I have met the latter requirement while at the

same time satisfying the former requirement.

There are several alternativ s to the course I have ohosen that are

open to anyone wishing to work on "transformational syntactic analysis".

First, he can talk about the theoretical requirements of transformational

analysis without actually working out the complete details of an analysis

algorithm for any class of grammars. Such work can be valuable, especially

if it contributes to ur knowledge of the pre ise nature of transformational

rules and conventions. The more assumptions we can build in, and consequently

the tighter we can make our model without impairing its facility to describe
language, the better that model is, and the closer we are to saying so eth ng
about a discovery procedure.

A second alternative (followed by the MITRE Corpo ation <

ithm for a particular gramm

of g ammars. There are several objections I would raise to such a course-of
First of all even though linguists tend to be quiteitentative and cautious

about the properties and details of a class of gram a s they propose as models
of natural languages, they are certainly even more tentative about endorsing

the likelihood thitt the particular- fragmentary grammars they- produce will

stand up with the-Passage of tinie. My second-objection-to the consideration

of particular grammars concerns the difficulty of prodUoing an_analysia proce-
__

dure for a- particular'-grarnmar. _V.Vhile it would appear an easier:task than_for

a class of grammars', it'IS-: very ,hera- to, eXtract-:,the--rie-ceSea-r-y -properties- that-



one needs for a proof from a particular grammar without in the process

specifying a class of grammars that have those properties. The situation is

not unlike that in mathematics where a generalization is often easier to prcve

than a more restricted result. I had an excellent professor in Theory of

Functions (William Ted Martin) who delighted in providing such examples.

Whenever we would bog down in obtaining a needed proof we would hear his

familiar advice to "Ask for more when the required result is too spectfic.

A third alternative which has been followed by most people who

characterize their work in syntactic analysis as "t ansformational" in nature

is to define a "transformational-like" linguistic theory based up n some algo-

rithm f r syntactic analysis, not upon the usual generative transformational

apparatus. The deep structures produced by such programs often appear to

be very close to those that are assigned t- the same sentences by current

transformational g rnma s, and the rules, whi ch are variously called 'trans-

formations "inverse transfo mations' or sometimes j ust ewriting Liles"

often bear name and functions similar% t the transformations of generative

transformational grammar theory. Efforts I would classify as being of this

type hav been undertaken by Kay <2> Simmons'<a>, Moyne <4> Thorne <8>

Fraser and Bobrow <6>,, Woods <7>, Winograd <8>, and Kellogg-ea

few. The most compelling argument for_su h systems is their efficiency for

to name a

natural language processing projects relative-to existing parsers for generative

transformational grammars. S.urprisingly; relatively little- is made of-this by

rthe proponents,of these-systems- -The argument often_9iVen-,-brythe, other han-d,-
- -1

nainely tinai- of suitability 'as- a percePt0-al Model i,,T.has,been totally ,undonVinCing



in my opinion. The most important thing to note is that whatever the merits

or shortcomings of such systems, they are linguistic theories which are

unrelated to generative transformational grammar theory and as such their

proponents Face the task of independently establishing their adequacy for

linguistic descriptive and explanatory purposes - their capacity for expressing

significant linguistic generalizations. Unfortuantely, many of the p oponents

of such systems have not given enough attention to this task basing the justi-
ation of their linguistic theories not upon their ability to account for specific

linguistic data, but rather upon their tenuous relationship to generative trans-

formational theory.

Rather than discussing these alternatives further I will instead discuss

my owh work on t ansformational syntactic analysis. Let us begin by sketchi g

briefly the transformational analysis algorithm of my thesis.

The model of transfor ational theory in question is roughly that wh

was in vogue prior to Aspects of the Theory of Syntax <11

ontext-free grammar with certain restrictions on recursiveness

Transfo mational applicability is spedified by a

st u tural index This structural index is satisfi d by a proper analysis which

is a sequehce of subtrees that constitutes a single cut through a tree. The
modification to a tree by a transformation is-specified by a structural Change.

For our simple model this th limited to sUbstituting-strings of trees'for eaCh

of the trees of th- proper-analysis that satisfies the--,structural index. A
,

number of restrictions On derivati ns are necessary th=guarantee-that the --

langUage generated- iS-reCtirsiie.,

Our analysts:algorithm

,



for generating a given string. This reverse procedure makes use of inverse

transformations, which are mechanically computed--one for each generative

transfo mation. In analyzing a sentence SI inverse transformations are

applied in the reverse order of that in which the corresponding gene ative

transformations are applied in deriving S.

To u derstand inverse transformations let us examine their generative

counterparts. We observe first of all that the stru tural change of a t ans-

formation references a sequence of nodes that occur in the structu

interspe sed possibly with additional morphemes We call this seq

inver e structural ind x of the transformation in que tion. The st

al index

en e the

uctural

chsnqe of course gives more information than is contained in the inverse

structural index, but the latter provides the basis for our analysis algorithm.

To give an example of an inverse structural index, let us consider a

passive transformation whose structural index is (NP AUX V X NP X BY

PASS) and whose structural change is (5 2 (BE, EN 3) 4 0 6 7 1). The

inverse structural index is (NP AUX BE EN V )( X BY NP) because 5

denotes NP, 2 denotes AUX, etc.

For a transformation to be applicable to a tree -7 there must be a

proper analysis of T that satisfies the structural indeX of that transformation.
---

The st actural 'changes that Mayibe--'12;erfoi4-ned' 6y:-,Eransfa rm-ati s

formalizedlthemra-rs-lithited-to_the'S-ubStitLition'of a- sequence of t rees': includinb

possibly,the null_sequenCe) for--a `gingle-Ztree

e rasure nonterminal;nodes-Ahatrdominate-note

:for_the_tres-r,esCalting 1-frdriva ppf.1:0atio rute

attsftes



We make use of this fact in the following way. If a string of morphemes

s is the terminal string of a tree produced by the action of a transformation

then it must be possible to segm nt s such that the ith segment can be analyzed

as the ith node of the inverse structural index of t with respect to a context-

free grammar consisting of the original base component rules augmented by

rules reflecting structure that c n be produced transformationally.

possible to m chanically derive an augmented conte

all rules reflecting structure that might be formed in the t ansfo

vation of a given sentence. Hence we have

mational deri-

ry test that a given string

of morphemes s was produced by a transformation t.

Sufficient information is given in a transformation to permit the com-

putation of a function we will call the corresponding inverse transformation.

This function maps a sequence of trees satiSfying the inverse structural index

of some transformati n into a sequence of trees satisfying,the structural index

of-that-transformation. A/16re preciaely; if- a transforMation t -performed- on a

tree T yields a tree TT, we denot by F" the,proper analysts of T'-that satisfies

the inverse structural index of t. Now the inverse transformation ti corr
Ispondlng to t maps,the-proper analysis:F"-into;-a sequercof=treep-Whose-

.ma

debracketization is th6 terminal-,string:of'T :-_For,the preVioLisly'-con'sidee:ed-
_

transform atfoh -the zinVer4e-,trarief6renaticin ceriTbe, sp6cifie in-termsrof:ti-i_
_ _



Let us now see how an analysis procedure can be based upon our

inverse transformations. We take up the analysis of a sentence S with respect

'to a given context-free grammar G and an ordered set of transformations_t,,

tilui, To simplify our exposition we begin with a grammar containing no

binary t ansfor ations (i. .,transformations are not applied in a cyclic fashion).

Using one of the methods given by Petrick <10> we determine an aug-

mented context-free grammar G' that contains rules reflecting all structure

that can be produced in the de iv tion of S. In reversing the generative

proc dur we first consider tn. If tn was performed in d riving 5, it must

be possible to segment S such that with r sp ct to GT, the ith segment has an

analysis as a tree do inated by the ith term of the inverse structu al index of

t If such a segmentation is possible and if tr,' is performed on the sequence

of trees provided by this s gmentation then the debracketization 5 of the

resulting sequence of trees must be the terminal string of the t ee that existe

just_ before-application of t (Complete debracketization turns out to be

unnecessary. Repeated debracketization of outerrnost structu e 'until no

derived constituent structure remains is all that is required.) If the 'analysis

of S and S' (if it exists) are separately considered with respect to the original

gramnriar With- onlY tranSforrnatioris-it,', t,, ;- then the problem- c6nsiSts:
,

of one or more instance-s ofeesentially'the original problem:of analyzing S

with' respect to t, _

If we carr.-Y out-this procedure for each:of the

ehieihirib--1 i6sreiee tran606 14-iati6h6:We'':'61:--itii=i= a set4-60 de 61.:4L-ki::6,ti oi-1-- ---
, , _ -, - , , .

Fdi4her'r.e-Ver'Sing,the genera we proce ur emains on1S, to_, . .. ,,
-,h

ei*Oilie Wh'ich' elernentS b? this set are analyzable-as the -senteh6e=s



with respect to G. Every deep structure of S with respect to the given trans-

formational grammar must be included in the set of trees thus obtained. With
each tree it is also possible to associate the sequence of transformations used

in obtaining it.

The analysis procedure becomes more complicated when binary trans-
formations are included, as would be expected. Performan e of an inverse

binary transformation must always insert two occurrences of the sentenc

boundary symbol SENTB. The sequence of trees lying between these two

SENTB markers corresponds to the constitu-nt s ntence, and the sequence of

trees lying outside these two markers corresponds to the matrix sentence. Let

us call the debracketization of the former _equence the constituent sentence

continuation; and let us call the debracketization of the _latter sequ nce, with

the symbol COMP inserted to divide the left and righthand section

senten e continuation.

the matrix.

It is clea that the constituent sentence continuation c uld arise from_ _ _ _ _

repeated application of the transformational cycle. Hence, the problem of

determining the unde lying deep structure of this derived string is another
instance of the original problem. In other words, inverse transformations
must be applieri to:the constituent sentence continuation in reverse gene ative

orderr, as we already haVe diedussed. If, eventually, no binary transformation

applies on sobl_e inverse_oycle,, the, recursioi-i tereninates; the structure thUs

found is of course dominated by the- sentence symbol 51, d
_

structural d:.5scription of the

under the-COMP ,,sYmbol of the matrix Senten'oe-

-SENTB _ _.-



The generative transformational cycle works in such a way that no

singulary transformations apply to the matrix sentence structure before a

binary transformation has been applied to it and the constituent structure it

dominates. Hence, the matrix sentence continuation resulting from an inverse

binary transformation need not be subjected to the entire inverse transforma-

tional cycle. More than one embedded constituent sentence structure can be

dominated by a single matrix sentence structure however (as for e ample,

when both subject and object contain relative clauses ), so the matrix sentence

continuation must be subjected to repeated applications of the same or other

binary t ansformations. The resulting matrix sentence continuation MUst

finally be analyzed with omponent G to see if an analysis

as an S1 is possible. Every underlying structure assigned by the given gram-

mar to. S must be included in the set of

A brief reflection on why we begin the analysis-of a sentence by applying

inverse singulary transformations is in order. Although it

lary transformations-precede binary transformationS An.a given cy le when the

last binary transformation has been performed for the last time it is still

possible for the ingulary rules to apply to the result of this final embedding.

Once the last singulary shas,-,been_apPlied,- howeVerl. generatiorOS coMplete

because no further binary transformation can' be parformed. The-last'singulary
_

,

,

transformation-for generation is therefore the first t anSfOrm'ation whase Corre-r

sponding ,inverSe -is. to_ beapplied rin; recognition._.

'As we have already,observed-, the e

must find --all-underlying structures;-as
,

hat.=itiVe'---procedur -we, have' -; d



to a sentence. It is possible, however, that one or more spurious structures

will also be found. There are several sources of slack in our procedure that

could cause such a situation to occur. One of these is related to our usg of

called "auxiliary" phrase structure rules, which reflect structure that

can be transformationally derived. These rules are required in order to

ensure the application of every inverse transformation ne es ary to reverse

the generative d rivation. The use f these rules, howev r, raises the poss

bility that an inverse transformation will be appli d at some point where it should

not apply, from the point of view of reversing a valid generative derivation.

If the continuation resulting from this w ong application of an inverse trans-

formation is not subs

-result.

Thre other s

qu ntly blocked, invalid underlying st ucture may

urces of incorre "stru tural descriptions" are possible.
All can be eliminated by suitable modifi ation of the basto procedure we have

sented. The fi st deals with the use of obligatory transformations. The

procedure we- have described finds all _und rlying structural deScriptions of

a sentence with respect to a grammar in which all the transformations are taken

to be optional. It alSo Yields all correct StrUctural descriptions for a' grammar

in which only some_of ,the transformations_are obligatory, ,bCrt-it may in addition

give erroneous structures.'

,The Sett:it-id -Circe of unWented- strucibres is relateii to, suOplernenta'_

cdnditions that may_ be' imp:OSe'd oh t1-ie%-eppliCabilitY1,of:SA-ranSi5;rmaV8ii-'.:,'F6t.
_

--example 1:the,basic-,'Procedure We; haVa'daScribed. 0o-ul d ii'ot;-test to

trees,eatisf



The third source of error is related to trees that are reduplicated by

a transformation. In recognition it is of course necessary to ensure that two

trees are identical. It would be easy enough to ma k such transfo mations

and make the necessary tests for equality, thus eliminating this source of

incorrect structures.

Incorrect structures ari ing from any source may be disc rded during

the final synthesis phase. In this phase, structures produced by the analysis

process are viewed as instructions to produce sentences. The base tree and

the list of transfor ations constitute commands defining the approp iate phra

structure and transformational rules to apply to generate a sentence.

resultant string is compared with the original input string

The

The structural

descriptions that yield strings matching the input string are those that

str ctural d scriptions of the

onstitute

nput string s All other structural Oescriptions,

which yield either nonmatching strings or no strings at all ar

practice, bogus recognitions are rare. theo r y th

discarded -

ir possible occurr

renders synthesis a necessary_part of an effective recognition procedure

the type we have sketched.
.

nce

A thorough understanding of this analysis algorithm requires more
+

precise definitions and some concrete examples. The reade is referred to
_

references <10 12 = and <13. for theei

In the-past three years an:'effort-haS been -made-to' xtend the- class
_

granimars to mord,adequately refleet current linguistic th_
ensions made- have been; prayi-sions_for handling;

2



applicability, (3) stateable additional conditions of transformational appli-

c bility, (4) Chomsky adjunction, (5) the use of oordination-reduction

rule schemata, (6) precyclic and postcyclic transformational components,

and (7) obligatory as well as optional transformations.

Considering these extens ons individually, the addition of complex

symbols presents several *p oblems. First, I have not faced the problem of

lexical selection and its inverse so I have as umed that input sentences cons st

of st ings of feature bundles Sec nd, I have restricted

items in the manner of Aspects <11>. Th more gene al case of allowing

features to be associated with nonterminal nodes has been considered, b t

there remain unsolved problems of deriving the features to be ass

the nonterminals of transformationally derived structure Finally,

feature-sensitive rules can give rise to nondeterrninistic inverse transformations.

ciated with

rtain

For example, if a transformation of the type [-FA] 4 [-B] is used, it

te m nate whether the reverse transformation should leave -B as it i

-FB

s inde-

change it to

or delete it entirely. Separate continuations resulting from all three possi-

bilities must be followed, and a rule of the type

[+A1] +A2

+A3

and the additioniar eon ditiphs t of appli



change to the analysis algorithm. In the old algorithm, as we sketched it,

interm diate derivational stages were not completely known; only proper

analyses of intermediate trees were required and found. As an alternative

to directly determining proper analyses that satisfy an inverse structural

index it is possible to parse a continuation string resulti g from the applicati n

of an inverse transformation up to the sentence symbol, using the augmented

CF grammar; the resulting structures can be examined to insure that they

satisfy the labelled bracketting structural condition and any other conditi ns

of the for.ward transformation in question; and that forward transformation can
actually be applied to in ure the validity of the inve se transformational step.
The mechanics of uch a step are illustrated by the diagram which

the end of the paper.

It must be noted that even though a general labelled b a

tural condition is allowed

of that labelled bracketting

the use of that structural index, as befor

Chomsky adjunction presents no particular problem because an inverse

a structural index must

ppears at

ketting struc-

still be identifi.d by means

nd-a:structural change specifi d only through

,

structural index-and inverse structural change may still be mechanically corn--

puted.

1 The enrichrhentof-,;a transformationaVgrammar,te includethe- USe-,.ofr

coot:-,dination-raduction rule, scherriat:lis, _discussed in neference,,,

tunately, this-,enni-chnnent _has, an, associated,analysis.algorithm,whic

determintstic-.



problems. They do, however, offer enormous opportunities for the prolif-

eration of spurious continuations. This, in turn, will probably require even

more careful modification and tuning of a grammar, to keep the analys s time

within acceptable bounds.

Finally, the addition of obligatory transfo mations was fully discus ed

in reference <10> but was not programmed at that time A presently existing

t ansformational analysis p ogram inco porates those considerations. This

program has not yet been extensiv ly tested and hence must be con idered to

be in a "debugging" state. For this reason it has not yet been described in

the literature Because it has n

it is not possible to e

t yet been tested on any izeable grammar

timate runningttmes . It is s fe to say that the analysis

of sentences with respect to a good-sized transformational

unde development at the IBM T. J. Watson Research C

grammar cu rently

nter will undoubtedly

requi e careful analysis-dictated modification off that grammar . In addition,

the analysis procedure itself may well have to be significantly modified. The

principal hope is that by actually performing forward transformational tests

on the fly, spurious continuations can be avoided before they exponentially

proliferate.

It is clear that at this time it is possible to pr- duce transformational

gramma (perhaps, pot -uniformly, well- motivate d.ling uistically),whi ch eXceed

the computational capabilities,of the e-xisting,program.,_, ourse-
`

_

gramnia

erhainpi, unknoWn-

4 ,the Usefulness of,the:rPrcigramz,foryi vesEEt'gatiri-d,the int-le:rent :tin! giyn
What -4trUcture's are -assigned rtorfspeeifia- =sentences? 4



grammars can be modified so as to permit syntactic analysis in a reasonable
time for experimental purposes. For the purpose of such applications as
question answering systems, info matt n retrieval systems and natural lan-
guage programming systems this may be less of a p oblem than the problem
of writing a g ammar that specifies a sufficiently la ge subset of English.
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SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS

OF MACHINE TRANSLATION

S. R. Pet ick

In th -tote I will confine my attention ta machine translation (MT)
systems whik based upon an underlying formal generative grammar.
This is not to Ile potential importance of various computational aids
a human trans ion, nor to deny the possibility of machine translation

not based on a formal grammar. It is clear, however, that for'fully
automated MT any attempt to make use af presently existing linguistic
theory ar of that which is likely to exist in the foreseeable future requires

grammar - ba ed approach.

A second assumption I wash to make is the existence of two distinct
components of a grammar -- a syntactic component and a semantic corn-
ponent. The former asetigns structure to sentences and the latter,interprets
those structures by translating theM ir6 a -riaitiial lanivage'(in`-the cage of
MT) ar to an artifical language which has its own cipmputer fnteipieter. It
will not be aSsurned that the syntactic and semantic rcamporients necessarily

_interact in a simplistie fashion; every 6Yrita-ctic output is- fa-have _a
distinct Well forined seznantic interRretation,,_anil2the-final,outputiof the
syntactic comiionent is th`e=thput to the' 1,sdinaritit
we will, -for example,"-alloW 'the- syarte:etie:'661-ri-Ponent'io,:ge'n:era:te dtriidfures

= _

,which,-are -rejected by- the;Semaritic-component,2 and we wall allow Sernantic. _
-analyeas--(and-7rejectiari) of-fraginerits ofasyntaetic strifctiii:.-e-prior to--te,-
'complete deter-Mina-tiara '-c4-tliat- tüièi

_



The importance of the syntactic component has been recognised for
some time. For the purposes of MT it has two distinct ends to achieve:
on the one hand it must specify a large enough subset of the source
language to meet the operational requirements of the MT application in
question. (The related function of ruling out syntactically ill-formed
sentences is of limited importance in MT). On the other hand the
structures it assigns must provide a reasonable basis for semantic
interpretation. These two requirements are closely related, i e. , it is
relatively easy to satisfy one at the expense of the other, but much harder
to adequately meet them both.

A not uncommon attitude which has been expressed both in the
computational linguistic literature and orally at symposia and conferences
is that syntax in general and syntactic analysis in particular has been well
Worked over, is thoroughly understood, and presents no serious problems
in contrast to the situation in semantics where little has been done and not
much is understood. I submit that such remarks reflect the experience of
one who has chosen a class of grammars, in most cases context-free
grammars, which permits a reasonable coverage of a source language at the
expense of assigning structural descriptions which bear little relationship
to underlying meaning and which, therefore, provide an inadequate te.sis
for semantic interpretation. It is not just because large-coverage context-
free grammars have been found to often assign 100 or more structual
descriptions to unambiguous sentences that makes them inadequate. Rather,
this is just symptomatic of a more deep:- seated inability to relate form to

_

underlying meaning.
=

This shortcoming is-not lithited to the-class-43f context-free grammars.
_ __

If the rewritint- sy-St6n1- is extended'to --eriCciMPaas:CoriteXt--serisitiVe-grammars
and/or rewriting rules with whoie,c-onstituents,Cerriplex featiirescan be
asaociated then-economies and linguistle gen-eralizations drc--r6aliea; ;bin,
the fundaMental pr obleM :of- relating-forrri to meaningappears- intractable-
for any.syst-en-i-which-at,tempts:A°:interpretthkrsurfdCe -;fOrth of.eenten.Ces.
-It-wai- this rea tprorni3fed-ChEin2'A.kylto PrOpose as the lasia for; s, =



semantic interpretation deep structures which were in many cases far
removed from surface structures. Chomsky made use of a transformational
component to relate corresponding deep and surface structures, but the
acceptance of the deep-surface structure distinction is a matter which is
independent of any consideration of the most appropriate means for making
explicit that correspondence. Accordingly, a host of models (each of which
is a proposed linguistic theory even if not called such) have been proposed
for mapping surface structures into corresponding deep structures, or (in
some cases) for directly assigning deep structure to sentences without
explicitly producing surface structure.

It is my contention that linguistic models which do not provide the
deep structure of sentences (at least implicitly if not explicitly) fail to
provide a baiis for the semantic analysis of all but a small class of
sentences, a class so restricted that its use is precluded for most
applications including MT. Hence, for the remainder of my discussion I
will focus my attention on the problems of syntactic and semantic analysis
associated with some type of deep structure model.

As pointed out previously, there isatrade-off possible between syntax
and semantics. If more is done by the syntactic component the task of the
semantic component is lightened and vice-versa. Contemporary linguistic
theory has been much concerned with this question of where to draw the
line, and even though the questions of overall simplicity considered have
not been motivated by any concern for MT, it is;nevertheless instructive to
consider the applicability to MT of models of present-day deep structure
complexity. There is, of course, ,no general agreement among linguists
as to the type and complexitybf deep structures'and 'of the related trans-

_ _
formational component.required by=those deep struetures-. Even thaugh-,
these .decisions loom large and, iniportant to.linguiStS, howe'v_er, they s',re
not so large as, to_preclude,assessMent_of the-suitability of 'a rather large

,,
3,.- .

elasS ofHdeep structure_models for
.

,

Let us begin then by Considering the requirements Orthe ,sernantic
_

component. It is,, .of'course, possible to_prOduce sentences -whoee-_



semantic analysis and/or translation requires not only a number of deep
structure distinctions but also a large amount of information about the
world, about logical deduction, and about the context of discourse in
which the sentence appears. I am resigned to the prospect that these
obstacles preclude for the foreseeable future extremely high quality
translation.

My own experience with semantic interpretation has been with
translation to a formal language which, although not a programming
language in the sense of having an existing hardware or software inter-
preter, is close enough to a programming language that the task of
translating it to an existing programming language is an easy one. The
problem of translating a given structure to a functional programming
language appears to me to be greater than that of translating that structure
to another natural lansuage. This follows from two considerations: First,
deep structures of different languages which have been proposed to date
are remarkably similar. In those cases where differences have been argu
they have seldom exceeded differences in subject, verb, object ordering.
Deep structures differing so slightly are easily related through the use of
such standard translation mechanisms as the Irons Translator.

Second, the task of using a transformational grammar to conver
deep structures into surface structures'is not conceptually difficult.
Hence, it would appear that for a very large- 6lass of sentences, the
translation sequence shown below should provide the basis for translation:

Sour6e_
_

Sentence' of S

Deep Structure-

S

Indeed, it , has-been my -experienCe that_ s:eMairtic interpretation, ,5f; de,_
structures thraugh-the upe of ther IrOns or Mar e_'denerallf :the-r--KnUt
translation mechaniSm even,,p-reviaee a-:reasonabl&iiaa is :_for 4a natUral
'language,question answerui'g system This has also=been'_a'rguOd'b-y'k-ellogg'

= Correationding
--Tairget La:nguage

Deeti:StrUature'
_

-Targ6t
Language

Translatiori

and=thompsion -among othditit Fomore _-=!:lis Cus,-sion-4e 6; keferencer



I have argued that the use of a deep structure (read semantic
structure if you prefer) generative grammar does provide a reasonable
basis for MT. It does so, however, by throwing a considerable burden
on the syntactic component. We have seen that structures can be
assigned which appear adequate for the purposes of MT. But what of
the coverage requirement, i. e., that a sufficiently large subset of .the
source language be specified? In addition, we must concern ourselves
with the theoretical and practical requirements of syntactic analysis for
a class of grammars that is- sapable of assigning adequate deep structur s.

I will discuss these two considerations with respect to generative
transformational theory and also, more briefly, with respect to other
deep structure-based linguistic theories.

Let us first consider the matter of coverage. It is, of
course, the case that most transformational studies of syntax do not
supply completely specified base and transformational component rules
in discussing syntactic phenomena. There have been, however, a few
attempts to write a completely specified set of rules within a. well-defined
transformational framework& 5, 6, 7) 8 These efforts establish a lower
bound on coverage which can be achieved without sacrificing structural
adequacy. It is somewhat difficult to characterize the coverage achieved
by any means short of exhibiting the grammars in question. There are,
however, at least two-ways to give a feel,for the coverage attained by a
specific grammar. The first is to give a list of ," representative"
sentences and-the,second is to list the syntactic constructiCns and
phenomena provided for. ThuS, for ekample, -Rosenbagm7 gives deriva-

, _ , g



for handling verb phrase complements, pronominalization, preposition
segmentalization and raising, indirect objects, relatives, genitives,
negatives, certain time and place adverbials, etc. Similarly, in a more
recent effort at the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Laboratory a trans-
formational grammar has been produced which generates such sentences
as:

what companies had a profit which was_more than
ten million dollars?

and Rrint the one element of the set which contains M which is atomic
and provides such construction types as: yes-no and Wh-questions,
passives, prepositional phrases, nominal structures formed from unde
lying abstract verbs, restrictive relatives, possessive genitives', and
certain types of nega ives and coordinate structures.

Now ju t as existing grammars establish a lower bound on coverage
attainable there are .several considerations which suggest upper bounds

or:at ,least the .fore eeable future; For example, many:syntactic
phenomena_may be identified'which have not yet-been studied by anyone.
Many other Phenomena have' been.studied, but the results have served
more to show the existence of substantial problems than to offer compelling
and widely accepted solutions. Examples here are plentiful and include
coordination, gapping, and pronominalization as well as alMost every
syntactic phenomenon which has been studied to some extent. And finally,
experimental WOrk conduCted to-date shows that it is far frOrn trivial to
put together and test gramMars that provide for such relatively well,
understood conStructions as yes-no questions, WH-questions; restrictive
relatives, imperatiyes, etc.

The_large_ number of unexplored and little Understood syntactic
phenoMena suggest difficulty in a chi eving,sufficient-Ceverage_fdr_pra_ctical

I, ,

application; bUt-i-an even more in'strUCtivei exercie
difficulty is provided by producing-a s étôf sentences thought t6 be us efur



and representative for some application and comparing their syntactic
requisites with the facilities offered by any existing or proposed gramma
I have seen this operation carried out at the MITRE Corporation with
respect to a command and control question answering application and have
myself undertaken the same task for a formatted file question answering
facility. The results were the same. Very low coverage was observed;
certainly less than 10% of the sentences studied were covered even
allowing for lexical addition and extension by including some rather
obvious additional transformations. The saving feature in the case of
natural language question answering systems or natural language pro-
gramming systems, however, is that they need not process unconstrained
input sentences. Instead the user can be constrained to and instructed as
to how to limit his input in terms of both lexicon and allowable constructions.
All that is required is that natural subsets provided must be learnable by
human speakers and must be rich enough to permit expressing that which
must be expressed in a convenient fashion. The attainability of even
these requirements remains to be established but at least offers some
hope of success. On the other hand the usual situation with MT is that the
input is not produced with the limitations of a particular formal-grammar
in mind. This, more than any other, single factor, convinces me that
grammar-based MT offers little hope for practical usage for at least the
next ten years. This is not to say that.MT iS riot an interesting and
productive vehicle for keeping linguistic research in both syntax and
semantics tied to reality. Others might disagree with this assessment,
course.

There, may be a few MT applications where time and_ economic con-
siderations permit the phrasing or rephrasing of source,sentences-by
speakers cognizant of grammatical-constraints. ::Such an
example is' the preparation-of 'technical Mainials inione'language for trans-_ -

lation into another language. ',This is however", not_the usua1SituatiOn-
in MT.

When_we leave the at least for me _Aliar grounds -of tran.11

formational theory and consider the ,coverage,problem for 'such analysis-_

_based linguistic theories-as those-of-Woods incigrad Bobraw and"Frase



Thornel.,Z Mtlynel- Ke llogg,i4Kayl5and Simmons,16 we are faced with a
difficult task for a number of reasons. Many of these models have been
used only sparingly for the specification of any natural language. Hence,
there is little to go on in assessing the coverage of these models. In
addition, those models for which one or more large grammars have been
written have not been documented in a way and to an extent which makes
the determination of coverage feasible. Alternative clarification of
coverage via sample sentences and listed construction types presents the
same problem as we observed for transformational grammars, but
whereas most linguists are by this time familiar with transformational
formalism, this is not true of the aforementioned analysis-based models.
Therefore, their coverage can at present be estimated only by their
originators. It is .far from clear to this observer that these approa-ches
offer the same independence of construction types as is achieved by trans-
formational theory. In any case, none of these models have supported
claims of greater coverage than that afforded by current transformational
theory. It is important to note bhat although these models are often
described as "transformational" by their originators, they have not been
related to transformational theory and-hence must be judged on the usual
grounds a linguistic adequacy just like any other proposed linguistic
theory.

The remaining consideration is the_theoretical and practial require-
ments of syntactic analysis- for a deep ,structure - specifying class of
grammars. For those analysis-based grammars previously mentioned
there are few theoretical syntactic analysis problems._ In addition, the

,

computation time r equkred,for par sing; 'althoUgh, generally not krioWn,-
could r ea,s onably=-b-e e3tpe-Cted te be _JeS s thaaf'that: re quir ed-fer par sirig,-with=-

-=e spect to a transformational ' r anima r .'-1--(1Arliethr 'it IS::iiifficiently small
to- satisfy-,economic7-consideratiOna:ls, ,= -of 'ciitir s '76.h-other story.T,-This
iS to be 'e-iiiieci-e'd:for ling-Ulitlid-thebrieS'wheaeT"PrificiPal'
motivation is to=faCilitate' syntaeticanalYsis.:-Tit-:ii-desayiptiveadequacr,

= nOt-spIti.:ctic,,analysie-:considerations Vghiehi:are iria-thtdlikelY to =pr edlUde
the practiCal:Urie --Of!a.rialyais ed'iraMniais
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The situation is quite different with respect to transformational
grammars. There is no shortage of work in linguistic description through
the use of transformational grammars, although it must be noted that
most efforts are directed toward determining the allowable class of trans-
formational grammars rather than toward developing in detail any one
comprehensive grammar. Syntactic analysis for any class of transfor-
mational grammars is a very complex and time-consuming proposition.
It is probably for this reason that most workers in computational
linguistics have chosen to forego conventional transformational theory in
favor of an analysis-based alternative.

There have been only two computer implemented efforts on trans--
formational grammar syntactic analysis. One, carried out by the MITRE
Corporation, was limited to a particular grammar; a syntactic analysis
program was tailored to this grammar. The program appeared to be
successful in producing desired structures in a reasonable time, but it
was never established that this program invariably found all of the
structures assigned to a sentence by the particular transformational
grammar in question i. e. , that it was in fact an analysis program
for that grammar

In contrast to the MITRE approach, Petrick" defined a class of
transformational grammars and found a syntactic analysis algorithm
that is valid for members of this class. The extremely nond-_terministic
nature of this algorithm made unfeasible the treatment ,of grammars as_written by a linguist unfamiliar with the analysis procedure. However,

_Kirk and Keyser6 showed,that by suitable recasting, substantial portion
,of an existing grammar due to Rosenbaum ould be-used for syntactic

analysis.

,

addition_to-the prObleM-of_cornputing#Me, there is .another-,
serious difficulty..,iiftranSforMational:graMmar-syntactic,e:nalysisl. The _

cla s s of -grainmais -:fOrr Whieh syntctic analysis algorithrns ,13a Ve,
,devis ed does, not include Many±of the ; facilitide '7OUrrently- beink:-us ed'
descriptive gramMarianS; indeed;,:transforMaticinat



static, and at any given time there is little agreement on just what should
constitute an allowable class of transformational grammars. In .reference 18
we give an account of the current status of syntactic analysis for trar.s-
tormational grammars. In summary, it can be stated that although the
class of grammars for which syntactic analysis is possible has been sign
icantly extended, the introduction of new variants of transformational
theory has more than kept pace with theoretical and programming efforts
cope with them. Consequently, any given linguist would undoubtedly find
that his rules and assumptions do not correspond perfectly with the formu-
lation of the allowable class of grammars. Nevertheless, it is hoped that
this class is now extensive enough to permit recasting of current trans-
formational grammars into an acceptable form without seriously com-
promising their linguistic integrity.
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Rules:

Cl V EXPLET * ES

C2 V V = * LIEG
+ CL(27)
+ PX( .. '25' .. )/
+ GC( ...' x ' .. )/
+ TO(..'x'..)/
+ TS ( .. 'AB' .. )

C2 V V
+ CL(9)
+
+ GC( .. 'A' ..)/
+ TO(..'x'..)/
+ TS( . 'AB' . . )

* LAG

(analogous C2 rules for the stems lae, leg

C3 V END
+ TY(T)

C4 V DET
+ GD(F)/

CA(N,A)/
NU(S)
IN(S)

EINE

C8

ANZAHL
CL(10

+ GD(F)
_ TY(QU)

V 'PREP
+ PR(24)
+ GC(D)

* VON



C9 V N ELEMENT
+ CL(11)
+ GD(N)
+ TY(AB+CN)

C10 V END
+ TY(EN)

C11 V PRFX
+ PX(25)

C12 V PRO

CI3 V PRED
+ PS(3'2 )/
+ NU(S'P
+ TN(PR)
+ VC(A)
+ MD(I)

2

EN

= VOR

V V
$ CL(..,27)

V END
$ TY(T):

C14 V ADJ = V A V END
+ GP(M'F,N)/ $ CL _$ TY(E)
+
+ NU S)

IN W)

C15 V NO
+ CA(N 6 0_,A)/
+ NU(S
A 2

= V N
$ CL(.. 10)

C16 V NO
+ CA (D)
+ NU(P)
A 2

= V N
$__CL ( ,1I)

V END
$ TY(EN)

= V NO
$ NU(P)

V PRPH
A 2,3

C19 V NP
+= PS(3)

$*2.5NU/
S*2.6CA
^ 4

PREP
3.1GC

= V DET
$ GD/
$ NU/
$ CA

-4.1,W2.1/
2,W2.2/

. 3.3,W2.3
3.4IN

359

V. N.

$ CA
$ GD

V ADLI
4.IGD/
4.2NU/
4.3CA

$ IN

V NO
$ GD
$ NU/
$ CA



C20 V NP = V NP V PRPH
2,3 $ TY(QU) $ PR(54)

$ NU(P)

C22 V CLS V PRED 'V NP V PRFX
+ TY(INV) $ PX . 2.2PS/ . 2.113X
.$ 3.4 $ PS/ . 2.3NU
$ 2.5 $ NU . 2.4TY

$ TS . PRN
$ TN $ CA(N)
$ VC

M.D

GC(X)

The subscript PRN in the NP constituent is added :to

the clause label only if NP dominates a pronoun:
V NP

PRN
A 2

V PRN
$ TY(PS)

C23 V CLS V EXPLET V CLS
A 3 $ TY(INV)

* PRN
(This rule specifies that a clause with inverted 'word
order may only be preceded by an expletive es if its
subject is not a personal pronoun: Es kommen 'drei
Personen in Frage. But: Es konimen sie in Frage.

C24 V SNT
$ 2.1

CLS
TY(DC)

s may show the di.fficul ties that have to be
accounted for in the analysis of turface strings with context-
free phrase structure rules-. Apart from the problems of
discontinuity of elements in the surface structure and of
phrasal dictionary elements, the amount of information in
lexical elements which is relevant for correct analysis
and translation -is extremely large. Almost every- verb can
have different- _reach ngs (and =translations) dependinlg
whi ch one of a (sometimes very- large ) number of -seleiction



restrictions or feature packets it is associated with.

(Feature packets may include separable prefixes, ease

government including prepositional objects governed,
types of objects and subjects required, etc.). For

example, the German verb lieqen, may be associated with

30 different feature packets, resulting in 30 different

readings of which a few are shown here (these translations,

with a few exceptions, are taken from Wildhagen and

Ngraucourt, German-English / English-German Dictionary,
Vol . II German-English, Brandstetter Verlag, Wiesbaden,
1957):

1. 1 iegen, intransitive, requiring a physical object as

subject, with a locative adverb: to lie, to rest to

be located or situated;

2. liegen, governing a dative object which must be hu an

and with a subject which must be abstract: to suit
a.p., to appeal to sb.

liegen, associated with the separable prefix an, with
an inanimate concrete subject, governing a dative

object or a prepositional object with the preposition
an and an NP which must be concrete and inanimate:

border on, be adjacent to;

liegen, with the separable prefix an, wi h a human
subject and a human dative object= to entreat a.p.;

liegen, with the separable prefix bei, intransitive
with a concrete inanimate subject, with the auxilia
sein if used in the perfect tense: to be enclosed;
liegen, with the separable prefix danieder,, intransitive,
and with a human subject: to be lying ill;

7. liegen, with the separable J3refix var, int ansitive, and
with an abst act subject: exist.

The subsertpt format-,-in,Which the ru1esfor1 this
analYsis are written4makeS'slurfae--analySis-possible



because of the following two characteristics:
a) Rule constituents are only subconfigurations of work

space configurations, i.e. only the features relevant in
a particular rule are 'mentioned in that rule while all

others are disregarded. For example, rule C13 (p. 3)
only states the condition that a verb stem must be
classified as belonging to the paradigmatic class 27 in

order to be concatenable with the verb ending -t, thus
forming a p edicate with the indicated features. The

remaining properties of the verb (prefix, case government,
type of object and subject required) are irrelevant in this

concatenation rule and are merely "carried up the structural
tree" by means of the operation speci fied by the symbols A2
on the left side of that rule.

b) Agreement and government are specified as set theoretical

operations between the values of rule constituents. For

example, rule C19 (p. 3) very generally states that in a
German sentence the sequence determiner-adjective-nominal
should be analyzed as a noun phrase provided that they
agree in gender, number and case, and that the adjective

and the determiner must not agree in_ type of inflection
(weak or strong). These conditions are expressed by the

operations specified in the second and following lines of
each constituent of this rule. (All other features of the
nom i n a 1 head are not specifically mentioned in the rule
and are simply carried up the tree.) Thus, very large
numbers of rules can be represented by one rule in this
subscript forma This makes it possible to incorporate

efer to the large amount of information ii6cessary for
analysis and translatiOn in the dictionary and syntax of a
surface grammar. Access to this information available in the
surface string _ would be, practically impos,SAble with- a context-

free phrase structure grammar with simple iymb'olS. because of the

unmanageable number of lexical classes and morphrological
_
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and syntactic rules building on these classes.

In spite of the greater economy of subscript rules,
however, problems resulting from permutations of elements
of phrasal and idiomatic expressions cannot be easily
solved in surface analysis. For this reason, the analysis
of sentences containing such elements is, in practice,
performed in two steps at the LRC: surface analysis and
standard analysis. In standard analysis the elements of
phrasal and idiomatic expressions are re-ordered to a
pre-determined standard order and are then treated as one
single dictionary item, possibly with internal variable
slots. A detailed description of standard analysis may
be found in Research in German-English Machine Translation
on ntactic Level, Final Technical Report, RADC-TR-69-368,
Volume II, August 1970.

The following is an explanation of the symbols used
in the structural tree. The symbols are defined going
from left to right in the se tence and from the bottom to
the top of the tree.

Lexical level:

EXPLET = Expletive es; n t a pronoun but rather a
syntactically empty placeholder for the
subject of the sentence.

V
CL (27)

used with any of a number of specifiedPX 25'
GC A'... separable prefixes, among *them prefix 25,

Ts(ABTO(A .'

'.
which is the German prefix vor. If it is..)
used in conjunction with this particular

prefix, it is intransitive (governs case A; semantic Iype
of object x) and takes a subject of the semantic class
type abstract.



END
TY(T)

DET
GD(F)
CA(N-,A)
NU(S)
1N(S)

A
CL(7)

:END
TY.(E)

N*
CL.(10

. GD(F)
TY.(QU)

= Ending of Iy_pe.

= Determiner, Render feminine, ambiguous with
respect to case, i .e. it may be considered

nominative or accusative number singular,
strongly inflected.

PREP
PR(24
GC(D)

CL(11)
'JGD(N)
TY(AB+CN)

END
TY(EN)

PRFX
PX(25)

Noun of paradigmatic class 10, Render

feminine, type Tiantifier, i.e. a quanti-

fying noun which may be followe-d by a von

PRPH and then constitutes a modifier of the

head noun in that PRPH.

:The- preposition is -identified aspzeposition

number 24 -(von):And has-the feature "-overns

case dative.

A -noun- of the paradigmatic class 114 Render

neuter, anxi_s.emknti type_a4s_thaft an-d

countable.

E_nding. of -the toe

This ELefix is identified, as krefix numbe 2E
-

vo

The Reriod is marked as being a mayginal
symbol , it constitutes th-e bo4ndary

MoriA ol_1:29 tc al:- leVel -:

--1-PREV- he,,Oreencat
_:, _

. A.S .r==,7
,

eaturei of theunderlying yerbs,tem;,:-

17O peli,ofobjec',-JR- R.) _e-i overnMen
aii-du eq,U tf4if ht-fe"dti.i re CL

.

RO2
--'dc

T



- paradigmatic class - is d opped because it is no longer
relevant.) In addition it has the features kerson and
number which mark it as either 3rd person singular or 2nd
person klural. (The apostrophe and slash establish this
relation between the individual features) It is also
marked as: tense .21.- esen t, voice active, and mood indicative.

ADJ

CA N'N,A)
NU S)
IN(W)

NO
GD(F)
CAN,G,D,A
NU S)
Ty QU)

With respect to 9ender and case, the inflected
adjective is characterized as masculine
nominative; or feminine or neuter nominative
or accusative. In number it is singular,
the inflection is weak.

The inflected nominal has the same Render
and 'type information as the dictionary

noun entry and in addition has the tags
number singular, case 4-way ambiguous,

.e. it is either nominative, Renitive, dative, or
accusative, depending on its environment.

NO

CA D)
NU P)
TY(AB+CN)

Phrase level:

NP
GD(F)
CA(N ;A)
NIS)
TY Qu)
FsSk3.)

Inflected nominal with the Render and Sipe
of the underlying noun stem, case dative,
number klural.

The noun piirase has the Render, case, and
number characteristics in which the under-
lying determiner, adjective and noun agree,
namely feminine nominative or accusative
singular; the _type is that of the head
noun; the NP is marked as 3rd kerson.
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NP Noun khrase with all syntactic and semantic
GD(N)
CA(D) features of the underlying nominal,

identified as 3rd kerson.
.._

TY AB+CN)
PS 3)

PRPH = This trepositional phrase is identified as
P
TY(AB+R(24) CN) dominating preposition 24, i.e. von, a d an
NU(P) NP with a head noun of Ixpe abstract and

countable, number Oural.

NP = This noun Enrase, whith_.dominates an NP
GD(F)
dA(N,A) followed by a von PRPH, has the syntactic
NU(S) features of the dominated NP-:
.TY(AB+CN
PS(3) Render feminine, case.nominative or

accusative, number singular, and the semantic
features of the head noun of the dominated PRPH; type abstract:
and countable -It is also marked. as .an_NR in the ard kersuon_,-

dlause and sentence level:

CLS
TY(INV
TN(PR)

This cl_ause is of the Izpe with inverted
word order; it may be followed by a ",?"

to form a question or as in this sentence,
it may be preceded ,by an expletive es to form a declarative
sentence; its tense is p_Lesent.
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LEXICAL FEATURES IN TRANSLATION AND PARAPHRASING: AN EXPERIMENT

I Introduction

It is obvious to any user of a monolingual dictionary that

the meaning of a lexical item is not only dependent on the

external form of the item but alSo on its syntactic or semo-

syntactic properties. The terrs homonymy and polysemy- reflect

this knowledge. It is equally Apvious for the user of a better

than average bilingual dictionary that the meaning of a lexical

item is also a function of each selection restriction associated

with it. This observation is evident from the fact that differ-

ent translations are associated with a particular lexical item

dep ndent on the syntactic and/or semantic properties of the

constituents in its environment. The verb ektnnean provides

an example for German: In the environment "reflexive pronoun"

its translation is Itemembe4; in the environment 'non-reflexive

object" its translation is xemtnd.

The observations are, of course, true for lexical items in

language independent of their translatability into some other

language. Only a few monolingual dictionaries, however, make

this observation explicit. Among the few notable examples-are

the German Woerterbudh_der deutscheilmAniEprache2 'and-

Flornby's An Advanced Learner's Dictionary Hornby lists

mayeach _verb the-complement structlire$ with which it

for

occur

and the meanings it- has each envirenment. .Th .us, ebAiAve
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may mean to take nottc(?, (to watch) or to zay az comment in

the environment "that S", e.g. He ob4e4ved that ht.!. w ti.e had

altAtved. However, in the environment 'NP", obze,Lve can only

have the first interpretation, e.g. He obzeaved the aititAlvat

In view of the possibility of specifying the meaning of a

lexical item or selecting a proper translation equivalent for it

by taking its environment into account, it may seem surprising

to the uninitiated that earlier MT systems had attempted to make

such selections based on different criteria: considerations of

the type of text to be translated or of probability of occurrences

f lexical items. The difficulti s confronting attempts to

access the selection restrictions of a lexical item during the

surface analysis of a sentence by means of a context-free grammar

have been described in various monographs. These difficulties

are multiplied when attempting the translation of languages,

such as German, where various agreement and government relations

hold between constitu nts where lexical items and phrasal

pressions often OCCUT as discontinuous elements, and where

sentence constituents can occur in various orders. The attempt

to incorporate selection restrictions of lexical items into

non-terminal symbols of context-free grammars would have increased

the number of such rules to unmanageable proportion For this

reason,- the Amcorlporation of'such seleCtiOn restric ions was

consequently suppressed. -The loss was_ two-fold:
.
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a) The number of syntactic interpretations for a sentence

often increased ("forced readings")

b) The selection of proper translation equivalents had

to be based on different criteria.

II Background of the Experiment

In summer 1966 I bi-gan investigating the possibilities of

improving various parts of the Linguistics Research System 5

in order to cope with the increasing difficulties encountered

in the attempts to analyze and translate sentences in natural

language: the prohibitively large number of syntactIc and

translation rules necessary for the description and translation

of surface structures into surface structures and the inability

to deal with discontinuous constituents. 6 The research was

influenced by the following guidelines:

1) to improve translation by permit ing access to selection:

restrictions;

2) to decrease the number .OffercectteadingS assignedto

-ntences without:_an Unreasohable.increase in the nUmber of

ammar and transIationrules1

) to preserve as many-as possible of the various algorithms

used for surface analysis, translation mapping and surface pr

duction.

The re ults were reported in De ember 1966 in an unpublished

PaPer which stated:

that vastly improved translations were po sible b

performing translation not from surface structures into surfa e
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structures but from standardized surface structures (standard

strings) into standardized surface structures;

b) that these standard strings_ could be derived from the

syntactic reading of a sentence by means of an additional straight-

forward algorithm;

c) that these translations could.be obtained with an

overall decrease of grammar rules;

d) that the core of the LRS algorithms could .be retained;7

e) that non-trivial-paraphrases .could.be performed over

standard strings which were nol: possible ov r surface strings.

An experiment was subsequently performed to compare the

proposed translation p ocedure with the established one. In

order to facilitate this comparison a text--was selected-for

translation part of which had been translated in February 1966

using the Linguistics Research Center's first and second order

translation system. Since the program which derived the stand-

ard strings from the corresponding sentence readings did not

exist the standard terminals were represented as surface

terminals enclosed in aSterisks. Only in cases where -urface

terminals occurred as homographs-.in the given text was a desc ipt7

or added in parentheses to reflect the-disambiguating effect

of the standardization procedure

In order to reduca the time spent on this experiment, only

one standard string of 'those sentenCes which,had.More than one

surface reading was selected, The numberpf,,raddings. for
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sentence 486 was 24, sentences 488, 489, and 492 had two read-

ings each, all others had one.)

III Standard Strings

The standard representation of a sentence Is a reordering of

its terminal elements (with their part-of-speech interpretation)

based on the surface interpretation of that sentence. The re-

ordering could be performed by means of ordering instructions

assigned to each constituent in the consequent of a rule which

is part of the sentence reading. 8

Assume the sentence He tooked the wo4d ap is analyzed by

the rules represented in the following tree diagram:



(The digits at the end of branches determine the mapping or er

of the sister nodes).

The standard string corresponding to this reading would

then be:

he ed Zook up the wo4d

<PRN> <END> <V> <ADPREP> <DET>. <N>
<PAST>

where the part-of-speech interpretation:of each terminal is

represented in angled brackets. (One can obtain a standard

string-by-tracing -down-from each.node, begirming_with.S., all

branches -in.their--indicated -order and not tracing.up a branch-

before all terminals beloW that-branch have been reached).

The following standard-order was defined fox-German surf_

conStituents:

For- -claUselev 1-elements.::

Subject (of. .all.active sentence) _agentadverbial

sive -sdate_ncel- pre.diCate.; 1)Telf.1.2

4.-.paSSive-sentencel :pre:clicative

Pas

(of

direct obj ect subject

complement indirect obj,ect,

adverbials.

For phrase level elements:

Vezbals: Finite verb, non-finite verb, prefix.

Noun phrases; Head, post-modifier, pre-modifier,

.Prepositional phrases-: Preposition
_

level: Affixes, stem-
_ .

elements "A, B and C"Conjoined

72
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The standard order defined for English diff red from thatfor German only in that the elements of noun phrases occurred
in the sequence: Determiner, pre-modifier, post-modifier,
head of noun phrase. No significance is to be attributed to
this difference; the distinction was made primarily to facilitatethe reading of the output, the English standard strings. The
distinction, however, shows the independence of the standard
orders of the two languages.

The greater ease with which strings given in standard
order could be analyzed may be evident when comparing the syn-
tactic description of the following five sertences with the
corresponiding s tndard descriptions.
1) Da4 such hat ex 4einea Fir.au gegeben.
2) SeineX Fnact. hat e dao Such gegeben.
3) Veit. Fit.exa. L4t iL ge4oZgt.

4) FAau hat eA gehbAch
5) Das Such hat en. getezen.

(Clause level constituents consisting
are underlined). These sentences wer
ing rules:

1') S OLT AUX SUBJ OBJ PASTPARTACC H 3 DAT H
.

3 SG ACC'SG_ rva_
2' OBJ AUX AMJBJ OBJ PASTPARTDAT H -3. ACC H

3 SG ACC.SG DAT
-4- OBJ AUX SUBJ ,PASTPARTiDAT S 3 S

SG DAT
SG

3 7

of more than one word

analyzed by the follow-



41) S OBJ AUX SUBJ PASTPART
DAT H 3 H

3 SG DAT
SG

5') S -4- OBJ AUX SUBJ PASTPART
ACC H 3

3 SG ACC
SG

As we can observe, each change in word order sentences 1

and 2) syntactic agreement (sentences 3 and 4) or government

(sentences 4 and 5) had to be analyzed by a new sentence rule. 10

The corresponding s andard- representations., however, permitted

a far more economic analysis.'

1",2"

VP
3

ACC
DAT

AUX V OBJ OBJ
H ACC, DAT
ACC
DAT

I

-ha gq-geben daz Such



1
SUB,'
3
SG

eit

END
3-
SG

VP
3
SG

'Ar

V
DAT

AUX
-H

het hoJit 4eLneJt

V
H

_ DAT

1

OBJ
DAT

1



5 TT

SUBJ END
3 3
SG SG

ke

AUX
H

ha.

V

ACC

[
geteSen

OBJ
ACC

da.4 Bach

Firstly, it will be noticed that permutations as in sentences

1) and 2) were reduced to the same representation. Secondly,

t was possible to concatenate the verb with its immediately

contiguous elements, dropping with each concatenation the in-

formation that.was necessary for the concatenation. This re-

sulted in a considerably smaller number of 'grammar

Note that all four readin s have in common rules

ules.

and VP END V. Sentences 1 and 4) also have in
3 3
SG SG 11

the rule V V OBJ It was, firally, possible to treat
DAN DAT

discontinuous lexical items as one piece and assign them a new,

their correct)syntactic interpretation. 12 Thus the rul

S 010(4) PRED(2) SUBJ(1 ) PRFX(3) the desired order 0
ACTIVE

the constituents is given in parentheses interpreting sentences

such as

-,-:SUBJ VP
3-
SG SG

common

6



6) Vte4e Akbett 4tettten 4Le. e = They dt4conttnued tht4 woXia.

7) Vie4e Laezung tehnte ex ab = He &ejected tht4 Aotatton.

generated the standard strings given in thetree diagrams below.13

6"

71,

SUBJ.
3
PL

4te

END
3
PL

1

ten

V
ACC

V

ACC

OBJ
ACC

tett e n diese Axbett

VP
3
SG

V
ACC .

SUBj END
A OBJ

ACC3 3 . H
SG- SG ACC

ab dteze Loe4ana.e& te.
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IV The Selection of Translation Equival nts

The possibility of associating more comprehensive syntact-

ic information with lexical pieces in standard strings as a

consequence permitted an improved selection of translation

equivalents. The list in Figures 7-1 through 7-6 contains a

number of German items with their selection restrictions and

the particular tianslations associated with each selection r

striction. The lexical items are listed in the order in which

they occur in the translated text. The selection restrictions

which apply to the text are given a check mark. No semo-
,

syntactic features, like HU, AN, AB (human, animate, abstract)

were tak.n into account when performing the translation; for

those features, cf. my appended paper "Requirements for

Machine Translation: Problems, Solutions, Prospects."

The translation possibilities which resulted from the performed

subclassification are indicated by light broken lines; the

ones selected)by heavy underlines. 14 Of particular interest

is one of the translations for geZtngen (sentence 494, Figure 7)

which permitted the mapping represented by the following diagram .

anticip.g4 9e.nge.n zu infinitive clause dative ob

ilucceed 4..n. gerund
manage to infinitive claus

0



"Sitett + unit of measure" could be mapped into "wZde + unit

of measure" or "unit of measure + 4:14 totdth", Zucmcinung za into

itaation

could be

stead of

to or conneatton

recognized as an

as an object due

totth. The noun phrase Zange Zett

adverbial of extension in time in

to the feature TIM.

V Paraphrases

In order to show the variety of translations or paraphrases

possible over standard strings, a number of non-ad-hoc systematic

synonymy relationships were defined for English resulting in

the paraphrases given in Figures 3 and 4. Synonymy relationships were

defined between lexical pieces and between syntactic structures.

Examples of the latter are the active passive transformation,

the perfect tense : past tense transformation15 and the noun-

pre-modifie noun-post-modifier transformation. Trivial

examples of lexical paraphrases were simple synonymy substitutions

like get obtatn pnomtnence pnotubetance, or c.f.itate : Atng;

less trivial examples were tunan. : moOt, zotcm : ban, tnoa4 :

batght :(to) 401Lne, manage to (+infinitive) 4ucceed kt

(+gerund). .The effect of the syntactic classification of lexical

items which had been defined as

ion of only those syntactic superstructures which interpreted

Thus'syntactic superstructures which were

expression (translation term) but which

tree with the selected

ems were filtered out during the production phase
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effect of this filtering function is shown for two examples

in Figure 6; the sequenCe of normal form expressions S108, S100,

S108, S104, L176, S104, L125 (to be read from top to bottom,

left to right) .simultanepuSly represents the four paraphrases

the 4ota4 dtAk, the dttik o 6 the Aun, the Aun'A dtAk, the bun
17dt4k.--

VI Translations

The simulated standard representation of the German original

text (Figure 1) is given in Figure 2. The computer output, the

mechanical translations is shown in Figures 4-1 through 4-9.

The translations in Figures 5-1 through 5-3 show an approxima-

tion to English normal word order. A more precise

would have required a separate processing stage,

endering

rearrangement

part. This stage seemed unnecessary for the purpo e of the

experiment since 't is a simple reversal of the generation of

standard strings from surface strings. A surface representation

of the. English translations w: the_- German corpus is given in;

Figures 3-1 through 3-2.

The translation was perfe med using some of the then exist-

ing LRC analysis and translation algorithms. These, in order

to speed up the actual processing time stored in core all read-

ings found. Whenever the number of readings exceeded the space

allotted for them', certain readings Were. irretrievabl _dropped.-

f those readings were needed%during the produCtion. phase _the

corresponding German lekical r syntactic structures were used
3 8o



instead. This effect is noticeable rim the occurrence of

asterisked items in the English translations (also items,

given in script in Figure 3), in the occurrence of the German

standard order in noun phrases,18 which is different from the

defined English standard order, or simply in the ungrammaticality

of the generated sentence.

VII Conclusion

In spite of the improved translation capabilities through

translation over standard structures, the number of rules

necessary, using cohtext-free grammars with simple vocabulary

symbols, was felt to be unneces arily high. The changes made

to remedy this deficiency are described in Lehmann/Stachowitz

1970, Vol. II.



FOOTNOTES

1 Thus the meaning of the noun man is different from that of the
verb man, the meaning of the'non-humanr noun eondacto4
different from that of-the'humaa' noun,.

2 Woerterbuch der deutschen Gegenwartsspra_chp, herausgegeben
von Ruth Klappenbadh und Wolfgang Steinitz, Akademieverlag
Berlin, 1968 ff.

An Advanced Learn 's Dictio1,1= by Hoinby, Gatenby and
WaTefield, Londbn, Oxford UniVersity Press, 1948.

4 This nominalization of the that-clause can be interpreted
as a counterexample to various claims:
1) The combined claim that transformations are meaning-
preserving and nominalizations are derived transformation-
ally from sentences;
2) that semantic interpretations apply to deep structures
before non-lexical transformations have applied.

Other verbs which behave like ebzeave are A.ema/Lk and
nettae. Note that watch cannot occur in the environment
"that S".

5 A comprehensive statement on the algorithms of the
Linguistics Research System as used until May 1968 is
given in Chapter VIII of Final Report, Linguistic Informa-
tion Processing Stud , DA 36-039 AMC-2162(B), 1 May 1965 -
30 April 1966; and Dynamic Adaptive Data Base Management
Study, DA 28-043 AMC-02276(BI, 16 Kay 1966 - 15 May 1967,
The University of Texas, Linguistics Research Center, Austin,
Texas, November 1968.

A comprehensive description of the Problems encountered
can be found in Lehmann/Stachowitz: Research in German-
En lish Machine Translation on S ntactic Level, Vol. II,

University o 7fexas at Austin; August 1970.

Research performed during Spring of 1968 has led to the
design of completely new analysis and translation algorithms
which process context-free grammars with complex terminal
and non-terminal symbols. Cf. Lehmann/Stachowitz 1970
and the appended paper "Requirements for Machine Translation.
Problems, Solutions, Prospects."

Constituents in a rule consequent were assigned a prede-
.termineu order to permit the translation of sentences whose

constituents could occur in different surface orders e g
bewundeAten .6te = S-Le bewandeAten Maitlz = They admAJLed

9 The-LRC verb dictionaries-onlY- c-entaAned=deScriptors per=
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taining to paradigmatic information. _The verb constituents
in those rules thus did not contain the descriptors per-
taining to case government or auxiliary agreement information.

10 A trivial improvement for rul s l' and 2', resulting
from the concatenation of the participle with the con-
tiguous object before concatenating the new constituent
with the other sentence constituent; was not possible
in the earlier LRC system due to the ordering instructions
attached to each constituent. Cf. Lehmann/Stachowitz, 1970,pp. Tl T59.

11 The affixes are actually represented by "dummy" terminals°
these are again replaced by the proper affixes during the
output phase. Cf. Lehmann/Stachowitz 1970.

12 The translation of verb-prefix combinations, which occur
discontinuously in German main clauses, would have re-.
quired sentence rules in which the actual prefix would
have had to be mentioned as a feature of the constituents
involved. For eXample, V.e.4e L0e4un9 zahZug eft. vo4. (He
p)Lopozed tht4 4otatton) would'have had to be analyzed
by a rule containing as constituents:

OBJ FRED SUBJ PRFX. Each change of prefix would have
ACC VOR 3 VOR

ACC SG

SG

required.a news
aeceOted thL4 AsoLut onl:

OBJ
ACC

ntence rule e.g.

FRED
.AN
ACC

JG

SUBJ.
3
SG

PRFX..
AN

Such rules,
written.

-e Loe4utg -nahm- eA an

course., w re n y r

Compare the translation equivalents 4Lli4L4pefl
abZehnen = /Letiu4e in contrast to the translation of the
corresponding simple verbs AtetZen put, tehnen tean.

In cases where the actually performed subclassification
did not suffice to distinguish between different meaningsof an item (e.g vchatten with the readings piLeAeave.
matntatn vs. /Lecetve, obtatn), _the translation given in
the February 1966 translation was accepted; Cf. also foot-

This paraPh.i'ase.was defined .t0-1:0
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the German perfect tense as in sentence 492 into both
English present perfect and past tense.

16 One can interpret a sequence of normal form expressions
as instructions to generate a tree by attaching the top
node of a substructure to a non-terminal node of another
structure, provided the respective labels are identical.
The sequence of normal form expressions interpreting a
tree thus imposes a well-formedness condition on the
construction of all sentence trees with that normal form
reading. Cf. also McCawley 1968.

17 The letter S stands for "non-lexical (syntactic) tree",
the letter L for "lexical tree". The numbers were assign-
ed in ascending order beginning with 100. These express-
ions can, of course, be replaced by meaningful expressions
which can be interpreted as the vocabulary symbols of an
interlingua or universal grammar.

18 The English subject S. EdZen in sentence 494 correspond-
ing to the German dative object appeared in the position
for "indirect object" whenever a necessary structure was
dropped.

19 Figure 3= Only the paraphrases given in Figures 4-1 through
4-7 are given here. The items in script do not occur in
any translation; the items in Rarentheses were provided as op-
tional translations. The repeated "optionality' of the is due to
the fact that it was not provided as a lexical equivalent
of German /der/ but supplied by means of a syntactic
normal form expression which should have been based on the
non-encoded information that some nouns may optionally
occur without the, like eaAth, the ecuLth. ,The equivalents
compZete-ey, whoZZY, enttitety, veAy were not subclassified
for adjective Ar5. participle modification (sentence 486).
Lamtnou4 coitona (sentence 492) results from an incorrect
rule.

Figure 7: This translation, not given in any dicti naries,
was provided in the February 66 translation.

1 The selection. of the correct translation equivalent
pattern depends on the understanding of the sentence

or-this
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GERMAN CORPUS

999,487
DIE LINIEN DES WASSERSTOFFS, DES HELIUMS UND VIELER METALLE

TRETEN HIER AUF.

999,488
WENN DIE MUNDSCHEIBE DIE SONNE GANZ.VERDECKT, ERSCHEINT EIN ROTER

10 -- 15 BOGENSEKUNDEN BREITER RING UM DIE SONNE.

999,489
DAS IST DIE CHROMOSPHAERE MIT DEN PROTUBERANZEN.

999,490
WEITER AUSSENSCHLIESST ALS SILBERWEISSER LICHTSCHWACHER SAUM

DIE SONNENKORONA AN.

999,491
IN DER CHROMOSPHAERE FINDET MAN.HAUPTSAECHLICH
WASSERSTOFF7, HELIUM- UND KALZIUMLINIEN, ABER AUCH
SPEKTRALLINIEN ANDERER METALLE.

-999,492
IM LICHTE:DER_KORONA SIND MEHRERE HELLESPEKTPALIJNIEN
AUFGEFUNDEN WORDEN, DEREN ZUORDNUNG ZU BEKANNTEN ELEMENTEN
ZEIT UNBEKANNT BL IEB

LANGE

-999,494
ERST_IM:JAHRE._1g41 GELANG _ES B. EDLEN IN UPSALA DIESE
SPEKTRALLINIEN_IN PEEIGNETEN IRDISCHEN L_ICHTQUELLEN_ZU ERHALTEN.

999 486
DIE HELLEN L IN I EN DER DAMP FFOERMI GEN SONNENATMOSPHAERE KANN MAN

IINL DER SOGENANNTEN UMKEHRENDEN St1-11 CHy EINER SCHMALEN DAMpFHUEL LE

OBE RHALB DER ABUSSEREN SONNENBEGRENZUNG , DER PHOTOSPHAERE , FUER

B IN I GE -WEN I GE 7AUGENBLI mcg =AE9BACHTEN WENN BE I '_-EiNER- SONNENF I NSTERNI S

pER FpRTSCHRETrENDE MONO pEReLpn,'EEEN::-Nopi EINEW:GANZ' -=SCTHMALEN- RAND -

DER = 'spingENQBER'FLACHE ALTP= DER EiShil- 'SEIM FREI LAESST=-: 'SOG
FLASH'S -13



German Standard Strings

JOB PROOF GTXT RETRIEVAL OF 30.JANUARY.'67
PAGE 1

0001 99914860R5 0011867
0002 *MAN* *KANN*.*EN4 *BEOBACHT* *N* *LINIE* *ATMOSPHAERE* *N*
0003 oSONNE, 014 *EN* *DAMPFFOERMIG* ** DER* ** *EN*'*HELL* ** *DIE*
0004 *IN* SCPICHT* *,* *HUELLE* *DAMPF* ** CBERHAL8* *BEGRENZUNG*
0005 *N* *SONNE*'** *EN* *AEUSSER* ** *DER* **--*10'*PHOTOSPHAERE* *DER*
0006 ft,* *EN* SCHMAL* ** *EINER*'*EN* *END* *REHR* tum*(pFX) *EN*
0007 *SOGENANNT*** *DER* 44 *FUER.* E* *BLICK* N* *AUGE10._ .0 *E* .

0008 *WENIG* 410F, 4EINI04. ** * *WENN* *MOND* *E* END* SCHRE1T* *FORT*
0009 ** *DER* a* *T* LAESS* *FREI* *RAND* *OBERFLAECHE* *N* *SONNE* 4
0010 *DER* 4* *EN* *SCHMAL* *GANZ* ** *EINEN* AUF*1PP/ *SEITE* 'EN. ,

0011 *E1N* *4 *DER* *0 *NOCH* *EBEN* *GERADE* * 48E1* *FIVSTERNIS*. *No
0012 *SONNE* *a *EINER* ** *1* 4UM*(FLX) SPEKTR* *FLASH* ** *SOG.* 4*tc13 *)4 .4 *f* ** *0*

0001 9991487,RST011867
0002 *N* .*LINIE* *UND* * * 0S
0003 *DES* *E* *METALL* *ER* *VI
0004 *HIER* 4* 4ft.

*WASSERSTOFF* *DES* *HELI M4
L* ** 44 401E4 44 *EN* *TRET* AUF*

0001 9990488,11570011867-
0002 *RING* *0*. *ER* *BREIT* *N* *SEKUNDE* *BOGEN* 0 *--* *10*
0003 *15* 0* *ER* *ROT* ** *EIN* 44 T* *ERSCHEiN* *UM* *SONNE* *DIE*
0004 ** owENN* -4SCPEIBE* *MCN04 ** DIE* !* *T* *VOIDECK* *SONNE*
0005 *CIE* *GAN2* ** ** *,* **

0001 99904890RST,011867
C002 *DAS*IDL** *151* *CHRO OSPHAERE* *DIE* 4M1T* oENo PR TOBERANZ*
0003 DEN* ** ** ***

0001, .99904900RST,011867
0002 *A* *KORON4 *N* *SONNE* p.
0003 *SAUM*-*ER*-*LICHTSCHWACH*-*ER
0004 *WEIT* *4_4.*

0001 5991491RS1 011867 .

0002 *MAN* ** *ET* *FIND* ABER AUCH* N* LIME* *LIND* 00
C003 0WASSER5TOFF* .41* *HELIUM* s*KALZIUM* .* A*HAUPTSAECHtICH**N* *LINCE4.
0004 ,*AL* 0SPEKTR* E* *METAtL* *ER* *ANDER ** ** 4-IN*'*CHROM SPHAERE.'
0005 *CERO *0 *0' *.*

0001_99904921RST,011867
0002 _ _4* *SIND* *WORDEN* *GE*-*ENi *FUND*:*AUF* 41N* *LLN1E* *-AL_*,
0003-*SPEKTR4 *E* *HELL*--*E* *MEHRER* *,4_01*,*E4,4Id-Ht* ,L46:4*, 4_KORON*
0004 40ER*_*4-4,4*_** **-*ZUORONUNGsv4ZU*-4EN* _*ELEMENT4'-*EN*-74BEKANNT*
0005-**-**=4DEREN*-***BLIEB*- 48EKANNT*-*UN*-0* *ZE1T*-*E*'4LANG* 4*-- . _ .

C006 **-lip*-0 - ,
- ,

. _

- 0001 499,_494.iRST.01067.
0002- *ES4-44_*GELANG_*_ *21i*J * 4ERHALT*'-,* -- NrE* 4AL SPEKTR*

,

_0003-_*DIESE*= 4IN*"*N*1-:*QUELLE*, oil: ICHT*---***EN*- *I,CH.,', gq-RDif-: 4EN _t*GE*,,,::,i1ETi
-0004 -IFEICN*,-**-:'04i- *4-_-`41:, EDLEN° a ILNev--,*UPSALA4 -44',-- *JAHR4 9414--- . -, -,

_- ,--.:000_5*M0-'0_ERST*-:*0-** o'



Fi gure 3-1

English Paraphrases of.German Corpus Surface Representatioa19

487 Lines of (the) hydrogen, (the) helium and many
.<z:occur----__metals here.appear

4 8 unar disk hidesWhen (the) disk of moon covers
completely

sun wholly
entirely--

red1-;210

1 secondsS appears around----seconds of arc --- wide

(the) sun.

...--prominences489 This is (the) chromosphere with (the)
----protuberances----

490 (The) --corona of: (the) sun
. solar corona

borderdim-------- boundary

Above all
Mainly --------.-hydrogen , helium's and calcium491

hydrogen, helium and calcium
pectrum linesh metals' spectrallines , but also

spectral lines of other metals

-farther Out

_follow- a Silvery white
.

One

found in (the) chromosphere.

finds ... in (the) chromosphere.

492 Several bright
shining

spectral linesspectrum

-in -(tne) light ,of theYE'EFETka----'
lumindus-cdroha

_relationship
'Connection wi-

sang: t rne

f ound---____were discovere
have,be n found----

,

of which the.-!;_.

reiainéd unknown_ . _



494

Figure 3-2

Only
--before 1941 did B. Bdlen in Upsala

Not

succeed in getting
get--manage to 'r7obtain

hese spectral lines in

suitable z7--terrestrial --auminous
--earth sources .

B. Edle in Upsala

these

4.86 _One

managed tol obtainlget---
obtaining--,succeeded in T1
getting--

only in-
before 1941.

not until

can ob erve ___-ght --7,1ines o th vaporous
--shining

atsolar----

completely
wholly -
ent

osphere in the o-called reversing lay

the

photosphere, for a few moments when the advancing m on just

barely leaves visible a yery thin
narrow---

solar surface-ed-ge-
- one side during

edge 06-the solar siarfaCe
-

_ 02:darkneSs_,Of'the, sun
-an ecTipse _o-fthe-sun-7,_ - - ,

,



99487'CI OF HYDROGEN, HELIUM' AND MANY S METAL ES LIN occqR kERE

99467001 OF HYDROGEN, HELIUM, AND MANY S METAL ES LIN APPEAR.HERE

99487001 OF THE HYDROGEN, HELIUM, AND MANY S METAL ES LIN OCCUR MERE'e

99487001 OF THE HYDROGEN HELIUM, AND MANY- 5 METAL ES LIN APPEAR' HERE

99487001 OF THE HYDROGEN, THE=HECIVM -AND _MANY-- S METAL ES LIN APPEAR99487002 H.EFE

99487001 OF

99487001

467001
99'467002

99487001
99467002

HYDROGEN, HELIUM AN_ MANY S METAL ES LIN OCCUR HERE

OF THE HYDROGEN', HELIUM, AND MANY S METAL ES LIN OCCUR HERE

OF HYDROGEN,'.HELIUM AND .MAIO:'S METAL_ES 'LIN DIE* OCCUR HE** * **

_ -CF THE _HYDROGEN, HELIUM, AND MANY S METAL-ES
** ** _ -

N APPEAR HERE-



9
cit

488C0I
4880C2

994.88001
99488002

99488001
99480002

99480001
99488002

99488001
99488002

99408001
99488002
99488003

99488001
99486002

99488001
99488002

99488001
99488002
99488003

99488001
99488002
994880C3

99488001
99488002
994880'03

99488001
99488002
99488003

99488001
99488002
99488003 --

99408001'
99488002-
99488003 -

A REG 10 TO 15 ARC S SECOND IN WIDTH E CIRCL S APPEAR AROUND
SUN WHEN AR LUN DISK 5 COVER SUN LY WHOL t

A RED 10 10 15 ARC S SECOND IN WIDTH E CIRCL S APPEAR AROUND
SUN WFI-,N AR LUN DISK ES HID SUN LY WHO

A RED IC TO 15 ARC S SECOND IN WIDTH E CIRCL S APPEAR AROUND
THE SUN-WHEN AR LUN.D1SK S COVER SUN LI. WHOL

A RED 1,-, TO 15 ARC S SECOND iN WIDTH E CIRCL S APPEAR AROUND
THE SUN WHEN AR LUN DI K ES HID SUN LY WHOL

A RED 1C TO 15 ARC S SECOND IN WIDTH RING S APPEAR AROUND THE
SUN WHEN AR LUN DISK S COVER SUN LY WHOL t ** :*

RED 10 TO 15 ARC S SECOND IN WIDTH S RING *EIN* S APPEAR
AROUN THE SUN WENN* IHE AR LUN DISK S COVER SUN LY WHOL *1* **
114.

RED 10 TO 15 ARC S SECOND IN MIDTH 5 CIRCLE *EI.N* S APPEAR
A OUND SUN WHEN AR LUN DISK S COVER SUN ELY COMPLET t ** 1**

*RING* RED 10 TO 15 OF ARC S SECOND -IN WIDTH *EIN* S APPEAR
AROUND THE SUN WHEN:THE AR LUN DISK S COVER:SUN LY WHCL **.

'-*RING* *1* 10 TO 15 OF ARC--S SECOND E WID *ER*
*T* APPEAR *UM* *SONNE* *DIEst-At* *WENN* ',THE AR
THE.,SUN LY-WHOL **:

_

ROT*
LUN D

-*RING* *,* 10 TO 15 OF ARC S SE
APPEAR AROUND THE SUN WHEN ARIAN

** A **
SK S COVER.

OND E WID RED * *EIN* S

DISK S COVER SUN ELY ENTIR

*RING* *EFO, WID ARC S SECOND TO
A ** *T* *ERSCHEIN* *UM* *SONNE* *DIE* *
S COVER SUN ELY COMPLET *01**

*.RING* *to *ER *BREIT*. OF ARC'SECOND +kr * 10 .1t15*
** *ER* *ROT* ** *EIN* S APPEAR AROUND SUN WH-EN AR LUN 0
HID SUN ELY COMPLET v.** ***

0 15
*WENN*

*RING* *,*.*ER, *BREIT,- OF4U1C-.,SEDOND
,ROT*_ *:*,*EIN* S APPEAR_AROUND S

-41ID SLN_ELy

,111,4ING* *ER,*,-:*BRE4T-00-ARc,SECON,D,*--
§-APPEAR-1'411'06ND SUN__,WENNiv --6F-

7'SUN;ELY:COOLEI_
_ _

SK ES

10',15*-
HEN AR LUN DISK ES

_

*ER_,
DON-DISKES HID-=

;--

49,48800V-, *RIN0*:0010*.,-,*BREAT*:,_*N*4SEKONDE*-*BOGN*,-,**-_*--4(.10*_
99488002 **-,ER, *ROT* **:*EIN* S 5UN 'OF -MOON DISK
-99488_GO3HID SON-VERY-c4::44'

_
- .

ES'



99489001

99489001

99489001

99489001

99489001

99489001

99489001

99489001

99489001

99489001

99489001

99489001

99489001

,99489001,

99489001

99489001

99489001 THIS IS CHROMOSPHERE WITH

99489001 THIS IS

THIS IS CHROMOSPHERE

THIS IS CHROMOSPHERE

THIS IS CHROMOSPHERE

THIS IS CHROMOSPHERE

THIS IS -CHROMOSPHERE

TOIS IS-CHROMOSPHERE

THIS IS CHROMOSPHERE

THIS IS CHROMOSPHERE

WITH

WITH

WITH

WITH

WITH

WITH

WITH

S PROMINENCE .

S PROTUBERANCE

S PROTUBERANCE .

S PROTUBERANCE .

S PROTUBERANCE

S PROTUBERANCE .

S PROTUBERANCE .

WITH S PROTUBERANCE

THIS IS THE'CHROMCSPHERE WITH S

THIS IS THE CHROMOSPHERE WITH

THIS IS THE CHROPOSpHERE WITH

THIS IS IHE CHROMOSPHERE WITH

THIS IS THE CHROMOSpHERE WITH

THIS IS THE CHROMOSPHERE WITH

THIS IS CHROMOSPHERE WITH S

THIS It CHROMOSPHERE WITH ,S

PROMINENCE

S PROTUBERANCE .

S PROTUBERANCE

S PROTUBERANCE .

S pROTUBERANOE

S PROTUBERANCE .

PROMINENCE A4

PROTUBERANCE * *

THE S PROMINENCE .

CHROMOSPHERE WITH THE S PROTUBERANCE .

THIS IS CHROMOSPHERE-WITH THE S PROTUBERANCE

THIS IS CHROMOSPHERE WITH -THE S PROTUBERANCE .

99469001

99489001

99489001

_99489001

1994890C1

_99-489001,

99489061-

_

THIS IS CHROMOSPHERE-WITH THE S PROTUBERANCE --

THIS IS-.CHROMOSPHERE WITH-THE 's--PROTUBERANCE

THIS IS THE-CHROMOSPHERE, WITH S pROTUBERANCE,.-
_

THIS IS THE CHROMOSPHERE WITH-7'S-PROTUBERANCE
_

-mdweinammun=D-

...140gITANP

4S: T H C HR CMOSPHERCW I TH THE- -PROTUBERANCE,



99490001
99490002

9949000i
99490002

99490001
99490002

99490001
99490002

99490001
99490002

99490001
99490002

99490001
99490002

AR SOL CORONA S FOLLOW AS A SILVERY E WHIT DIM BOUNDARY
FARTHER OUT .

THE AR SOL CORONA S FpLLow As A SILVERY E WHIT DIM BOUNDARY
FARTHER OUT .

AR SOL CORONA S FOLLOW AS A SILVERY E WHIT DIM BOUNDARY
FARTHER OUT it.*

THE AR SOL CORONA
'FARTHER OUT *,*

FOLL W AS A'SILVERY E WHIT DIM BOUNDARY

AR SOL CORONA S FOLLOW AS A SILVERY E WH T DIM BORDER FARTHER
OUT **

OF THE SUN CORONA
FARTHER:OUT:** 4-

AS A SILVERY E WHIT DIM B

OF SUN CORONA S FOLLOW
FARTHER OUT *0*

A SIL ERY E WHIT DIM BOUNI



99491001
99491002

99491001
99491002

99491001
99491CO2

9949 /CC I
99491%)C2

99491001
99491002

99491001
99491002

99491001
99491002

99491001
99491002

_99.49.1001
99491)02
99491003

99491001
99491002
99491003

9949100
9910100
99101003

ARE FOUND LY CHIEF HYDROGEN, HELIUM AND CALCIUM ES LIN, BUI
ALSO OTHER S' METAL AL SPECTR ES LIN IN CHROMOSPHERE .

ARE FOUND Ly MAIN HYDROGEN, HELIUM, AND CALCIUM ES LIN, BUT
ALSO OTHER ETAL AL SPECIR ES LIN IN CHROMOSPHERE .

ARE FOUND LY CHIEF HYOROGEN, HELIUM, AND CALCTUK ES.LIN, -BUT
ALSO OTHER Sg METAL AL SPECTR ES LIN IN THE CHROMOSPHERE

ARE HOUND LY MAIN HYDROGEN, HELIUM, AND CALCIPM ES LIN, Bur
ALSO OTHER S' METAL AL SPECTR ES LIN IN THE CHROMOSPHERE

ARE FOUND LY CHIEF HYDROGEN HELIUM, AND CALCIUM ES LIN, BUT
ALSO OTHERS' METAL AL SPECTR ES'LIN IN CHROMOSPHERE

ARE FOUND LY MAIN HYDROGEN,
ALSO-OTHER SI METAL AL':SPECTR

HELIUM, AND CALCIUM ES LIN, DuT
ES LIN IN:CHROMOSPHERE

*MAN* S FIND LY MAIN HYDROGEN, HELIUM, AND CALCIUM ES LIN,
ALSO OTHER 59 METAL AL SPECTR ES LIN IN-CHROMOSPHERE **----*-i*

*MAN* S FIND
ALSO OTHER S.

*MAN*. -S- FIND
CALCIUM LY MA
CHROMOSPHERE *

*MAN* S FIND.
HELIUM 5' .CALC
CHROMOSPHERE **

LY CHIEF HYDROGEN, HELIUM, AND CALCIUM ES LIN,
ETAL.AL SPECTR,ES LIN IN-CHROMOSPHERE

-

'T-ALSO- ES LIN- AND--L-HyDROGEN, HELIUM
N 10 OTHER S METAL AL SPECTR ES LIN IN

UT

UT

Bur ALSO ES'LIN AND '52 HYDROGEN -S2
Um LY:MAIN OTHER 52 METAL AL sPECTR.ES-L N IN

*MAN* *.*ET* *FIND*_.BuTrALso
_cALcIuM-ES LIN _AL- sPEcTR E -LIN
CHROMCSPHERE ** ** *.*

.AB6tE A
OTHER

HELIUM, AND
MEIAL JN-

99491001 _SWAN* 4* *ET*-*FIND* BUT ALSO:*N* *LINIE* _AND_ (

99491002 *WASSERSTOFF* S_HELIUM s_CALCium *HAURTSAECHLICH*
99491003 METAL gM SpECTR ES IAN IN-THE CHROMOSPHERE -a*

**
OTHER 5_2



99492001
99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492GC3

_99492001
=994920_0 2
99492003

. _

-,_99492001.
99492002

---99492003-

WERE ED DISCOVER SEVERAL ING SHIN AL SPECTR ES LIN *I* CoRoNA
S LIGHT *M* ** ** WHOSE RELATIONSHIP 70 N KNOW S ELEMENT ED
REmAIN uN N KNOW FOR A LONG E TIM 0 *.*

WERE ED DISCOvER SEVERAL ING SHIN AL SPECTR ES LIN *1* CORUNA
5 LIGHT wHo * ** WHOSE CONNECTIoN WITH N KNow S ELEmENT ED
REMAIN uN N KNOW FOR A LONG E TIM 0 *.0

wERE ED DIScOvER SEVERAL ING SHIN AL SPECTR ES LIN *1.* CORO A
S LIGHT *m* ** ** OF WHICH THE RELATIONSHIP TO N KNOW S LIEMENI
ED REFAIN UN N KNOW FOR A LONG E TIM *.*

WERE ED DISCOVER SEVERAL ING SHIN AL -SPECTR ES LIN *I* CORONA
S LIGHT *m* **, ** oF WHICH THE CONNECTION WITH N KNOW S ELEMENT
ED REMAIN UN N KNOW FOR'A LONG E TIM *a*

WERE
CORONA
REMAIN

HAVE
LIGHT
_REmAIN

FOUND SEVERAL ING SHIN AL SPECIR ES LIN IN OUS LUMIN
** *m* ** ** WHOSE RELATIONSHIP To N KNOWS ELEMENT ED
UN N KNOW FOR A LONG E TIM ** *,* *.*

BEEN FOUND SEVERAL ING SHIN AL SPECTR ES
M* ** ** WHOSE CONNECTION WITH N KNOW 5
UN N KNOW FOR A LONGE TIM 4* * *.*

LIN IN CORONA S
ELEMENT ED

HAVE BEEN FOUND SEVERAL ING SHIN AL SPECTR ES LIN IN CORONA S
LIGHT *m* ** ** OF WHICH THE RELATIONSHIP TO N KNOW S ELEMENT
ED REMAIN UN N KNOW FOR A LONG E IJM ** ,* .*

HAVE BEEN FOUND SEVERAL-ING SHIN AL SPECTR ES LIN IN CORONA S
LIGHT *M* ** ** OF WHICH THE CONNECTION WITH N KNOW S ELEMENT
ED REMAIN UN N KNOW FOR AONGE TIM ** w, * *

wERE ED DISCOVER*SEVERAL BRIGHT AL SPEC1R ES LIN IN oF CORONA
,LIGHT ** CONNECTIoN WITH N.KNOW S ELEMENT
KNOW ouN* ** A LONG E TIM ** *.*

yHOSE ED REM A IN-

WERE ED DISCOVER SEVERAL-BRIGHT AL SPECTR-ES LIN IN OF CORONALIGHT RELATIONSHIP-TO N KNOW S ELEMENT WHOSE ED REMAIN NKNOW A LONG E TIM **' 4041110,=*

41111184 ED DISCOVER ES.LIN UW-SPECTR BRIGHT SEvERAL
_cORONA'LIGHT ** ** RELATIONSHIP TO ELEMENT N KNow**

ED REmA1N N KNow *uN* ** TIM ,LoNG-** *,*

wERE:ED DISCOVER SEVER:AL-B.RiGHT_AL SPECTR.ES.LIN IN THE.OF
CURONX.LAGHT..**- RELATIONSHIP-TO N KNOW S,ELEMENT..** WHOSE
*BLIEB* N KNOW OCN* ** FcR A LONG E 7IM ** *411..4.* _

IN oF
WHOSE

WERE ED DISCOVER SEVERAL-BRIGHT,AL-SPECTRE5 LIN:IN THE :OF
CORONA LIGHT ** -CONNECTION:WITH- 'NKNOW-5-ELEMENT ** _WHOSE
*BLIEB* N KNOW *UN* **_ FOR-A LONG E TIM**_*,-*:*.*:

__ _ _ _

* *

1WERE:ED-_DISCOVER ,SEVERAL TBRItIfIAL--SPEC:TR1, ES ;LIN IN OF':
CORONA LIGHT '**- -CONNECTION,' WITH_- 41.4' :-:41-10SE4*FIL 1 Elva N--KNOW_ iFuN* FOEV ,A LONG E- T IM



99 49i W1
91494:;02

99494.:01
99494002

99494Z01
99494ZJC2

99494001
99494002

99494001
99494002

99494001
99494002

99494001
99494002
99494003

994(.4400:
99494CO2
99494003

B. ECLEN DID MANAG TO GET THESF.AL SPECTR ES LIN IN-SUITABLE
IAL TERRESFR OUS LUMEN S SOURCE IN UPSALA NOT UNTIL 1941 .

B. EDLEN DID MANAG 10 GET THESE AL SPECIR ES LIN IN SUITABLE
IAL TERRESTR OUS LUMIN 59 SOURCE IN UPSALA NOT BEFORE 14i. .

B. EDLEN DID MANAG IC OBI-Am THESE AL SPECTR ES LIN IN SUITABLE
IAL TEkRESTR OUS LUM1N S SOURCE IN UPSALA NnT UNTIL 1941

B. ECLEN DID MANAG IC OBI-AIN THESE AL SPECIR ES LIN IN SUITABLE
IAL TERRESTR OUS LUM1N S SOURCE IN UPSALA NOT BEFORE 194

B. EDLEN DID MANAG TO GET THESE AL SPECTR ES LIN IN SU TABLE
IAL TERRESTR nus LUPIN S SOURCE IN UPSALA ONLY IN 1941 .

B. ECLEN DIn MANAG TO-GET THESE AL SPECTR ES LIN IN SU TABLE
IAL IERRESTR Otis LUMEN S SOURCE IN UPSALA ONLY IN 194 .

B. EDLEN DID SUCCEED IN TING GET THESE AL SPECTR ES LIN INSUITABLE IAL TERRESTR OUS LUMIN S -SOURCE,IN UPSALA NOT-UNTIL 1941

_B. EDLEN DXD SUCCEED IN TING GET THESE AL
SUIJABLE IAL TERRESTR OUS LpmIN S 5DURCE IN
1941

SPECTR
UPSALA

ES LIN IN
NOF BEFURE

99494001 ED SUCCEED IN-ANG OBTAIN ES-LIN
99494002 SOURCE LIGHT 'EARTH: SUITABLE.** **
99494003 ONLY IN .1941-** *.*

-99494001
99494002
99494003

UM SPECIR OUSERV . IN
B EDLEN -IN' UPSALA.

_ED MANAG Tp INGJD TAIN AL SPECTR ES-LIN -OBSERV IN:SUITABLE1AL TERRE'STR LIGHT S-SOURCE.**-__ B. EDLEN AN'UPSALA -ONLYAN1941 ** *.-
A



P41115 1,1**1,2**40..2,2**3,1*.3*2 12,14,12,2

99486001
99486002
99486CO3
99486004
9486005

99486CC
99486007

*MAN* ** CAN E OBSERV ES LIN AR SOL S ATMOSPHERE *EN* OUS
VAPOR ft* *DER* ** ING SHIN *DIE* IN LAYER ,* OUS VAPOR S
ENVELOPE HEYONO TEE OUTER AR SOL BOUNDARY ** PHOTOSPHERE,
THIN A 1NG REVERS- SO-CALLED *DER* *4 FUR A FEW S MOMENT
WHEN 1NG ADVANC MOON LS LCAV E VISIBL A VERY THIN AR SOL SURFACE
EDGF ON ONF E SIO JUST LY HARE DURING A AR SOL DARKNESS
SU-CALLED FLASH UP SPECTR1 ** **

994060C1 *MAN* ** CAN E OBSERV ES LIN AR SOL S ATMOSPHERE *EN* OOS
99486CC2 VAPOR ** *DER* ** ING SHIN *DIE* IN 5' LAYER *,* OuS VAPOR S
994860C3 ENVELCPC ABOVE TKE OUTER AR SOL BOUNDARY ** PHOTOSPHERE
99486CC4 NARROt AN ING REVERS SO-CALLED *DER* **, FUR A FEW S MOMENT
99486005 WHEN ING ADVANC MOON ES LEAV E VISIBL A VERY THIN AR SOL SURFACE
99486006 En0E CN ONE E SID JUST LY BARE DURING A AR SOL DARKNESS v

99486007 SO-CALLED FLASH UM SPECTR ** *

99486001 *VAN* ** CAN E OBSERV ES LIN AR SOL S ATM PHERE AMW6 ous
99486002 VAPOR ** *DER* ** BRIGHT 1101E* IN LAYER ** OUS VAPOR S
99486003 ENVELOPE BEYOND THE OUTER AR SOL BOUNDARY **. PHOTOSPHERE,
99486004 THIN A ING REVERS SO-CALLED *DER* * FOR A FEW S MOMENT
99486005 *WENN* ING ADVANC MOON ES LEAV E VISIBL A VERY THIN OF AR SOL
99486006 SURFACE EDGE ON* SID ONE JUST EY BARE DURING A AR SOL
99486007 DARKNESS * SO-CALLED OF FLASH UM SPECTR, ** *1* *

99486001 *MAN* ** IS *EN* OBSERV *N* *LINIE* ATMOSPHERE *N* SOL **
994E16002 OUS VAPOR ** *DER*.** *EN* SHIN *. '01E111,01N* S LAYER
99486003 EN _013E VAPOR ** BEYOND OUTER AR SOL BOUNDWITY *DER* ** t

99486004 PHOTOSPHERE *.,* IHIN E1NER* *EN' *END* REVERS *EN* SO-CALLED
99486005 ****DER* ** FOR A FEW SaMOMENT ** *WENN* INGIAOVANC MOON
99486006 *UER* ES LEAV E VISIBL VERY THIN OF AR SOL SURFACE EDGE
99486007 EINEN* ON *SEITE* ONE JUST EY BARE ** DURING A AR SOL
99486006 DARKNESS THE SO-CALLED OF FLASH UM SPECTRI ** **

. _

99486001- MAN* ** *KANN* *EN* *BEDBACHT* *N* *LINIE* SUN S ATMOSPHERE.
. . _

9.9486002 *EN**DAMPFFOERMIG*___.***DER*.**..-*EN* _

99486003 *SCHICHT* .OUS VAPOR VEIL *OBERHALB* OUTER AR 'SOL BORDER
99486CC4 *DER* ** *EN* *SCHMAL* ** *EINER*
99466005 SO-CALLEU 4* *DER& its FUR A FEW S MOMENT ** *WENN. LUN *E*
.99486006 *END* ADVANC:** *DER* LEAIV-E.YISIBL 'A ELY ,ENTIR NARROW-OF-AR
99486007 *AUF*(PP) *SEITE* *EN* -ONE ** *DER* ** JUST
99486008 LY BARE -DURING'AN OF SUN ECLIPSE *I* SU-CALLED-OF FLASH UM
99486009 SPECTR *I* ** *,* ** *.* _

99486001 *MAN*-**-*KANN* *EN* *BEDBACHT* ,*N*_*LINIE* *ATMOSPHAERE*1*N**5--
_ _ _

99486002 -ONNE*'**' iiDAMPfFOERMI_G*-41,* *OER*_*_*. *EN* RHELL*-**
99486003 *DIE* *I11*-- '61ICHT*-*,* *HU-ELLE* *DAMPF*-**-*08ERHAL8*1 AR-SOL--
99486004_- BOUNDARY:4EN-* 4P'AEUSSER*-**7*DER4 44.--*4-4*PHOTOSPHAERE*----*DER

_-994036005.1 _,*,,* *EN*-1J,SO,Htl,A1;* *i**.,EANER*,*EiNi**EN0ENII.:-*SOG,ENAN,NT_*,:**7
_ 994860fi0i6J---*DE-Ri*FUER:**6;- AlOtIENr:_irk_FEW*WENN**MOND*-L.4E*---

-994860-07*END*CHREIT*-=*FOR*-:.--*OIER*7:41_*C*4_**LAESS*;_*FRE1*-OF:- AR __-SOL:-
994860_08:_-:-SURFA0;:=E-WHIN:-; 1-1-0LINEN*F4(PP)-*S'EITE*7*E0*,*EI-NI
19948,6009- ',-*REI*;:- KR 1=-SOL__ECLIRSE:--*EINER*44%-7: OF:I'FCASHFIJM-SPECTR- -----'
'99486010,--S-OCAL _--:**'14*-'-***-'-**;4*--'

-- - --___- --- .,-,.-

- c

.

,

.__._

,76-



1

99486001
99/486002
99486003.
99486004
99486005
99486006
99486007

99486001
99486002
99486003
99'486004
99486005
99486006
99486001
99486008

99486001
99486002
99486007
99486004_
99486005-
99486006:

"39486:0'7
994860c8
t/1486:09

12t0,1441-1-01012-2010,2---12,0v)r2

*MAN* IS E OUSERV ES LIN ATMOSPHERE SUN OUS VAPOR** *DER* ** 8RIGHT *DI E* IN LAYER , ENVELOPE' S VAPOR
BEYONC BURDER SUN OUTER *DER* M.. g PHOTOSPHERE', THIN A 1NGREVERS 50-0ALLED *DER* *it FOR A FEW 5 MOMENT *WENN* THE INGADVANC MOON ES LEAV E VISIBL EDGE SURFACE SUN *DER* ** THIN
COMPL ET A OW SID ONE JUST LY BARE ** DURING ECL PSE
SUN _A THE -50-CA LIED OF FLASH UM SPECTR ** *w **

*MAN* ** *KANN* *EN* OBSER V *N* L IN ATMOSPHERE N* SUN **VAPOR ** *DER* 41. BR I GHT *DIE* IN LAYER I" coAr VAPORABOVE BOUNDAR Y THE SUN OUTER *DER* ** p THE PHOTOSPHERE,
NARROW AN ING REVERS SO-CALLED *DER* * FOR A c FEW S MOMEN T*WENN* ING ADVANC MOON ES LEAV E VI S I BL EDGE =SURFACE THE SUN*DER* * NARROW ENT I R ** AN ON SID ONE JUST LY =BARE **
DUR I NG DARKNESS THE SON AN * THE SOCALL ED Or THE FLASH WISPECTR, ** -*OF ** *06

*MAN* ** KANN* *bN* *BEOBACIIT* *N* -*L-IN I E* *A TMOSPHAERE*
44N42- *SONNE*--**- *EN* *LiAMPFFOERMIG* --**'*DER*- *EiJ* HE'LL*6I I N* *SC H ICH I --.41US[VA-POR;,COA,P,;*OBERI:i.AL-13-*;;:___-AR-
BORCER: -*ENE'USSERli_ _--** ;4* ,----,,pHo.:(tisi-PritRE -4_,
*EN*-*SCHPAL*==.**-;-14i'EINER*--_-:74EN*:-._*SOGENANNT*----*-*7*-DER-4, *F_UER*1E* :*AUGE* -414- -=

_ -41;wFiNN;- HI, ADVANC---mtid' -Ctrof--.E V1S13L A VERY-,T IN AR -'SOL
SuRFACE:, ,EDO_E ON, ONE E 5I0 __JUST-LY-_-13ARE

"r:o-ukfi4i;,A,-TAR--r-SOLCARKIS/ESS"THI SC-CALLED -FLASH LiMj SPEC-TR t-L



99490,;01
99490002

99490001
99490 02

19490u 1,

99490%02

99490001 -
.99490002

AR SCL CORONA S FOLLOW AS A S.ILVERY E WHIT DIM BOONOARY
FARTHER OUT

AR SOL CORONA_S F LLOW AS A S LVERY WHITE DIM-H UNOA Y FA FER
OUT

AR SOL RONA S FOLLOW AS A SILVERY E WHIT DIM BOUNDARY FA THER
OUT .

AR SOL ORONA S FOLLOW AS 4 SILVERY WHITE DIV HOUNOARY FA T (ER
UT

99490001 SOLAR COR NA'S FOLLOW AS A SILVERY,E WHIT DIM B UNOA Y FARTHER
99490002 OUT

99490001 spLAR COR NA S FOLLOW AS A SILVERY WHITEDIM BOUNDARY FART ER
99490002 OUT

99490001 AR SOL CORONA S FOLLOW AS A SILVERY E WHIT OIM 13OUNDRY
91490002 FARTPER OUT *.*

19490001 AR sri. CORONA'S FOLLOW, AS A SILVERY WH ITE DIM BOUNDA Y FARIHER
99490002 OUT ***

99490001 AR SOL COR NA S FOLLOW-AS A SILVERY E WHIT DIM I3OUNDARY FARiHE
1490002 -UT, *.

99490001- AR SOL CORONA SIFOLLOW-AS A-SILVERY WHITE-DIM-BOUNDARY FARTHER _

99490002 OUT *.*-

99490001 SOLAR CORONA S FOLLOW AS A S LVERY E WHIT DIM BOUNDARY- FARIHER
99490002 -20 T

_

99410001 SOLAR CORON4 -S:FOLEOW ,SILVERY WHITE ZIM-BOONDARY-FARTHER
_



99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492303

99492001
99492002
99492Z03

99492001
99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492003

99492001
99492002
99492003-

99492001
994920C2
99492003

99492001',
99492002
99492003

9492001
99492002
99492003 =

LIGHTS *M* ** WHOSE RELATIONSHIP To N KNOW S:ELEMEN1 ED
REMAIN UN N K. OW FOR A LONG E TIM *.*

SEVERAL ENG SHIN AL SPECTR LINES WERE.
LIGHTS M. ** ** WHOSE_RELATIONSHIP TO
REMAIN UN N KNOW FOR A LCNG TIME-

SEVERAL- ING SHIN AL SPECTR LINES WERE ED-DISCOVER *I
LIGHTS *M*--** **- WHOSE CONNECTION WITH N KNOW -ELEMENT
UN N KNOW .FovA LONG- E TIM *.*

ED DISCOVER *I* COR NA
N,KNOW -S ELEMENT ED

ERF EU DISCOVER SEVERAL ING SHIN SPECTRAL ES LIN
LUGHTS M* ** ** WHOSE CONNEC
UN N KNOW FOR A LCNG

SEVERAL
CORONA:**
REMAIN UN

SEVERAL
LIGHT *40,-*
REMAIN UN

lON WITH N- KNOW ELEMENTS

CORONA
ED REMAIN

CORONA
EU -REMAIN.

ING SHIN SPECTRAL ES LIN WERE FOUND IN OUS LUMIN
*M* ** ** WHOSE RELATIONSHIP TO N KNOW ELE ENTS ED
N KNOW FOR A LONG E TIM ** *,* *.*

ING SHIN SPECTRAL .ES'LIN HAVE BEEN FOUND IN CORONA S
** WHOSE RELATIONSHIP TO WKNOW S ELE ENT EO
N KNOW FOR A LONG TIME ** *,* *01

SEVERAL ING SHIN SPECTRAL LINES WERE FOUND IN CORONA LIGHT
1 ** WHOSE CONNECTION WITH N KNOW ELEMENTS ED REMAIN UN

KNOW FOR A LONG TIME f* *.-

SEVERAL ING SHIN SPECTRAL LINES HAVE BEEN FOUND IN CO ONA
LIGHTS *M* ** ** WHOSE CONNECTION WITH N KNOW 5 ELEMENT ED
REMAIN UN N KNOW FOR A LONG TIME ""

-SEVERAL ING SHIN AL SPECTR ES LIN WERE-FOUND -"IN COkONA LIG TS
_ ,

.

*m* nF WHICH THE.RELATIONSHIP TO N KNOW ELEMENTs Eu

REMAIN UN N KNOW FOR A LONG TIME **'*,* *.*

SEVERAL NG:SHIN-AL SPECTR ES LIN.HAVE BEEN FOUND. .CORONA
LIGHTS *M* **.** _OF WHICH THE REEAtIONSHIP TO N KNOW'S ELEMENT
ED-REMAIN UN-N KNOW:FOR-A

WERE ED DISCOVER ING SHIN:SPECTRAL ES:LIN *E* SEVERAL 4*-*fir
S' LIGHT _CORONA *OER*:_** *M* **,** RELATIONSHIP-TO WKNOW
ELEMENTS WHOSE ED REMAIN UN-N KNOW A LONG E:TIM.** *.**.*

7 WERE,FOUNO _SEVERAL JNG,-,SHIN SPECTRAL ES,LIN_ *I* 41E*
CORONA -** *M-*:** ** RELATIONSHIP-TO NI,-,KNOWS ELEMENT
-REMAIN-UN N kNow AAAING TAME_**=*,*_*.*

*LICHT*,
*DEREN* -ED

-

WERE FpUND,SEVERAL ING SH1N-SPECTRAL LINES *I* *E-* *LICHT*
CQRNA CONNECtIONI:CITF-1-N_KMOWNtS-*DREN4 _ED

--REMAIN UN NA(NOW A LONG'JiME ite *4'41-4*.st



'01
99494002

99494001
99494002

99494001

99494002

99494001
99494002

99494001
99494002

99494001
99494002

99494301
99494002
99494003

9949400
9949400

. 99494003

99494001_
99494002
99494003

99494001
99494002
99494003-

964947,`C 1
99494_002
99494003

-99494001
-9949400y

B. FOLEN DID MANAG TO oeT THESE SPECTRAL ES LIN IN Sul 1AfL E
TERRESTRIAL OUS LUMIN S SOURCE IN.UPSALA,NOT UNIIL 1941 .

U. EOLEN DID MANAG TO GET THESE SPECTRAL ES 1.IN IN SUITA LE
TERRESTRIAL OUS LUMIN S SOURCE IN UPSALA NOT BEFORE 1941 .

3. EOLEN OID MANAG 0 GET THESE SPECTRAL ES LIN IN SUITA LE

:TERRESTRIAL OUS LUPIN SOUR.C.ES IN vp..sALA NoT UNTIL 1941 0

B. EDLEN DIO:MANAG TO GET-THESESPECTRAL ES UN IN SUITABLE
:TERRESTRIAL OUS LUMIN SOURCES IN up_4AkA No7 B FoRe 041

11'..-ED.LEN DID MANAG TO'-GET;THESE'.SPECTRAL-ES LIN IN SUITABLE ZAL
TERRESTR OUS LUMIN S SOURCE IN UPSALA,NOT :UNTIL 1941 .-

-

B. EOLEN DID MANAG TO GET THESESPECTRAL ES 'LIN IN SUITABLE
TERRESTR OUS LUMIN S SOUR0E 1N:UPSALA NOT BEFORE 1941

B. EDLEN DID SUCCEED IN TING GET THESE SPECTRAL ES LIN IN
SUITABLE TERRESTRIAL OUS LUMIN S-SOURCE iN UPSALA NOT UNTIL 1941

AL

B. EDLEN DID SUCCEED_IN TING GET THESE SPECTRAL ES L N IN
SUITABLE TERRESTRIAL GUS LUMIN S SOURCE IN UPSALA NOT EFURE

.EOLE!..DID!;::SUCCEELV-IN.--TiING'-GET---;THE-SE-:-SPECTRALHES-LIN-1 ., ..

941.

_ B.__EDLEN-DID-SUCCEED IN-TINGl-GET-THESE SPECTRAL-ES-LIN IN
SUITABLE-TERRESTRIAL-OUS LUMIN SOURCES IN UPSALA NOT BEFORE 1941

-B.-EOLEN OID succgEoa IN TINGGET THESE:SPECTRAL ES LIN IN
SUITABLE IAL-T,ERRESTR-OUS LUMIN7S SOURCE 1N UPSALANOT_UNTIL-1941_

/, L
_ B. EDLEN:DID -SUCGtED- IN-,TING',GET THESE: SPECTRAL 'ES LIN IN =

SOI TABLE I AL ,TERREV,IR OU_S. LUMI N S 5OURCEIN OPSALA NOi B_4FpRE

,;--,,EOLE-N.;-,D foo o ti4E SRECTRAL :ES- L -SU I TABLE
RR ES TR IAL 005 LUtIIN S-:$OURCE----I-W,UPSALANOT UNT LL :?=1941

_--9949400_1,
- 99494002-

199490t.

- EDLCN-OID MANAG TO GET.THESE SPEGTkAL E5 LIN It SUITABLE
-,TERRESTR-I AL-_,OUS- -LUPIN -S-,,SOURCE--1-N -'UPSALA-,

EOLEN: RALES:LIN 1IN SO IT48LE
T ER R'EST_RI A L',:lws,,,,Lui!_rk,--'ssitikteEs.IINuPtp.L'A:_ NOV.UNTI'L

.
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Figure 7-1

4 86 BEOBACHTEN:

1. / SKI` OBJ
+HU +ACC

observe watch

Ex: Mark beobachtete Sylvia = Mark watched Sylvia

SIM" OBJ an OBJ
+HU +ACC +DAT

+AB +HU

observe in sb. noticein sb

EX-:. Ma k .beqbachtpte ZeiChen:. von: Triumph. -an .Sylvia
Mark nij iced: isligns,,I.Of triumph .E in SylVid..- -

Ex: Mark beobach

4 SBJ
+HU

Ex: Die
observed the laws

= Mark observes

Roemer beabachteten

FREILASSEN:

1./ SBJ
+HU

2 ._)/ SBJ
+HU

well
follow, obey, observe,
respect comply with

das Gese z = The Romans

free,. set free, liberate

Mark liess Sylvia freir = Mark set Sylvia free .

OBJ
_+ACC
HU

x: Mark diess eine:Zeile
-blank.

487 AUFTRETEN:

leave blank, leavq ouen
leave_vacant leave
visible- 20

frei = Mark left a line



Figure 7-2

Ex: Mark trat leise auf = Mark trod softly.

SBJ gegen OBJ
+HU +ACC

come up against, rise
against oppose

Ex: Die-G iechen_traten-gegen.die Tuerken auf
The Greeks rose against the Turks.

SBJ fuer OBJ
+HU +ACC

Ma k t- at. fuer Sylv
Sylvia

SBJ
:+HU.

stand, up for

= Ma k stood up for

b forevor OBJ
+DAT
+HU

+HU +NOM.

Ex. Mark trat als

gure as , pose as

posed as a

like, act likesBJ
+AN

wie CMPL
+NOM

Ex: Mark trat auf wie ein Fuerst = Ma k behaved like

8. SBJ
+AB

Ex: Ein Fall von Cholera war
of -Chorera had occurred.

SB.3
+HU:

odcur-, hulpen, arise ,

result ensuZ Epp-eir_
aufgetreten = A

. r -

_

appear_i_:perform -enter

case

ark1 trat-in 6 inem,- Stue-ckr_duf== 1Mark2app-eared
a p° ay. ,- 2 -



Figure 7-3

2 SELT OBJ
+HU +DAT

+HU

BREIT :

v

appear to sb .

x: Der -Geist war . Mark erschienen = T11 ghost
had appeared to. Mark .

.SBJ OBJ ADJ
.

+DAT
+HU-,

seem, appear, ook

Ex : Die Loesung erschien Mark gut
looked good to Mark .

ADV
+MEAS

The sel'ution

wide in width

Ex: drei Meter breit three meters wide

+PO
broad wide , spaci us ,

large vast

Ex : ein breites Ge icht =a broad face

+AB

eine breite Darstellun

490 ANSCHL1ESSEN:

1 . SBJ OBJ
+ACC
-AB

Ex : Mark schloss
bike with a lock

_SEJ
+HU

extensive

n exten ive descr: ption

chain, connect , a ten
with a lock

,
Fahrrad an = _Mark fastened the

ark added



Figure 7-4
Ex: Mark schloss das Fahrrad an den Zaun an
Mark chained the bike to the fence.

4. SBJ OBJ an OBJ add to
+ACC ACC
+AB +AB

Ex: Mark schloss.die_folgende:Bemerkungan seine-
Rede an-= Mark- added.the. following:remark-Ito his.-
-speech.

S. SBJ
tAN

8.V

491 FINDEN:

OBJ OBJ
+REF% +DAT
tACC tHU.

Bx: Mark schloss sich Sylvi
Sylvia.

SBJ
_+AN

OBJ an OBJ
+REFL +ACC
+ACC +HU

a co PanY. -oin.

an = Mark joined

accompany, join

Ex: Mark schloss sich an Sylvia an = Mark joined
Sylvia.

SBJ OBJ an OBJ be adjacent to
+REFL +ACC borde-r-on*
+ACC -HU

Ex: An Texas schiiesst sich Oklahoma
borders on Texas.

SBJ follow,

Ex: Welter aussen schliesst die Sonnenkorona an =
The corona of the sun follows further out. 20

an = Oklahoma



494 ZUORDNUNG:

1.

2. N :

+AB

ZEIT:

1. N

194: GELINGEN:

Figure 7-5

zu OBJ,
+HU.0+AB
+DAT

assignment to, KA:
lationship to, con-
nection with

-co-Ordination

time .-

succeed',inSBJ', OBJ
+AB. +DAT

+HU

Ex: Das Experiment gelang Mark = Ma k succeeded
in the experiment.

SKI
+AB

be successful,
succeed, work-

Ex: Das-Exp riment gelan =-Thp.. experiment was
successful.

es zu -INF_ OBJ__
+DAT
+AN

succeed in+--:Gerund-,
manage to

Ex: Es gelang)Mark, das Experiment durchzufuehren
Mark succeeded'in performing the experiment.

ERHALTEN:

1./ SBJ et,,obtainreceive;
eep Treserve-21



Figure 7-6

SBJ OBJ von OBJ
+HU +ACC +DAT

+HU +AB

maintain sb on,
support sb. on

Ex: Mark erhielt seine Bitern von seinem mageren
Gehalt = Mark supported his pa ents on hi small
salary.

SBJ
+HU

OBJ von OBJ
+ACC +DAT-
+REFL

Ex: Mark érhielt _Sichvon Al
-on -Alms

subsist on, support
onsOlf on
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1. Introduction

today it is generally accepted that the.expression 'science"

no longer refers-to a discipline Which deals-with a partiCular-

subject a ea but in general to any discipline which uses a

particular method of research: the so-called "scientific

method". We classify various disciplines according to whether

they make use of the scientific method or not. Thus we

exclude disciplines like history or literary analysis from

the sciences 1

We shall only deal with two of the criteria which constitute

the s ientific method: intersubjectivity and verifiability.

Intersubjectivity means that the result obtained by one

person starting from certain assumptions and working

according to particular method should be obtainable by

other persons operating with the same assumptions and the

same method. By verifiability we mean that the statements on

certain phenomena in a particular research area have

empirically verifiable. The "principle of tolerance"

(Tole anzprinzip), formulated originally but later abandoned

by Carnap, no longer holds in the sciences. Introspective,

phenomenological, and transnatural verifiability may only be

used if they are reduceabIe eventually to-verifiability through
-=

the _SenseS .
.



The development of linguistic theory and advances in computer

hardware and software have put lingUistic science into the

forunate positiOn of-being able to Verify by coMputer the
1

various hypotheses and theories made\about linguistic
I---phenomena 'because 6f. a correspondenCe between forMal languages

and programming languages: everything that can be formalized

can be programmed and vice versa. A 4umber of computational

linguists have consecidently written 14ograms which process

transformational grammars, so-called g ammar testers and

have made them available to the lingu itic community .

linguistic community has as yet made lilttle use

'prOgrams.. The few linguists who have h
j

processed by Such analgorithm soon founi out that their

hypotheses were falsified.

/

a comuter is, of ours:

of-..sUch

d,:t1101t-:git-41.41Ti4r

The

The reluctance of linguists to use

based on the fact that there is no compre ens 1 ve theory of

grammar that works. Estimates on the l n h of time required

to construct such a krammar vary consideilly. We have heard

opinions indicating a time of about 500 years. Though we are
I .

inclined to regard this figure as an exaggeration, a number

of renowned linguistslhave seriously state they feel that

it may take abOut 150 Years'of grammatical research to come,

up with a cohprehensilre grammar for a lang age.,

What are the avenues open- to the-linguist ho iS hot patient,

enough to wait that long Ln order to test is hypotheses Jpr



theories? He can resign himself to the view that language
1

is a phenomenon which Cannot bf treated algorithmically,
Iat least not from a recognitiop. point of view, which is

formulas of the predilcate calculus. We personally

are disinclined to accept such a resignation since we know

that everybody can speak but 1iot everybody c n prove logical

true for

theorems'

The second possibility is to assume that grammars are indeed

highly complicated and that must work patiently,

that future generations wil be able to make
.preliminary work.

hoping

use of our

The third possible course f action' the one we are going to

follow, is to investigate hether all the scientific and

methodological premise current grammar theory, especially

its descriptive and explariatory apparatuses, are really

necessary4 or whether the can-be:replaced by. a.simple-system of apparatuses under preservation of the obServational
descriptive, and explana ory adequacy. We shill thus treat

current linguistiC theo, as the object of research of another

science, its meta-sciencld, We shall investigie.linguistics

from a meta-linguistic point of view according\to which
)

-
the-components ofa-gra_

scientific investigatio

atical model are sOject to
I

ased on the scientific method.

er4enCeA1plephenomeha-



correspond to a competence model, as grammar models are

normally called, and t its various components , the deep

phrase -s tructure component' the trans formational component ,

and the semantic component? (For present purposes we shall

ignore the ph nological component ) Which are the phenomena

explained by such a model, whLch remain unexplained?

To accept the stipulation of transformational grammarians

that competence models not be regarded as performance models

imposes a heavy burden on aur research, but instead of dis-

cussing whether such a request is legitimate, we decide that

we can still investigate such 'models and their components

as part of a hypothesized performance model.

It is very difficult to believe the claim that a grammar

of a language with a finite set of terminal symbols is an

adequate representation of a phenomenon that occurs almost

any day: the introduction of new words in a language which

either name new objects or which are introduced by means of

definitions. A grammar model as it is normally defined is

basically static, something that, I belieVe, Humboldt would

have called_not an energeia but,an ergon, incapable of

representing_ the changes ,that occu*, in any' -living language.

(Cf . the interes ti-ng foatnote --in klans OeTiries,: "The s cheMat-_ _ , - .r.,-
:--,,,

Icel. execution:of -a- giVen general-procedure '..al-gorithm

oiar, additian):evident'ly,offers, (after-saMe'-attempts
_2," 'c-:; -1.;f:-, : ::.1

particular interestto a mathematician We cah'thus--Stat
-

'the.TreMarkabIe =fdC:C that a creatve mathèmatici.ah



the specific mathematical achievenent of,the development

of a general procedure renders valueless, as it were,

the area covered by this procedure,3.' )

.\Which possibilities for verification do we have for a

cOmpetente model?

4) We- Could check i s output.: Apart from the .fact that

this output does not exist yet, thiscriterion, if used

represeisit as a model for the-alone, ,could also, be Used

capability to divide and multiply" a
1

division and multiplication by

human

which performs

subtraction and iterative addition.

turab) We could consider the stru

computer program

iterative

description which is

assigned We grant
al description which a competence model assigns

sentence linguistic intuition.

to- surface sentences.

rresponds to our

that the structur-
o a surface

However,

we see no means to decide that such surface structures are

derived transformationally from ildeepsstructures; they might

equally well be derived froth a surface phrase-structure

component. Recent development in standard'transformational

grammar which- makes the dee-13-, Sirii_atiire repreSentat ion carre_7,

spond more andmore- .tO th`e--,'-siirface-2rePresentation actually
argues in: faVor of the Vatter' asSu4tion.

,
Which empirical verifiability -exists fbi a-,-deep_phrase-,

structure component? The-- claim that% the cdeep.,- structure..

repres'entat' on' perMits 'a, forMat definition of semanti-

- ,



categoriesas subject of a- sentence-Or predicate of a

sentence, has already been shown by various tranSformational

grammarians not to be applicable for such .semantic_cate-

gories as objects or adverbials in -the. case .of verbs with

multiple objects and .multiple adverbials. This ,claim, I

,believe:, was shaken by Charles Fillmore4,4-who_pointed out .

ihdt-the deep-re-presentation -is not really- a repreSentation_

of semantic relations between constituents. --This has been_

admitted-by ChOmSkyif I understand his comments in "Deep

Structure Surface Structure and Semantic Interpretation"

correctly. Others pointed out that important linguistic

concepts as "head'. of a phrase cannot be expressed by means

of the deep phrase-structure component.

Which reality corresponds to the transformational component.

We do not doubt that transformational relations -exist.

between surface structures. But

is no

transformations. The few examples, all based on reflexiv-

ization, can be explained in a different way.

emPlrical verification for

I know, there

the existence of ordered
_

far asas

Which observable phenomenon corresponds. to an intermediate

phrase marker? No real investigation has been-performed

on this aspect . 6 The reality_af- intermediatephrase markers

can be _ eas ily tested by ,,confrontin.g:',a, naive_ speaker, ,with_
_

normally find it xinintelligib



as "Give Harry the book _written by John". -We know that

the string, by means of-preposition deletion, eventually

results in 7,Tohn gives Harry..the book".

Which experienceable _reality corresponds to a semantic

comPonent, which 'cannot explain the preCesS of-introducing

-neW-word by definition-,--the medifidatitinef. Meaning .by

-explication= whiCh cannet -represent in a sentence:reading-.

.the Synonymity or :the occasional_intersection of the

semantic-readings of-two.words_expressed by-the "explica

-or" (cerrespending -to, the stylistit term "hendyadyoiW

Adlen-no. individualr term in language represents -that-

:semantic readingl

lye

The rigor which had been introduced into linguistics by

means of the notion of rules and transformation rules

in the earlier version of transformational grammar has

gradually disappeared. We are not able to relate the

surface phenomena that we can observe to the semantic

representation or the deep structure since the increased

complexity of the transformational apparatus makes the

establishment of such relations and their verification

extremely difficult° if hot-impbssIbIe._ The "reme-dies"

_which h'aVe be-en= -Pi6pbsed_ _

-o-make thedeep-strutture
,

'More': and- mdre similar tothe SUrface ,structure -or-more ,r- - - - ° +-

e-:seman rcirepresentation

we iega'ril as futile in vie o 'the,r6SU óbtäIhdby



Pete s and Ritchi _8

In a science we set out to describe the facts that we

observe and to try to relate them, to find an explanation

for them, a system, a structure. The principles that in

general are used in setting up the observational and ex-

planatory apparatus are that they should be adequate and

appropriate. These principles are also influenced by

certain esthetic considerations: that the apparatus should

be as simple as possible. From our point of view, this

means: know a lot more about linguistic theory than

we did twenty years ago. We know that language is the

language of man whose capabilities we

when dealing with language. We should

again by relating surface sentences to

sheuld,not exclude

begin research

surface sentences

by means of transformations, but by means of transformations

which are kept as simple as possible, which relate surface

structures to surface structures and which, if possible,

need not apply in a particular order. Only if the facts
_

force us to make changes in our assumptions, should we

make the necessary changes;- we should not start out by

carrying over into OUT own discipline ceitainapRaratuses

useful and also necessarY in-others east' not-without
-

weighingtheiro s_ and-con s carefull e'

by constructing elwhic :4.efre'ets-L1-

Inot even.-T-neces-a-r_
_ e,velop,sucli '92 mOdel



since the person who started it all, Zellig S. Harris, has

been describing such a model for some time. 9 Our own

model, which we are going to describe in Chapter 5 of this

paper, is based on the notion of Harris' substitution

transformations. It has been constructed with the aim to

explain certain human capabilities, among them the acqui-

sition of new words and their definition by means of the
context. Our grammar

sentences can be represented as connections of eleMentary
predications. Thus the sentence ".A young girl sang

song" is representable as the sequence of connected pre-
dications:

girl (x)Ayoung(x1)Asong(x2)Asing(x1,x2)

Sentences are not generated by rewriting the initial

symbol S but by reducing them to symbol S both during

recognition and production. The model is a representation

of recognition in that is derives meanings from surface

sentences; a model of production, in that it derives surface

sentences from a representation of their meanings.

When I first proposed, after my experiment in paraphrasing

and translation10, to reduce sentences of a natural language
mechanically to connected elementary sentences, means were
not available to extend my experiment. ,For some' time the

_project lay dormant That it has bethi'evived I7owe 'to
-1

-:threeper-s-onS xpress my gratitude:



Winfred F. Lehmann, Rowena. Swanson; and Zbigniew L. Pankowicz.

In order to prepare for the discussion of our m del, we shall

introduce in Chapter 2 a simplified model of human comp

hension. In Chapter 3 we will discuss the requirements

for a quality or high quality machine translation system.

In Chapter 4 we discuss the capabilities of current

competence models from the point of view of applicabili y

to machine translation. Chapter 5 gives an outline of

our model, the Linguistics Research System.

discusses primarily a development

Chapter 6

whose impact on the scientific community,

on linguistics and linguistic s

in particular



2 Comprehension and Tr nslation

Tn order'.to describe and clarify the extent to which

translation of a text is dependent on the comprehension of

that text we shall construct a simplified, restricted model

of human comprehension and determine the components of this

modellsMch will have to be part of a translation device.

To facilitate the description of such a model we shall

introduce the following terms by example: State of affairs 3

state-of-affairs-description, the image of a state of affairs

the image of a state-of-affairs-description.

Assume that a number of people observe an incident Q, a traffic

accident, involving two objects: a car and a pedestrian.

Two or three observers make the following statements about Q:

1) There was a car-pedestrian accident.

2 ) A car hit a man.

-3)-A-Porsche hi-t a-man-.

We shall say that the statements rl through 3 describe the same

state of affairs Q (SA Q), though with different information

content. We'shall call each statement' a description

or an SA-description o

s not only an

7

-tatemen

-o



We shall further posit that every sentence, whether command,

11request, question or statement is a description of some SA.
An SA need not have any physical reality. This f 11 ws from

the fact that an SA-description may be false.

Let us now assume device K with several components which
can process SA-desc iptions -store them and reproduce them;

can also assign to an SA-description p all the syntactic,
ructural descriptions of p; it can further associate one or

more images with each SA-description. Thus, K associates the

different images a b and c with the SA-descriptions 1, 2

and 3 respectively. However K associates the same image (1

with the SA-descriptions 4 and 5; it associates image e with

the SA-d scriptions 6 and 7, image f with the SA-descriptions

8 and 9 and two different images g and h with the SA-descrip-

tion 10.
4) A Porsche hit:a man.

A man was hit by a Porsch

6) The man scaled-the :fish:

7) -The man- desquamated the fith.

8) A car, a PorsChe , hit ,a_ man.

9) A Porsche, which is a ca,r

1 age

image e

10) George observed a man with a telescope.

iMate f

_-image
_

A.'inage,__h

call an image asSaciated-wiih. an: =description a DSA-imaie.

As we: t-an,Observe- the relations between -4--TiSA7image and, an_-
_-

es L.ription are simikar-
1

Die
image



more than one SA-description. An SA-description can be

associated with more than one DSA-image; whenever this is

the case, we call the SA-description ambiguous

Let us now clarify the term DSA-image by constructing the

DSA-image for thc following sentence:

11) A woman sold a car to a man for some m ney.

For the time being let us refer to the woman as A, to the car

as B, to the man as Cp to the price as D. Let us now describe

what happens during a sale of some property. ) A, the owner

of B, gives B to C. Let us represent this by the following

graph (arrows represent relations and unary actions

A

where "1 " represents A gives to C at time. '

"A gives obj ect B at time

time

Figure

epresents

"3 i" represents A owns B at

Note that the ternary relation "A gives B to C" is

expressed by 'fork" 13) After this act aCgUires

prOpOrtY of B a d A .loseS it expressed as-follows:-

Figure -2

12

Negation is expressed by a slash th

the property or relation.

ough the line repFesentin
7

Theft-- -'who owns



the money D, gives this money to A as a compensation for

the acquisition of B. This results in the Fig.3 where k is

Figure 3

later than j. The double arrow,-be meen D a d B, represents

a symmetrical relation. 4(13,D) _tands for-"B is a Compen-sa-

tion for I)" d) Finally, A acqUires property of D and C

loses property-of D, resulting in the:grap4

Sales transactions can only take place between human beings

and/or legal entities. We-thus add this information to nodes



where the graph -I represents a property of the node

and a line perpendicular to a property (or relation) a
1logical or3.- 5 represents the prop rty hUman; and 6, the

property legal entity. The sold object B must finally b

an object or a right to some object, D can be an object, or

the right to some object, or money, which will be represented

in the graphs

Figure 6

where. 7 represents-the -.property.."physical object" 8 ,the

relation "right.to" and 9-the property: 'money",

Sentence 111: "A sells B to C for D" thus results in. the

following DSA-image:

2 ,1

-6



The following conventions have been used in this figure:

An expression of the form "number ,+4-letter" ( .g. 3 ÷k) is to be

read as "The property or relation represented by the number

ends at the point of time represented by the letter". An expression

of the form "number+o-letter+±" is to be read "the property

or relation represented by the number begins with the point of time

represented by the letter". An expression of the form

"number ,A-letter" is to be read as "the property or relation

expressed by the number begins at and terminates with the point of

time represented by the letter". An expression of the form

"number" (with no letter) expresEes that the property or

relation has no time boundaries. We prefer the representation

in Figure 7 to-the equivalent repreSentation in- Figure 8.

The graph in Figure 7 closely corresponds to the SA-image of

the predication described by-the'verb "sell(<xa>,<y,2> z 3

11,4) " ?' 4 This is obvious if we replace the node names A, B,

C and D. by x, y, z, v, respectively. To obtain'the-SA:image



of sentence 11, we still need to perform the predications

upon the objectsreferred.to by the expressions. "a. woman",.

"a man", "a car", and .1%lioney". .These will be represented
.

in that order by the following graphs;

10 = female 12 = male 1
11 = adult

Figure

car

Sentence 11 will result in the following DSA-imake:

liote that in--comparison With FigUre-.7 pred1dàtions .'

upon the objects_A, -and-D have-changed,-1-.e we are

dealing with human beings as seller and buyer_ it is an

object and not a right to something that has beeh sold, and

the compensation for 'the object is money, -not another object

15or right to something.



We shall further assume that device K contains an additional

component in which SA-images, images of the original state

of affairs, are stored. Each SA-image is generated by means

of the information provided by a DSA-image by replacing the

object variables by constants. The SA-image constructed from

sentence 11 would be identical with ,the DSA-image in Figure 10

if A, B, C, and D were replaced by xl, x2,
4 respectively.

Each SA-image t of SA Q is consequently a partial, i.e. imper-

fect representation of the original SA Q.

A further component of K is able to supe impose two SA-images i

p and r of an SA Q and thus derive an SA-image v of SA Q by

modifying - during the processing of a text - the current SA-

image p of SA Q by

result is a more

means of the new SA-image r of SA Q; the

precise representation of the original

SA image V. Let us call such superimposed SA-images

SA

connected SA-images This component also deletes all but the

SA-image t of an ambiguous SA-desc iption, as well as their

DSA-images if t was connected with some SA-image q This

capability means that the device is able to connect-SA-images,

represented in different SA-descriptions, similar to the

connection of,SA-images represented in the change of the

graph in Figure 7 to that of-Figure 10. Lf tWo devices Ki

and K mith Identical-internal configurations,',both ,beginning-2

with an empty data storage, process

(4 ) -A-Porsche hit a man;



(2) A car hit a man. 12) It was a Porsche.

respectively, then when each has processed its fir t

sentence (4 and 2), the contents of the data storage of the

two devices will be different in at least three respects:

each will contain a different SA-description; each, a

different DSA-image and each, a different SA-image. When,

however, K2 has processed sentence 12, both devices will

have an identical SA-image.

(4 ) A Porsche hit a man.

and -he sequence of:s-entences

That is the sentence

(2) A car hit a man. (12) It was aPorsche.

r sult i- _the same -SA-

When device K processes s ntence 10:

(10) George observed a man with a tel scope.

it will construct two DSA-images and two SA-images; this

expresses the ambiguity of this sentence If K subsequently

proces es sentence I

1 The man put the_ telescope down

he DSA-image and SA-image which represent George as the

user c)JE the telescope will be deleted.

Of the states: of K _we ,shall:call"state T- such-that there_

_

is no r>..q) the cUrrent state,- of thedeviceK. We will call

the set of SALimageS -at state --T ,-the cUrr-ent"-SA7ima' e_
-_



.,-image component
the set of configurations of th

from

state through T

-

.,ry of K; the set of SA-image
113the2

states immediately preceding the
configurations of thP'

current state 0f-7
16

the short-span .memary _f K,

Further .as.,me that device K. haS a meaning rule component

with --4*'e-rence-
rules statements of definitions and equi-

V
lice rules. .Examples -of infe ence rules. are-

-a Fel- all- x: if x is a- Porsche, -_then x is a car,

b).-For all x if x is a .car,_. then x is a- vehitle,

.c) Fqr all xl if x, is human, then x is animate

An example for a definition is :

-the- SA7image in Figure 11- mk.. the. SA-image in -Figure 7 ,

(-in Figure-- .7 ' D of -Figure 7. have been- replaced by--

y esp_ ctiVely )

Y

2

Figure 11

29 ----- sell
(Lines S., through, 9- repres-ent atomic :.properti.eS or relations
cf. Figure 7 page 15. ) -



Examples of equivalence rules a._

sell

These graphs

-Tiven in Figure 12.

buy pay

represent the mean ng ruleS't

sel1(<x, .cy 2,<z, 4>) Epf buy( x,3 <y,2).

<v,4>) Epf pay(-4x,3 1<y 4 ,<z.,1>,<v,2> ) pass (<x4-3,4y-i:l>

-..z,4,<v,2>)

The sentence "A woman (x ) sold a car (Y) to a:man CzY:for

some money C can thus also be represented as "A man

bought a car from a woman fo some money", "A man paid some

money to a woman for a car "A car passed for some money
from 17a woman to a man". Thus, device K , can construct-by

means of the rules of the meaning rule component, in parti-

cular by means of the definitions molecular SA-descriptions,

molecular SA-images d connected molecular SA-images from
the SA7images DSA-images and connected SA-images Which

from now on we shall call atomic DSA-images,; atomic SA-

images, and connected atomic SA-images. It does this by repla

\ing atomic and/or molecular expressions, which correspond to the
of a definition by the molecular expression on theright,side

left side of the definiti
,

node 'involved -=-MoleCula

preserving ihe names of the object

images do not show their internal



structure. Thus, the graph in Figure 10, which represents

sentence 11: "A woman sold a car to a man for some money",-

will result in the graph in Figure 13. (We-represent

molecular images- by.two-dimensional figures:- quaterna y..

relations by a diamond, properties of an object-by-a

rectangle objeCts -are -represented by a dot, the names

of relations and properties are represented by numbers in

the geometrical figures.. -The names of Objects occUr

besides the dots-, the numbers.--on the lines between

relations-and objects represent the order of the arguments

We obtain the molecular SA-image corresponding to the graph

Figure 13 by replacing the expressions A, B, C, and p

by xj: x2 respectively.
- _

We assume that device K will permanently store only molecular

DSA-images and connected molecular SA-images, since it can



construct the correspondins atomic DSA-images and SA-images

by means Of its meaning rule component.with its definitions

and inference rules, wh-n required .

We suppose nobody will seriously doubt that, indeed,

connected SA-image_ atomic and/or molecular, or simulations

of them are stored-in comprehension devices; as e.g. in the-

human brAin or that SA-images are neceSsary besides DSA-

images. Without this assumption, it would be fairly

difficult to explain the inconsistencies in a number of

SA-descriptions of some SA R when no two of them are

inconsistent. Let us demonstrate

three SA-descriptions of the same

distributed over some text.

13) The final conference on the "Theoretical Study

Effort of High Quality Translation" was held in

Austin, Texas, from January 11 through January 15,
_ _ _

1971.

14) When the final conference on the "Theoretical Study

Effort of High Quality Machine Translation" was

helet, it rained every day in Austin.

15 No rainfall occurred in Austin, Tex'ds; during the

this by the followin

SA which may Occur

7

° period, ofJanuar ghT,Janu-ary-15,-19_71-.

-jihrou-



statements 11 through 13 does not simply follow from the

connected SA-images representing the state of affairs

described by statements 11 through 13. For this we need

an additional component, a logical component.

That a process corresponding to the connectio of SA-images

actually occurs in the human brain is most obvious whenever

a hearer encounters a sentence which in isolation - is

semantically anomalous or possibly ev n contradictory. Thus,

sentences 16 and 17:

16) Haensel broke off a part of the roof and ate it.

17) This boy is a girl=

which are not semantically well-formed, i.

are not "well-formed" make sense in their proper ,context..-.

:Sentence 16 occurs in Grimm's fairytale Haensel u d Gretel,

sentence 17 in numerous stories in which a ziri, in brde

to be near her lover, soldier, _isguises herself and-
_

joins the army. Her true identity is eventually discovered.

In the case of sentence 16, the system has stored the fact

that the witch' house consists of cake and candy, i.e. that

the house and its parts are edible. Thus, the SA-image of

sentence 16 is compatible_ with thelestablished fact-S,tructure,

the cUrreht connecte&SA-images; thOugh =the DSA-image ,of

sentence 16 violates-at least one of the rules of the system's

meaning-rule component. In the case=of-senten -17, which is

contradictory and thus logically false, the system establishes

1433



that one of the predications a and b with the argument x.

(the disguised girl) in the SA-image of sentence 17

a) x5 is a boy and b) x is a girl

is not consistent with the current SA-image pertaining to

x . The system, depending on outside information, either

rejects predication (a) as false, or predication (b), or

both.

We shall now introduce the last necessary component of device

K. So far, we have tacitly assumed that an SA-description

describes an SA that occurs or exists outside of K. An

SA-description may, of course, also describe SA's inside

of K, as, for example, components, meaning rules, states

SA-descriptions, DSA-images, and SA-images. We shall

classify two devices .3 and K, with the Same properties

mentioned so far and identical internal configurations,

according to the way they process or react to the following

st t ments:

17) Did Mary sell a car?

20) "Mary sold a car" is a sentence.
_ .

21 "Mary sold a car" is a sentence.

Device J processes

not

the sentences 11 through

each sentence the SA-description, and the associated DSA-
images and SA-images. Its only in-built reaction is tha

either sentence sentence '21

4

bOth be 'deleted from



the memory, since they are inconsistent. K reacts in the
following way: (we shall use "SA:x" for "the SA described

by the SA-description of SA x"): When K has established the
,

,SA-image of SA:17, it searches through its memory. If an
SA-image identical (except for the representation of negation

ito the SA-image he device J would produce when processing
sentence 19 has

/
been stored or can be deducel from existing

SA-images by mens of meaning rules and logical rules, K
Iprints out "no" if at least one negation occurs in the SA;

"yes", if no negation occurs. If no such SA-image is found,
K prints out th4 stereotype answer: "The question cannot be
answered, insuf icient information." F r sentence 18:

Again, jrecognizilig that an answer is expected, searching
througli its memow and finding a representation of "Mary sold

om.the Oth of JulY 1969, She got $25,000 from
Henry for it.", ptihts oUt: "Mary sold a house to Henry
for $25000 on July 20, 1169." K then continUes processing
statement in the way .,Jprocesses it. We shall call

sordewh'at sophisticated language data_processor;
/

we shall call K a model/Of coMprehension or a device with
..

y_rudinitar--artificial intelli ence.

A slightly mo-re.intelligent version of K having generated. - .

the DSA-imp.ges- 6f SA 20 (or SA.21), will analyze the DSA-
.

g
15 (andimaes X IV x by means of an operation.

:,

1

. .riale;-
5

repreSents he predicator sentence") This
operat on rule, a subroutine called 'by

1 (or.
1

435



establishes that the SA-description is true (false) if x is

generatable by the syntactic component; if x is not generat-

able, that the SA-description is false (true). The correspond-

ing SA-images and DSA-images will be deleted.

This "awareness" component of K, if modified sli ghtly in the

way indicated below, would also make device K a restricted

speech production device. The modifications necessary would

be;

a) K may print out a sequence of SA-descriptions t2'

tn,

each t4 (l<in is apartial,incompleterepresentation of-

the underlying SA-image;

c) connectedi+1
with the SA-image of t14.1;

d) the conjunction of all SA des iptions t1 (l<i<n) is an

exhaustive description of the underl*ng SA-rr::ge 19

By means of the semantic c mponent and the d finitions in

the meaning rule component given in the,follow

can produce the sequence of sentences below.

Figure.14.

where 29 represents s

for the caret stan

il"; 53, fvgiv6"; 4, ."is

for logical-and."
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22) A woman sold a house. A man gave her money for it.

23) A house was sold. The owner, a woman, got some

money for it. The present owner is a Man.

24) A woman sold something. It Was a house. Somebody,

a man, gave her some money. The money is the

compensation for th- house. etc.

In addition to the necessary components already mentioned,

the device may contain several others, as e g. a component

which associates a stylistic interpretation with an SA-

description t, OT a component which corrects printing errors. 21

Let us recapitulate the major p operties of the comprehension

device. It is able to store and reproduce SA-descriptions.

By means of a syntactic component, it can associate with each

processed SA-description t all and only the syntactic

descriptions of t. By means of a semantic component, it can

associate with an SA-description t all and only the

DSA-images of t It can f rther associate all and only the

SA-images of t with SA-despription t by means

structure component. The association componen

of_a discourse

t of

:performs the connection of SA-images pertaining to the same

SA.

In addition, the device contains a meaning rule component,

logical componen- and a awarenes -temponen -ATIOre:

elaborate description of su h a mOdel of comprehension for

of Information Retrieval Ccfl be found in oUr repor

Normalization of Natural Language for Information Retrieval"

-purposeS
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Let us now represent the terms introduced above by their

linguistic equivalences. An SA-description is a sentence

in natural language. The syntactic description of an SA-

description is the description of the surface structure of a

sentence in natural language. An atomic DSA-image re-

presents the meaning of a sentence in isolation. An atomic

SA-image represents the meaning of a sentence in context.

Molecular images may correspond to 'semantic readings'!.

We are not aware of an established linguistic term which

corresponds to the set of connected SA-descriptions in the

current state T of the device; it represents the current

knowledge of facts of the device. The term "state of affairs"

finally corresponds to the terms "referent", "significatum",

"denotatum". 22

We shall:call a sentence t synonymous wi h a sentence u if

t and u have the same SA-image or meaning23 .111 partiCulat

we shall tall sentence t a paraphrase of sentence u if t is

syl_onymous with u, ajid t and u are sentences of-the same

language. We shall call sentence t a translation of sentence

if t and u are synonymous,

the same language.

and t and u do not belong to

The purPose of these explanations was to provide the basis

for a discussion of the components of a translation device

and, in particular, of the question which of the components

of a.comprehension device I should be part of such trans-

-lation-device.
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Desirable Properties of a Translation Device

It is sometimes argued that in translation, at least in MT,

it is not necessary to understand the meaning of a text as

long as the target language equivalents for the words and

syntactic structures of the source language can be correctly

established or in our formulation as long as molecular or

atomic expressions and syntactic structures of the source lan-

guage can be mapped into the corresponding equimolecular or

atomic expressions and structures of the target language.

We shall investigate, by means of the following German examples

and their English translations the extent to which this claim is

justifiable by showing some of the problems that a mechanical

translation device T will encounter and will have to solve.

We shall try to indicate which of the components of device T

will be involved in handling a particular problem and,

specifically, which components of device K must be part of T.

(We do not restrict our attention to the translation of

scientific texts. Statements on the greater ease with which

such material may be mechanically translated seem to express

to a greater extent opinions rather than careful investi-

gations;24 we also assume that MT device T will be able to

translate scientific texts if it can translate normal tex

provided that the necessary vocabula y and their equivalences

have been incorporated into T

4 9
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The first requitement that an MT device shOuld meet is to

be able to derive the semantic reading R of t from a surface

scntence t. In particular, an MT device should be able to

handle syntactic problems represented by the following .Geran

examples. (In each of these examples, the correct English

translation will be preceded by a literal translation.)

1. 'Mt.e GeAchtchte etengt mtt etnex ExpLozton
The ht4toxy aatehe4 wtth an expLozton at.
Ht4toxy begtms wtth an expt 4ton.

E/L tte6-6 th4 Se4chetd 4agenv
He. Let hex nottce Ady that
He zent woxd to hex that

Ich habe thm abex S 4che2d ge a
I have htm but nottce satd.
1 gave htm a pfece oi my mtnd.

Dte Sonne geht m atsten aui und m We4ten u tex.
The 6un.90e4 tn the eazt up and .4..n the we.4t d'own.

The 4un xt4e4 the ea4t and zet...6 tn the wesst.

FA.t.tz t4t nach Spanten, 4.e.t.ne Fxaa nach itatten

und thxe Tochte.4. naeh GA.4echenLand:gexetzt.
FA.t.tz f4 to Spatn, ht4
daughteA to GIteece t&av
FA-Ltz txaveted to Spatn, htz
thetA daughtex to ateece.

itaty, and the it_

f6 Itaty, and

It may be obvious from these examples that the system will

need the capability to deal with discontinuous elements as

in sentence ,it wm.11 have able to asSign a SYntaCtic'

such CoMbinationsdescription and semantic interpretation to

of lexical items within a particular sentence,

44
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of the syntactic description and semantic interpretation of

the individual items in the dictionary. The same capabilities

are required for examples 2 and 3, which represent phrasal and

idiomatic expressions. In particular, the system will need the

capability of dealing with combinations of lexical items with

internal variable slots. The items filling such slots may

either not be translated at all, as in examples 6 and 7; or

be translated, as in the idioms in examples 9 and 11.

(Such items are underlined in the following examples.)

6. 1),Le Entwtcktung nahm thten An6ang mLt
The development began wtth

7. De& Aulcztand nahm setnen Antiang mtt
The tevo-eutton began wtth

8. Et zchozs etnen Bock.
He 4hot a &tick.

He made a mt.stakt.25

9. Et 4cho44 etnen 9ewatttgen Bock.
He .shot a ttemendou4 buck.

He.made a ttemendouz mtAtake.

10. Den Ent4chZu66 4as4en, et4)a4
etze the dectAton to do

dectde do Aomethtng.
To

zu tun.

ameth,cng.
To

11. Den j4-ten Et.schus4 ASia44en,-etWa4 z tan.
-To zetae.the Lm dect4ton_to do _Aome htng.
To-decide dtety to do-iomethtng.

We obserVe in sentences 6 and 7 that, the gender-of the'
,

_German possessive pronoun which-'has 119 eq17.1=ya nt in the-

English translationis dep ndent on the gende7 of'the subj ct



The system must also be able to assIgn a semantic function

to the constituents of sentences dependent on the meaning
of those constituents and not necessarily on-their syntactic

function (cf. examples 12 through 16). Thus, the adverbs

underlined in the German examples 12 through 14 have to be

interpreted as semantic predicates or at least have to he

mappable into predicates,given in broken underlines,of the

output language; the German dative objects in sentences 15
and 16 appear as English possessives:

72. En. 4tudteitt 2e/Ln Phy4stk.
He ttke4 to 6tudy phystcs.

73. EIL ztudLeAte ttebelt Phy4Lk.
He pneieA.Aed to ztudy phystaz.

74. Eic 4puach we-Lteit.

He cont4nued to tatk.

15. Eu kam thA zu Httie.
He came to helL atd.

SLe 64a
She. cat ed tt to h attentton

thm =ft K nn

may note examples 12 through 14 that the tense-of
the original Ge man predicate is associated with the English
predi-ate which itself is a translation of the German adverb.

. .With respect to the languages German and English, the system
should also be able to translate the_

_of inalienable property as the :Engli

17. Eui. kiteuz

He c.4.0,64 d k4 a4m4 .

14142.

German article in cases

h possessive:



18. Ea tegte tha dte Hand aug dte SchutteA.
He rott-t ht4 hand on heA 4houtdek.

We further expect from a translation device that it not only

associate a correct semantic reading with a sentence but

rather that it provide the correct semantic reading. That is
should be able to assign to a sentence t all its semantic

readings in the case that t is ambiguous and should further

be able to select from those readings the one which is correct

in the textual environment.

79. Dte MaenneA hatten dte FAauen e.no/Lde.t. WtA nahmen
44,e daet Tage spaete.A. gegangen.

The men had muadeaed the women. We caught them the.e.
day4 Late&.

20. Dte FiLauen waken von den Maenne&ri eamoadet Aden.
Wta nahmen 4-Le dAet Tage 4paeteit gegangen.
The women had been muAdeAed by the men. We caught
them thaee day") tate.A.

21 . Dte Mae.nneit hatten cite FAauen oade.t.

beeAdtgten ste daet Tage Apaete.t
The men had muAdeAed -the women e. buated them
thaee day4 tateA.

22. 1,4e FILaccen waaen von den MaenneAn eJuno det wo'r.de.n.
Wta beeAdtgten 4te dket Tage 4paeteA.
The, women. had been muiLdefrted by the men.

.tnte.e. days tatek.them

The problem

e bua ed

1- examples 19 through 22 is the recognition af
. .

er.ieferent of the pronoun "sle" in the second

f each example. TAT1 maintain that none of the



four two-sentence combInations are ambiguous. "sie" in

examples 19 and 20 uniquely refers to the men; in examples

21 and 22, it uniquely refers to the women. Since both men

and women can be captu ed as well as buried, there is no clue

in the semantic reading of the words "men" and "women' which

permits the correct association of the proper referent for

the subsequent pronoun. Thus, "Wir nahmen sie drei- Tage

spaeter gefangen" in examples 19 and 20, and "wir beerdigten

sie drei Tage spaete " in examples 21 and 22 should be either

ambiguous or vague. We can explain the non-aMbiguity and

non-vagueness :of the,Senten ps bY the fact; that a meaning

rule 'for all Y: if X kills Y, then Y is dead", is used

when the SA-image of the first sentence of ea h sentence pair

is constructed; i

the argument

that an SA-image is generated in which

"women" receives the predication "dead"-

Assuming that the verb "gefangen nehmen" requires for

semantic wellformedness a human object that is alive and

"beerdigen", an animate object which is not alive, we can

easily explain the establishment of the proper referent.

The reader should not be misled by the fact that the

English translations of the problematic German sentences

display the same ambiguity in isolation. That access to the

established SA-image is necessary will be obvious when we

translate the sentences into Italian, where the selection of

the pronoun L. or ,et referring to the women and the

men, respectively, has to be made.

4144
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_The problems that have to be dealt with in examples 19

through 22 are, however, not restricted to such apparently

constructed examples, which are posSibly rare in actual

te ts, in particular in scientific texts. It is necessary

to point out that_this problem, in a different appearance,

comes up fairly frequently in possibly every text. In

the sentences 23 and 24 the predicate t.te4.6 15tet is

translated correctly as zet .iitee in the environment

animate (physical) object, and as ttit btank in the

environment inanimate object, respectively.

23. EA tte4.6 Sytuta Achtte44t-Ech Vtei.
He tnatty Aet Sytuta 4te.e.

24. EA. Ite4.6 4chtLe.44tLch dte Zette 6tet.
-He tctnatZy Zeit the tine btank,

How ver German_and many other languages sem ntic features

of nouns are neUtralized when the nouns are prOnOtinaiized.-

Thus, the German SentenceS 23 and 24 both become jelitehce- 25

_underobject pronominalization which, consequently,

ambiguous 5471

sequences 26 and 27, each of which contains

ectly show different translatlons for 25 .

atk konnte Soty-ca4 Quaten n.t-cht taengea.

Et t4le.,64 Ate 4chZtettch:Stei...

aith eoat4ft.'t be.cit Sytvia .o'tdeat any t. nget.
He litnaZty zet het itee.
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27. MaAh wuzste nicht, wie e.n. cite t -zte Zette
actoicteLten AoLete. Eh Zie44 ste 4chLte4.4.etch PLet.

MaAk didn't know how to 6itt tis the txtzt ttne.
He iinatty Zeit tt btank.

It follows that for the proper translation of such,German

sentences, we need to- be able to recover the .disambiguating

semantic features from the contextual- information which has

been lost due to the pronominalization of the-disambiguating

German nouns.

It may be interesting to point out that of the 36 selection

restrictions associated with the eight verbs in the appendix

of my paper "Lexical Features in Translation and Paraphrasing:

An.Exppriment" .13.-ntries cannot be translated properly if .

the stated semantic feature for subject or object is neutral-

ized due to -pronominalization -This surpriSingly high-

percentage might _become_even-larger.--if- we takeinto:account_

that the semantic features listed in that paper sometimes

are not sufficient for correct interpretation or translation,

and additional more refined semantic features might be

required. (Cf , for example, the entry eithatte n._)26

equivalents a Probability, possibly based on

-riteria of frequency of occurrence we regard as being

unsatisfactory. Assume that an item.with two different.

anslations is _translated as X n 60% of all the cases and

as Y in 40% of the cases. To base translation on their
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assigned probability will mean that on an average in 100

occurrences of the item we will obtain 40 wrong inter-

pretations and translations. This, moreover, is independent

of whether we use the translation X and Y or the

translation X alone. In the case that some MT system needs

to select translations on considerations of probability, we

would regard the restriction of the translation to just the

item X as more practical since the user could be warned that

X contains a certain margin of error: namely, that it may

mean Y in 40% of the cases, whereas, if translations X and Y

were used, the user would have to learn that X may mean Y in

40% of the cases and Y may mean X in 60% of the cases.

W1E GEHT ES 1HNEN? Mit, geht

How ate youza? I am 4tne.

29. c2.11E GEHT ES 1HNEN? 1.1n4 geht

How cuLe youpt, We ate tne.

30. W1E GEHT ES IHNEW 'lhne.geh
How ate they? They ate .6tne.

4 gat.

gat.

e.4 gat.

Examples 28 through 30, moreoVer, show that translation of.

individual sentences based on the information contained in

the immediately preceding context is not always' possible .

disambiguating information' may be provided in

. which follow the ambiguoUs.Sentente.

sentences

The argument that these

be translated correctly if they were not

key punch representation which loses the

distinction between majuscule and miniscule holds only for

English.



28., 29. Wt geht e4 Ihnen.

How cote you?

30. Wte geht e4 thnen?

How aite they?

For translation into other languages, as for example

Spanish, we still need to be able td access the responses.

(28.) Wte geht Ihnen? Mtfr, geht e gut.

.C5m0 e4ta Ud? E4toy bten.

(29.) Wite. eht e /hnen? Uns.geht e4gwt.

Como eztan lids? Estarnos bters.

It may sometimes not be necessary for device T to have

_access to the environment in-thei-cases where theHaMbiguities

of the input sentenceS can--be:,Mapped- into a correspOnding

output ambiguity, as examples 19 thrclugh-22 28,-and 29

or sentence31 show:

capabilities of translation device T would certainly

increase if it contained a component which mapped input

ambiguity into corresponding output ambiguity, if

possible.
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Whereas this capability may only be desirable, the

corresponding capability to carry over input uniqueness

into corresponding output uniqueness is certainly necessary.

That output non-ambiguity does not simply follow from input

non-ambiguity may be shown by means of sequence 32, where

brackets indicate that any, but only one, of the pronouns

in the brackets may be used; the subscript of a pronoun

indicates that it refers to the word with the same sub -ript

occurring in the preceding text.

32. Dtese Meuchinel hat et en Atommoto,q. Gehtertn t.st

thAeaj
ex.ne4 Raedet-3zutbAochen. Wt/z weAdensetneA-2.

{

Atel
thn

2
zuruzeelaschtcken and Exsatz vejaangen.

ez
3

A translation-which preserves the pronominalization would

result in the following sequence:

32a. Th.E.6 machtne haz z nacteart. ngtne2. Yezteaday

one. ai tt47 whee43 bitoke.

back and demand a .teptacement.

We wt.t.e. end tt
1 2

As we can see, this translation introduces ambiguities which

do not occur in the German counterpart. The correct trans

la ion should be:



326. Tht4

one

We

o

aehtne

the

send

ha4

machtne's7
engines2

the

a nucteaA

machtne
I engtne2
wheee3

wheees 3

back

ne2. Ve6te,tday

6,toke.

and demand

a AeptAcement.

We finally expect from a good tran lation device that the

syntactic structure of translation u of some input sentence t

be isomorphic with or siMilar to the syntactic structure of t;

we also expect that the stylistic evaluation of subgraphs of

the structure of t be identical with the stylistic evaluation

of the corresponding graphs of the translation u of t. Both

statements of course, are to be understood wi h the proviso

that such c rresponding, similar structures or stylistic

evaluations occur in both languages.

So -far,.-none of the examgles -mentioned-have provided .us-.-with

counterevidence-to-theclaim-that translation iS

mapping molecular leXidal-items-inta.equivalent.molecular

items. How shall translation device T react if -.mee.ts a-

molecular expression in one language which has no corresponding

equivalent equimolecular . expression in the_ target' language

as.kedicted by adherents.of the Humboldt7passirer-_

hypothesis, also called Sapir-Whorf-hypothesis?

45o



Two solutions are possible: T may contain a dictionary in

which two or more molecular expressions of the target language

are given as the equivalent of the molecular expressions in

the source language or - to quote _Professor Bar-Hillel by

permitting the system to "tell a story". -_The first way is

normally selected in dictionary entries, though very often

not very successfully,as translationS like that of the German

entry jemandem etwaz abAsehen Illustrate. Wildhagen- gives the

translation equivalent Zearut zomethtng by Zooking at a put40n,

Langenscheidt, ZeaAn somethtng Vtom a peA4okt.27According to

these translations, the German sentence E) hat Aetneit Ma2te4

daz SchoenAchicei4en abge4ehen- would be translated as fre

Zeatned cateigtaphy..by. ZoOtang at hi..6 mptiselt (Wildhagen ) or .

He- Lea&ned.ca,ettgAaphy:Vcom ht4 mothek (Langenscheidt)

whereas the-exact- translation-should bejleig,air.nq.d-cat.Z.ZgAaphy.

--by watchtn-g- ht,6- mothea do The-first-diCtionary translation

does not express- the fact that there .is acausal relation

between someone's learning.soMe:-actien or.behaviorandhisuiAtching-

someone -.do

fact.,--that

indicate the

that

displaying

translation would consequently have

do.Lri x by watehtng zomeone do x, and/or:

o be x by watchtng -4omebody be x. A6sume'nbiq

translation for term q cannot be provided because

the dictionary - due to lack of any translation equivalent

does not contain a translation fdr q. (We do not
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know of such occurrences.) In this case, System T

needs to be equipped with the capability for describing the

SA-image representing term q. This, however, can be simulated

by permitting System T to have access to its meaning rule

component, where it can read off the definition for the term

in question. This, again, means that the user of the MT

system can update the bilingual dictionary by providing as a

translation the equivalents of the terms used in the definiens

of the definition of q.

Real problems will arise only if a state of affairs is

described in the source language which simply cannot be

described by any language-means in the target language. In

this case, both human and mechanical translation would be

impossible We doubt that this wdll happen, in particular,

in scientific texts 28

We finally investigate whether ' elf-awareness" is required

for translation device T. This may be discussed by means of

-_an example which was given hy Roman Jakobson during one of

conferences pertaining to the Study.

other S lavic languages the equivalent of

omitted,

In Polish as in

but stated in emphasis. In one of them (Czech, if

ecall properly) the opposite is the case. A translation

f a Polish text: WheneveA he spoke oi hLmse24, he used the

woAd 'I'. into Czech should read: WhAneveA. he spoke oi Istmzet4,

he orratted the woAd '/'. (Note that the translation of Polish

am 4peaktng into Czech (I) am 4peaktng (where underlii4ng



indicates occurrence of the pronoun in the surface; enclosure

in par ntheses, absence in the surface) is not beyond the

capabilities of the device; this could be handled by the

semantic or, possibly, the stylistic component.) Clearly,

the correct translation of such examples requires that the

system contain the ability to interpret statements about

itself or part of itself and associate those statements with the

corresponding parts of that system. The system wouldthushaveto be able

to'thinWabout itself or some of its parts. This capability,

artificial intelligence, we do not regard as necessary for

an MT system for some time to come.

The.gravest argument against the possibility Of medhanical
translation has been the claim that knowledge of the world

and eV'en knowledge of the subjectmatter is required ferhthe

translation of-a text. This-argument -reformulated for our

device T, reads: There are sentences whose ambiguity cannot
be resolved by access to the immediate preceding or following
textual environment-. Sentences 33 and 34_ may represent such
ambiguities:

FAed-and John had beaten:Maay an-d Jane. 4o
-Ocutat-ey that we had to take them to a pena

Fited- and John had 6 .z.ati?Jt -Mcuty and Jane 40 .

.b.tutatty that.we-had to take-them to a hoApttat.

It seems obvious that we understand these sentences correctly,

that we can determine the proper referent for them

necessary, e.g. for their proper translation into Spanish

-1453
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Zo4 and -Cc:L.4 ) because we have stored knowledge about certain

typical "sequences of states of affairs". The fact- that we

understand these sentences in isolation does not mean, however,

that MT device T must have the same capability. Very often

the preceding and/or following context may contain - for us

redundantly - information which permits the disambiguation

of such sentences. Consider for example as a continuation

of sentences 33 and 34, respectively:

33a. AISteN_ thaee week4 FiLed and John wea.e. xet.eail

icAOM the camp.

34a. Aiteit thaee wQeJz4 Maay and Jane wee eazed
IcAom the hozpi.ta.e.

Consider even the 'counterev1dence given in the following

sentences 33b and 4b:

33b. .Tkejte. they weae 4a6e Vr.om Faed and John.
34b. The-ke they pozed no make dangea to Maay and Jane.

As we can see, our knowledge about typical sequences of states

of affairs permits us to draw conclusions' with some, normally.

high probability but not with absolute certainty. Crhis

probability may be 100% when the relation between states of

affairs is a cause-effect relationship.)

A difficulty of a different-nature is repreSented ty the fact

that certain terms have a different translation dependent on

the particular subject area they pertain to.

35. -John had:-atWay.s:watrd to become-a eonductoA.
Unt.4 ,=-oltche4-tAa)



But again, we might expect continuations like:

35a. He attended eveiLy peA4o/mance c)4 the tocat
oxahestAa and watched the.conducto4 wtth
admtkation.

or:

35b. A4 oi en az he cowed, he &ode tn g bus and
watched the conductoA wtth admtitatton.

We do not intend to belittle these difficulties confronting

successful mechanical translation. On the other'hand, we

believe it is fair to point out that no research has been

performed to find out the extent to which the preceding

or following context provides the information necessary for

the proper disambiguation for such sentences. We do however,

believe that sentences do not occur in isolation, at least not

in material presented for translating andtvrtthemquired factual

knowledge may be replaceable by access to the information

contained in the contextual environment. If difficulties

should arise because the device, instead of printing out all

readings in such cases, prints out just one with a warning signal,

we may still *rely on the powers of the

ments pertaining to a subject area he is well acquainted with.

Let us now mcapitulate the properties that we expe t, MT device

T to have:

a)-TIt-must_be a-source-languagesentence t
all- its syntactic descriptionS semantic readingS.

_ _ .

-

This,might be done`without a denuine s
'

provided that the TTsemant i

mantic:Compdhent-



their location on the numbered lines in representations as in

Figure 12, Rage 21, can be computed from the syntactic structure

and the information associated with the lexical items occurring

in that structure; this, we are inclined to believe, is

possible. (Cf. also Fillmore's arguments in "The Case for

Case".) T will, however, have to contain a transformational

component which permits at least permutationS and deletion

recovery (for the source language) , and permutations and

deletions (for the target language).

b) It must be able to map the lexical items a d the semantic

relations expressed in t into the equivalent equimolecular

lexical items and semantic relations of the target language

sentence -C. This requires either a translation component:

Source language -4- Target language, or an interpretation

component: Natural language Interlingua, for each of the

languages involved in the translation process.

c) It must be able to derive at least one sentence t' with its

syntactic description from the semantic reading of t'. The

syntactic

syntactic environment required by the lexical items in

This again .for each language involved requires an

extensive dictionary with sufficient syntactic and semo-

syntactic information for every entry:

d) T must further be able to disambiguate sentence t based

on the contextual information preceding',and or following t.



This definitely requires aa) the association component of K,

bb) the capability not to be restricted to sentence-by-

sentence translation, and cc) a lexicon in which terms with

different meanings in particular areas of provenience which

are not disambiguable by means of semantic features are

equipped with area of provenience information (remember

conduatox in example 35, page 45). Device T, of course,

needs the capability for exploting such area of provenience

features.

e) T must have access to the defini ions of a meaning rule

component. This requirement can be replaced and, for-the

time being,-should be replaced by updating the soUrce-target

language dictionary- by providing:a _combined translation in the

target language of the. .terms of-..the-..definitions of-the

l!difficult item in the-Source- language; this combination.

.can-be treated as_one lexical item, .possibly..-with internal-.

variable-slots (cf examples 6 and 7 in this:-_chapter)..

In addition, the following properties are desirable:

for sent ncef) It should be able to provide a translation t

t whose syntactic description is identical or similar to the

syntactic description of t. This requirement means that the

system must be able to asseciate-with sOme semantic represen-

tation R all target language'-sentences(with medning-R0 with

their syntactic A.escription. In uni- directional translation

this requirement,may,be limited to'only thoSe,struces which



are isomorphic or similar to structures occurring in the

input language.

g) It should be able to provide a translation t' for Sentence

t whose stylistic evaluation is identical or similar to the

stylistic evaluation of t. This means T should have a

stylistic component which can possibly be simulated by

stylistic features associated with-lexical and syntactic

structures.

h) T should be able to associate a translation t' with a

sentence t in such a way that, if t is ambiguous in some

specified fashion, t is ambiguous in the same fashion.

This desired property of MT system T, complementary to

requirement d,is really a makeshift solution, proposed

because of the current but, hopefully, passing inaccessibility

of the information provided by the context to mechanical

de ices.

ould be able to produ e a non-ambiguous

noli7-ambiguous Sentence,

components pertaining to the Output in a.,foreign language. tà

provide syntactically similWr'and stylistic translations. We
_ _

are not able to say whether a translation device needs to have
-

access to a long-term memory or an "encyclopedic knowledge"

component. Examples which clearly_show _this necessity for a

comprehension ,deiricer'pr: an: Tinforniatidn.,,retrIevall,ystem may
_ _



not be relevant for an MT system.

We conclude that translation by mapping semantic relations

between molecular or atomic expressions of the target language

into equivalent equimolecular expressions (or combinations of

expressions) under preservation of the semantic relations, is

possible. Such translation can, in general, be pe'rformed on

the level of semantic readings (DSA-images). Access to the

short-span memory, the association component of K, to select

the proper reading in cases of ambiguity, will be necessary.

The extent to which access to the association component cannot

be avoided, or to which this necessity can be replaced by

relying on the intellectual capabilities of the reader of the

translation has not been investigated, so far.

We shall discuss in the subsequent chapter which of the better

known, current linguistid theories account for the requirements

the eXtentthat we expeCt froM:such an MT device or,

to which they account for them.

least,



4. The Capabilities of Current Competence Models or

The Properties of a Realizable Mechanical Translation Device

In the preceding chapter we g adually developed:the properties

of a hypothetical MT device T, based, in part, upon the

linguistic problems occurring in .translation_ which T must ba

capable of.solving, and, in-part, .on certain esthetic expecta--

tions. These -requir: -that T-cariy across-into the target-

language the message to be translated, in a way, closely- torre-.

sponding to the struCture and the evaluation associated With .

the message in the source language. IA this 1. y, we ,increased

the capabilities of MT -device T until it-approximated-to soMe

extent.the capabilities of a human-translator.

In this chapter we want to determine the extent to which these

hypothesized caipabilities are actually realizable within the

framework of the current better known grammatical models. The

models we have in mind are: the various realizations of

transformational grammar, a: the 'standard" model; the xtended

standard' transformational grammar; and th universal base

hypothesis' the transformational

semantic base component b) the

graMmar with a generative

case grammar.of Fillmore,

and c) the dependency grammar, which in several variations

is prevalent in European and Soviet approaches to MT.
_

All of these models have beenrdefined, explicitly or implicitly,

by their proponents or adherents as competence models, i.e.
_

abstract devices whih enume'rate an .infinite liit,of individual



or non-coherent sentences. Competence models are regarded as

components of performance models which account for such human

capabilities as the production and understanding of sentences

n actual speech situations or simulations of them, i.e. the

produ tion and understanding of coherent sentences.

These limitations of the capabilities of a competence model

limit the capabilities of our MT device T. The main require-

ments which cannot be met in current competence models are:

requirement d (page 47), the disambiguation of sentences

based on the information given in the context;

requirement c, the derivation.of sentences from their

semantic representations;

requirement e, the production of translations for source

sentence - target sentencepairs7whose sethantic

representations contain equivalent combinations of items

with different internal molecularity, by

meaning rule component;

requirement the Troduction of tr nslat ons which

have the same stylistic interpretat on-as the corresponding
_

sourCe language sentences.

It seems that the "universal base hypothesis" grammar is

theoretically able to account- for requirement c the derivation

of sentences from their semantic rePreientation, provided there

are efficient production, (and recognitton) algorithmS.
_

This-is:due to_the fadt-thatthe,de,e_pitructu're,'they-_--
_

:Troposecommon,-to:al_ languages, represents the -Aneaningl-,=
,

of=the-S'ententes=t_ranSforM'atien'ally'rderiVable-:frbM_

,



those deep structures by means of the rules of the trans-

formational components of the individual languages. Since,

however, this model has only been scarcely described - by

means of a few examples restricted to English we arrive

at the conclusion that none of the requirements stated

above can be met by the current competence models.

We are thus confronted with the choice either of attempting to

simulate or construct a component of a performance model

which permits us to meet requirement d and possibly c

(we assume we can dispense with requirement g without consider-

able loss tà the quality of the translation) or of lowering our

requirements for MT device T to make it compatible with the

current capabilities of the existing competence models. The

latter possibility the one normally taken by proponents

Of MT and aut-omatic information retrieval. For MT it means

that the original definition of translation as an association

of source language sentence

the corresponding

meaning, i e. as a maPping -of meaning

target

with the meaning R(t) into

language sentence t' with the same

into meaning,

changed to a definition of translation as an association

the lexical items in t and the syntactic structures which

interpret them with the-corresponding lexical items in t' Wand

the corresponding syntactic structures interpreting them

in the same fashion.

Clearly, -the -powers of :the devicei-T- have been-. _

cons i-derably reduced not all paraphrases cani:be?;'-accOUnted----



for. In additior, the restricted device cannot account for

verbal phrases and idiomatic expressions if they do not

have a literal correspondence in the other -language.

(To my knowledge, Gruber's proposals have not been incor-

porated into transformational grammars or any other of the

'mentioned, grammars. )2 From a practical point of view, .however,

we can assume, based on experience in translating actual texts

that t4is restriction may still provide generally satisfactory

translations, especially for languages whose syntactic s truc-

t -res are similar.

What are now the theore ical requirements for such a trans

lation process? We need to be able to associate with a sour e

language sentence t a syntactic representation, preferably

the .deep phrase marker; we need to map this

into the corresponding deep phrase

representation

marker of the target

language, and we need to derive from that deep phrase marker,

by means of transformation rules the corresponding surface

sentence t

Though the algorithms which perform such recognition,

and production have been described and have been in existence

for several yearsPno machine translation system has

been produced. This is due to two facts: the

lack of comprehensive gramma:tical descriptiOns for any

language andthe lack-of a compenent _whiCh- is part of all

four competence,Medels: A lexical- coMponent in which for

each leXical item-,two_-types of4,-inforMation are listed:



a) its own syntactic and semo-syntacti- properties, and

b) the syntactic and semo-syntactic properties of the

environment in which it may occur.

Confronted with this.gap,.we again have two choices: to lower

the requirements for- an MT -systeM even further .by al.lowing a

lexical component which-does hot contain- such f aures, or
to construct Such a- lexical component,.a diffi:tilt tedious,

and tia-consuming- task.

The first choice in spite of the int rmediate development

of transformational recognizers would lead to systems which

perform only slightly better, as expe ience has shown, than

the ones criticized in the ALPAC report.31

Thus, really only the second choice is _open for a designer

of an MT device: he has to rely on a complete lexical

description of the languages that he is dealing with- he

has to cOnstruct his own featurized lexicon or hope that

somebody else may have produced'one from which he may be

able to profit=

This decision is independent of whether he is happy
with the capabilities of the current competence models or

whether he wants to simulate additional capabilities of a

performance model by permitting access to the contextual
-

environment 'i.e. whether he wants to p rkorm research in

discoUrse analysis.



What sort of approximations to the additional capabilities

of device T can we expect from a restricted hypothetical

MT device T' which performs mechanical translation based

on a lexicon with features and a grammatical description

of the languages involved in the translation process?

(We do not share Petrick's opinion about the length required

and the extent of difficulties involved in the construction

of comprehensive grammars; we believe that his pessimism is

based on the fact that he considers the difficulties

primarily from the point of view of transformational grammars.

Those additional require ents are:

requirement f (page 48), syntactic similarity of source

and target sentence stru ture or at least preservation

of the relative order of the lexical equivalents;

furthermore

requirement h, the carrying across of lexical and/or

syntactic source sentence ambiguity; and

requirement i, the carrying across of source sentence

non-ambiguity.

The first requirement might be met by establishing additional

correspondences between the relevant reverse -(source language)

transformations and the order-in which they apply with the

corresponding forwar&Xtarget ,language) transformations

(in opposite order ) We have no opinion on how these_-

correspondences shoula be established.
-

coincidence of the relative, ordel- of i



items may be easily incorporable into T' and may thus serve

as a means to select one translation from a set of trans-

formationally related.translations.

The second requirement would mean that from the translations,

the sets of surface sentences:

AI- t..-01

.2 2,14
A -

ft' t'n,2 t'n

the one occurring in each or in the greatest number of the sets

A
1
through An would have to be selected .(wheTe source sentence:

t has the deep Thrase-marIcets DM1, PM2, DM ). Clearly,

s:uch a procedure Would not be_PraCtical.

The third requiretent would m an that T' would have to

generateiall

structure, analyze each of-:-the generated sUrface Sentences-

again by means of the input component of the target language

sentences generatable from the mapped deep

.0.

and select one of those sentences which have only

deep phrase structure representation.

one

We thus also relinquish requirement h and the first part of
_

requirement f.(The abandonment of the second part of require-

ment f, preceding page, wOuld possibly impose too heavy a

burde-n-on_the,poWers- 6-7-=reader te-interprat:COrrec_

capabifities o ditrrent



1) recognition of the deep phrase-marker(s) of sou ce

language sentence t,

) mapping of the deep phrase-marker(s) of t into the

deep phrase-marker(s) of V,

3) production of some target language sentence from

(each of) the phrase-marker(s) of t

We assume that such translations may be satisfactory,

especially if performed between related languages. In view

of the problems which will confront such a translation

procedure (cf. Chapter 3) we regard MT device TT as an

intermediary solution. We personally feel that the model

which should be strived for is MT device T. In the following

chapter we shall describe an approximation to such a device T,

the Linguistics Research System.
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5 The Linguistics Research. System

"Everything in nature, in the unorganic world as well as in

the organic world, happens accordingto rules, though we

do not always knoW these rules

The Use -of our capabilities also 9ccurs according to

Certain rules which we -follow, at-first UnconAciously,

until gradually, through attempts and c-ntinUoUs usage of'

our capabilitieS, we obtain a knowledge ofthem even acquire

such a fluent usage

iMagine them in the

of them that it takes much effort to

general, grammar

is the form of a language as such. But one does speak without

knowing the grammar, one has indeed a. grammar,and speaks according

to rules, but one is not conscious of them.

Like allour capabilities, 22"..__Eqs21_&iin is subjected in

its actions to rules which we can investigate." (Translated

from the first through third paragraphs of Kant's Introduction

to his Logtk..33

The purpose of the Linguistics Research System (LRS), which is

_Currently being constructed _a.t the,Linguistics Research_Center of

The_University of Texas at Austin,-isT tb, provi'de a deScription
0 .and an etplanation of human linguistic capabilities by per-

,

ca-Ming TetognitiOnand prOdUCti'on-,of.-sehtenCesinnatural-'

'In'agU'age_r_MechaniCal_tranilatieinand,inforMaonretti:6Val,.

CoMPon'entSWhih-cn
_ ,

be connected
_



building blocks to form larger configurations. Each component

consists of a set of algorithms and instructions which are

executed by the algorithms; they modify the general

operations of the algorithms in a prescribed way. Such

instructions are linguistic rules dictionary rules, syntactic

rules interpretation rules; transformation rules meaning

rules mapping rules, connection rules, and others.

In its basic configuration LRS i a grammatical model for

the recognition and production of synonymous sentences in

natural language with identical or different deep structu

By deep structures we mean the stage of a sentence derivation

in standard transformational grammar when all base component

rules, constituent and featu e re-writing rules, have applied

but before lexical insertions have been performed.

The purpose of this model is to associate with each

sentence in a natural language all its canonical form (KF)

representations. A sentence which hap one semantic reading

has one canonical form, a sentence which has n semantic

readings has n canonical-forms. Two sentences_t and u which

have one semantic reading in common,have.-one canonical form
-

in-common:--Two sentences t and 'uof the-same language which

have one canonical folin ,k,:in coilunon: are: callecl:paraithr-ases,

the reading, -senten.des, ranrciv,u---of-different;
, _-

-

-languages---whichhafve_ _



LRS has the- power of an inte,:pretative semantic model in

that it assigns the same KF reading to synonymous sentences

with different deep structures. It has ,the power of- a

generative semantic model in that, given a particular KF

reading k, it-permits the generation of all sentences- with--

different deep structures with that reading k.

A canonical form consists of a sequence of connected canonical

form expressions (KF expressions) The language of canonical

forms K has the following properties:

a) Each KF expression is a primitive

has -for the user one and only one

interpretation); if a surface terminal

elemen

atomic)

of K;

semantiC-

k has n different

senses or meanings, then n different KF expressions or

-connected expressions represent the diffeient senses of k.

:two different (connected)--KF expressions -p and q

common,

If two surface terminals have one sense in

then that -reading-is represented by the same- connect d

KF expression.

Numerous statements have been made in history as to whether

such a canonical language can-be constructed. Counterargu-

:Eli -1merits have'mainly been giVen urang,, e as-t---fewdecades- bY_ _

prop-onents ef=the HuMboldt-CaSSirer--hyP-Othesis. -Assuming-
-2

,

-that ther_world',views'! of different--,-natura -anviages.,arer

.1n4ee'llrdifferent _7--universal

than_ the -logicar--sUm of- the ereri-tYmor4



however, should not be a reason to abandon this notion.

However, compare Catford:A Lingut4tic. TheoiLy o Taanstatton.

An E44ay tn Apptted 4-Engutzttc.4, and Hjelmslev: Pkotegomena

to a Theoity o Language.34

Due to the lack of a theory of-semantics applicable to the

.mechanital recognitiOn -and production of-sentences -In natural

language and-because of-the Allimense-difficulties.involved in--

the cOnStruction- of-canOnical fotms,-LRS- represents the.

.-ilieaning of, sentences- by.-_ pans of-mormal forms

The normal forms of a language are distinct from canonical

forms of a language in that the lexical primitives of normal

forms may be both atomic and molecular with respect

canonical forms, for example

unmaaiLted human adatt

bachetoit.

to
unm e. d man ,

the

mate. When information retrieval or

translation from any language into any language is attempted,

the normal form representations will either have to be replc
by canonical form representations or more economically,

the meaning rule-Component will liave, tO be expanded to perthit

the construction of the'particular'required canonical form-

when logical conclusions'have to be found, or when different

languages partftioh the "world"-differehtly.' 'Cf: LatIn pat,fiLLa4

(father t_s brOther) ,alid:a-i)UnLiaLC (motherts brother

The process

normal forms of t

ere ,i-cor-resp-,on-ds



The surface cOmponen-t, the standard component, and

the normal form component.

One grammar, the surface grammar, the standard g ammar$ and

the normal form grammar, is associated With each coMponent.

The non-terminal and terminal vocabulary symbols of each

grammar are Complex sypboIs _.(except for :the terminal symbols

of the surface grammar). -E4ch coopqex Symb-ol . consists of a

category symbol and zero or more sUbscript or feature symbols, .

each subscript maY have zero or: more valp.es.i.

The grammar rules used during the reccgnition and production

of sentences both performed as

substitution analysis, are

algorithms by means of instructions

which

WS symbol or a part _of a coulplex WS_ symbol.. _ A rule _schema

is successfully applied if each of the positive and negative

conditions for each constituent in the rule schema is ful-

filled by the matched complex WS symbol, and if, all the
-

required relations-between two or more constituents stated

in -the rule _schema- hol&between_the__c-orrespOnding--coMplex WS

-_symbols .-', If---a rulei-sChema,1,, i-i,,Suc-CeiSfuIly_appIie& new

WS tbiistituent ,iSCOnstrUcted=:aCcoiding-,td-the-:inStrudt'ionsi

stated in the antecedent of ,the rule schema .



The conditions that may be-stated for individual constituents-

in a rule consequent are:

a) A particular category symbol may not or must contain

a particular Subscript or combinations of subscripts.

b) A.particular category symbol may not or must contain

a partiCular value

) Operations

may not or must be

or combinations of values.

between subscripts of different- constituents

successful. These operations, the set-

theoretical operations ,Intersection', SUm and Difference are

performed with the values ofthe_.spedified subscripts.

Each rule schema of each grammar consists of a syntactic part

and an optional transformational part. For surface ancl

standard grammar the syntactic part of each rule schema

consists of context-free rewrite rules The, transformational

part contains only transfOrmations whose Structural,destription

is satisfied by a String Of symbols interpreted by the

constituents of the rule .scheMa...cOnSeqUent. -the transformationS

possible in surface and standard grammar are permutations,

deletions, and insertions. The transformations are "feature-

sensitive"; in'particular, it is possible to lexicalize

features of a particular_,constituent and to "featurize!___ _
terminal- or- non-terminal_ConStituents'. Thus words'like up

-

:which'forM'ajlexicaI:unit-With's0Me
--

_±4_othe:ththg-up; Are-*Siijnext--;

.-Verbar_constructiOn, reStatin

F



The rules of the normal form component differ from surface

and standard rules in two respects:

) They apply to connected graphs;

b) They are not rewrite rules.

An NF rule applies to all graphs, terminal non-terminal

or combinations of them, whose nodes labeled by complex

symbols, are non-distinct from the complex symbols in the

consequent of the NF rule. The antecedent of the NF rule

assigns to all graphs to which it applies a particular

semantic reading, an NF expression, represented by that

antecedent. Since NF expressions apply to graphs whose nodes

are labeled by is possible to assign

particular NF reading to a terminal k

of speech interpretation and with a

with a particular part

particular selecti n

graphs t 1, .t

interpreted by the same NF expressi6n k are substitutable

for one another, regardless of whether the ropt

end nodes

t (1<i,j<n;iM).

are identical or different fr in those

(It is theoretically possible that ti

and t- have identical root and end nodes and still be

different, cf.



The normal forms of an ambiguous sentence t may be connected

by means of "or" links, resulting in one connected normal

form. Assume that thp normal form of each of the following

sentences is represented by the associated. graph.

1 wa ched a pubtic vehicte conducton-

watch> y conductoi public vehicle_i

1 watched an oitchestita ex/induct°

condu-Ctorx watch,

[

1 watched an eteat tc cotiducto4.

watch s conductor t

orche_stra

Then

labeled line at a

iconductor z publ c vehi

CondUctor-. orchestra
. .

onductor electricity

ented by line which meets or interse

right ang (These graphS are simulated,

simplified representations of (the actual normal forms. ,For

the actual normal form represIntations of such sentences

cf. p. below.)



It is the function of the surface component to assign to

each surface sentence t all its syntactic readings according

to the surface grammar; ambiguous lexical items which have

the same part-of-speech interpretation are represented as

one "conflated" lexical item in a surface reading. After

surface analysis all readings which are not dominated by the

initial symbol S are deleted; then all transformation

instructions contained in the remaining rules are execu ed.
1

1

They associate with each of these readings a tentative
1

1

standard string. T ntative standardi strings consist of
,

1

complex standard terminal symbols; these may be conflations

of surface terminals and their (possibly disambiguated)
,

dictionary interpretation, and dummy symbols which are intro-

duced by the transformations

Dummy symbols

items. Elemehts which

the surface rules which applied.

epresent grammatical and elided lexical

were disconti uous in the surface are

contiguous in the tentative standard strings.

These strings are then analyzed by the standard grammar which

assigns them a standard description nd also filters out all

those strings which are not well-,fo ed a'cc'ording .qt he
,

stAndard_gramMar.

._
_The readings -'of the _remaining _stand

analyzed bY__ the --NFI-gr_amtha:14.-._wh'ieh igns-NV:-'e-ici;yesiithis. to,

rd strings are then

indiVidual standard subtrees-orcow ina ion.L



It is not netessary that the roots of the graphs inter-

preted by the same NP expression are labeled by the same

category symbol- It is thus possible fit) define adjectives

and nouns, e.-g. Aun - 4pectAum 4pectitaZi

synonymous in one:reading by assigning each member of such

pairs the same NP expreSSion. Th:-ame holds fen- adjectiV s

and verbs, g. bALght - to 4htne or nouns and verbs, e.g.

deztxuctton deztitoy, etc. It is also possible to define

synonymy relations between lexical units and idiomatic

expressions like cite k-ick the bucket or lexical units and

phrasal expressions like tAtke gLve a bt.ow - AeceA.ve

bLow or

a

--In the_latter.-

examples the actual synonymy relation is established between

the verb 'ke and.tbe noun b-eaW, or between-the verb Jattz,

with the feature reflexive and the noun zu-cci.de. The verbs

erbal placegtve, e

kt.e.e. onezeLi

Aecekv and commct are introdu6ed as empty

holders; in addition, Aecetve is defined as the logical

converse of gtve, permitting such paraphrases as Malty h t

John, MalLy gave John a btow, John,)tede.L(Ject a lecow 4Aom Maky.

It is also possible todefine,synonymy relationships between
_

lexical pieces which have an internal vari-able slot without
, _

affecting their transformationa ossibilitieS.

To paraphrases-dfone,Another'-

two sentences *t-andu'tha



this may be realized from such generatable paraphrases as

Att men ake not vt)LtaotLes 7 No man ecz vt&tuou4 etc. or

He oveAtooked tht4 He dtd not take th4-6 tnto (t count,

etc. or A plLecedez B io toc,04-. A, etc. or A tatcge.'t than

B L4 zmattea than A, B tz not az

LRS assigns such paraphrases the

taAge az A, etc.

same NF reading can

found in Lehmann - Stachowitz 1970, V 1. If pp. T217-268.

During production, the recognition process is reversed.

replaced by all the standard rule

schemata interpreted by k. The standard grammar rules thus

obtained and only those are used for the generation of

standard strings in a regular bottom-to-top recognition process.

The combinations of all graphs which are connected with a root

labeled by the symbol S represent the legitimate standard

readings; all others are filtered out.

The terminal standard Istrings obtained from each well-formed

standard reading are then analyzed by the rearrangement

grammar of the language_which

a) arranges the standard terminals in surface word ord

b) deletes the standard dummy SyMbols,,and

re-introduces 1,9,),cicAl,piec6s which are deleted afte

Sni--face _-_analysr

ri== additio rammarLfi-Itersouta ran

41" =,



This basic component of LRS just

following linguistic assumptions

1) that grammatical relations

corre

ibed is based on the

can be more easily and

ctly stated for standard strings;

2) that surface information is necessary

semantic interpretation;

3) that synonymous sentences can be reduced to the

.for corre,c

same "universal" representation.
This component is part of the Linguistics Research System

for Mechanical Translation and the Linguistics Research

System for Information Retrieval.

In the remainder of this chapter, we will cursorily describe

those components of LRS which are ess-ential for performing

mechanical trans'lation of sentences in natural language.

More detailed information can' be found in our forthdbming

xeport Lehmann - Stachowitz , 1971a, _and in Lehmann

Stachowitz -1979 ,; Th-6--,-6_0-tipOneii-t: 52 LRS:1--Pertaining-
_ _

to an information retri-eval y-Steml are destribed in ,Lehmann
S t achowtt _19 7113:-_ _

_

Based- On the proble

-_aSS_thrie--.-that --'-iiiifi:=44-ciaaktit, -iit_iiii.:6E-i'l'aii-,. . . _._ , ..=
_

011-oW-i-n g--LI; ki-h-cwitif iriftitinat-i-onl-,?1,
,



Contextual information is that type of info-rmation which can

be derived from the speech situation, the belief systems and

world knowledge of speaker and hearer. Terms also used to

denote this type of information are: "Pragmatics", "pragmatic

information" " ocio--psychological -nformation" Co-textual

information refers to the speech acts that precede and follow

an utte.rance. In case of_.:a written utterance:,-

information is represented by the written utterances which

precede and follow the given utterance. Textual information

is that information available from an utterance or a written

utterance Itself when contextual and-

are ignored.

a-textual information

Translation based on all three types of information we regard

at present as being beyond the requirements for an MT system;

the situation may change, though, once intensive research in' '.

discourse structure shows the necessity for

The LAS translation system performs translation based o

textual information derived from the basic input component

and on ,co-textual information contained in the immediate

environment of a sentence derived by means of an approximation

of the short-span memory mentioned on page 20 Chapter 2.

We haVe obseived that LAS is capabte of- producing various -para-
_

hrases. This capability, ough ddsirable for. Information

-et-rieif-ad'YpUrp-oges-, -,mar-!_nOt--=.a-lwa _-dest-rab-Ie,when_performing
,--__

, --',1

rans-iaifbn , 6yen f-:-_-01p-,idbinir-eioriz- z:enteces #1mi :the,,_s n._
_,_.



preceding and following textual environment are properly'

preserved. Thus, we would prefer to'translate A 'geht voita44

as A pAecede4 8 rather than as 8 oLeoW45 A, or Atte Menzchen

4st-nd tugendhalit as &et men wte vittuou,s, rather than No man

not viiLtuou4, or A vexkau4t B as A 4et2.4 B rather than

4 4.04d by A.

This capability is obtained by means of the fact that

NF-expressions are represented as complex symbols containing

essential and accidental features. Essential features pertain

to propel.ties of an interlingua, accidental features to the

properties of a particular language represented by lexical

pieces and

in Figure 12 which we repeat below aS Figure

representations of the NF-expression 29.

16, are all

Figure



The numbers in Figure 16 represent accidental features. They

permit a more precise translation as, for example, from or

into the German counterparts represented as:

verkaufen kaufen za h en uebergehen

Similarly, syntactic information like actUve sentence,

pass.ive s ntence, can be 6cide-ci by means of accidental features

to the NF expreSsions which interpret these structures. (If

an NF expression cannot be-maPped intO an i4entitaii e including:

accidental feature8Y NF expreSsion of the target lngUage, all

NF expressions

only:the

in that normal form a e mapped by means of

essential features 3

componeAts::*-

basic recognition compon nt, which derives the

normal form of surface sentence t, or the normal forms of t

if t is aMbiguous;

2) the DSA-image component -WhiCh repreSents the normal

the connection Com /ibnent, whi'Ch,intervrets the e
, , , _- .

iShed DSA-imageo2 t, conects it wAih ti,16 '-,47:1mages 'of

the sentences: that precedeiI aria -disambigu4eS.
,

tab-

oSsible''-



4) the mapping component, which maps the normal form K

of t into the normal form K' of the target language;

5) the production component which produces, by means of

the grammars of the target language, a tranSlation t'of t.

Let us represent this translatiOn process by means of the

sequence of sentences 38 through 40:

38. Im MuAeum 4a.han w.Lx einen LetteA.

39. Den Lettet 4chaute 4i.ch eine atte:Daine an.

40. Sie zeabaach ihn,

The corresponding English translation of the individual

sentences in the sequence

38a. In the muzeum we zaw a Zeade [o eonductoa

(animate) _conductae44

managek, manageausis,

head chte4, executive,

dt4ectoA,

diaectaice, isupeat enden paincipat

conducto4 (inanimate)].36

39. An otd tady tooked at the teadet [oa: co ductoa

(animate), conduetne44, head, chi 0c4cuti.ve

manageA, man'agtae44 pte44dent diitectóit

dirteCtiLice, zupeaintendent, wiinciOat,
_ =

dbnduclok ( nanthi atgl 1 .

40a-. Sh-e'(-Lt)--Bizolz-ektrn rztr.

_Let us- assUMe- at-_:the GerMdii. senteiice_38 of_this séqunce
-

has, already- bee'n
_ ,

resulted in
_ .



35

The digit

9

on- the- relation and

molecular expressions. 31

cj

-q
10

11
q

12 q

14_

1 5 > q
16

A 8

9-

20:

q

q21

Figure 18

ci
property lines represent

may stand fo_ 2 for

of". 35 for "museum". 4 for "past"; 8 r "leade

10 fOr "conductress". 11 for

fOr-"inside

for 'conductor (animate),

"head"; 12 for "chief"; 13 for 'executive" 14 for 'manage '

ls for 'manageress"; 16 for "president'; 17 for "director"

18 for 'directrice"; 19 for superintenden 20 for

rincipal" 21 for "conductor (inanimat

The input component; wlien pTotess,ing sentence assigns to

this sentence a surface description which we represent, in a

simplified manner, in the following graph (for a detailed

description of a surface analysis cf. A. Stachowitz "Es liegt
'

eine Anzahl von Blementen vor"):



den Lei --r schaute sich eine -alte Dame

The semo-syntactic information associated with the rule which

interprets the word chetuen given in Figure

by the transformation instructions rass

which rewrites the symbol S.

C
+ PR(0 1'2' ..
+ TS (: 'AN' .

+ SS ( : 2 .

+
+ TO ( : : R. PO ,AB '
+ SO ( : : ' 0 3'

chau

20 is exploited

the ruleciated with

This rule represents all (prefix-) verb combinations which

contain theT verb 4 chaue.n. The symbol' 'identifies the

category symbol VERB; subscripts are identified-- by a "+" :

PR stands for refix" TS for e of sul5ject required"

SS for "deep order of su

of'Cob_ject require

a expre-sikonS
_

2 ,_stands 'f for the- pre
_

or-- as e- overnmen

re

AN

_
p arenctii'as e's)&a.

o or



"dative", A for "accusative", R for "reflexive", PO for

"physical object", AB for "abstract". The " indicates

that the verb takes two objects; a "," represents logical

or37; the digits in SS and SO represent the order assigned

to the subject and the objects. (The verb always has the

order 1, the deep subj.ect order 2, etc.) The valUe 0

expresses the fact thatthe reflexive objett in the datiVe

is to be deleted-. fThis deletien is ConlY-_performed fOr

genuine reflexive verbs) The apostrophe

in the "feature matrix" of the verb-

By Means Of thi,s information and the tranSforMation'-:

represent columns

instructions associated with the sentence,

the following standard string is derived.

den Leiter, PAST schaute
+an

--Figure 21

eine alte Dame

After -applying the siandard rules the following s_

:isderive&:
ructure



To

den Leiter

this st uctur

PAST sehau
+ an

Figure 22

eine

rules of the

Ialte Dame

ormal. form grammar apply,

h 'derive the following normal_ form:

1 2 3 I+ 5 6
R(p,q) x rtme2 x Obs eitx e Past AJ1.9 amen AND

(P ,q) 0 Op (x)
7 23 22 2L 7

Narebex(SG) x -1-adY0 x 0440 x AIL9 urn nt-i x Numb en- ( G)
Op (a)

8 9 10
teadeltv mas - co nducto i-L- a e mask a kidaCtO a

11
head- p viz ono ,

1 4
manag e.a-ma

1 8

21
Zectit.-

12 1

chteg-pe1z4 on , execatt ye-peas
_1

man a-g e. emaZe

44:ntendent

pitestdento
- 20:

clic o,E7p

:1 7,
2,at oft;-



The items in script represent atomic or molecular NP expres-

sions. The information given in light face print represents

instructions for the DSA component; subscripts represent the

degree of the normal form expression which preserves informa-

tion about the original standard constituency; the numbers

above an NF expression refer to the connected sub-graph-in

the following figure, which has been interpreted by that

NF expression.



Note that the NF expressions represented by the digits 24

and s each interpret a sequence of connedted standard 'trees.

The_normal form of a sentence is .processed..by the DSA7image

construction component, which ignores_all.items Which .are

not of degree-0,--or which do not have, an operator statement.

(indicated by -lightfaee print)- --which-"do not:have

identifier. Anditated by.a-1J+") -.-FOr:-eath-Ilon-ignOre--

expreSsiou,:he-DSA7image component-has an instrUction:-.

a):every Unary:degree 0 .SymbOl is, represented as.-

b) -n7ary degree 0 symi3olsLare,repTesented qS lens,d_s

binary) --tria4gles ternary),- diaMonds (quaternary).1-

c)-0.ther nOrmal form ekpreSsions have special

instrUttionS'whith haVe to be looked-up in a- Set- of operatiOn-

statements-:,These representations_are connected with objects':

-Hrepresentedby-nodes according to _wellformedness conditions

coltiputable from the_degrees of-the nen-_ignored NF-expressionS.

Let us now discuss the construction of the DSA-image of

sentence 39 from its normal form representatiop. The first

instruction,_-represented-in NF-expression--3, constructs a:

lens with the end nodes p and q and calls the lens by the

name of the NF expreSsien given in,the-DSA-image component.

(We- shall assume -that ,this- representation-is the aiuMeriCal

rep-resentatión aboyer t

olIawing:grap



Instruction 4 states: Assign the predication "past" to the last

predication. NF expression 5 states : Replace one of the

variable node names in the existing graph by name xi (the
order of replacement is dependent on the inherent order of
the arguments ef the predicator. It is reflected by the

alphabetical sequence of the letters in the graph.) Expression 6
states : Attach two "and-branches" to the node with which it
can be connected through the degree conditions3? NF expressions
23 and 22 call these branches LADY and OLD. We have so far
obtained the following DSA-image:-

Figure 25

Expression 24 states "change the next variable name
11

Thus , q is changed to ai. To this node, lines representing
the NF expressions 8 through 21 are attached by "or" links ,

resulting in the graph:

_

, ,

Fig-ure 26

1.

_

7,
`.`

- - - _ ri-",

e ^

::;tt f-
_ - -

=

s-.37gt

_z



The output of the DSA component is processed by the connection

component whose purpose is to replace, if possible, the

names of the nodes in the DSA-image by the names of the

nodes in the already established SA-image .

ction component has the following instructions:

For each node in the DSA-itage which is named x.

rates a numerical subscript which has not yet occurred in

the SA-images, i it assigns numerical subscript which

larger by 1 than the last that was previously assigned.

For each node named

shortsPan SA-image

node iciy the hate of

by

andtr

one of

t performs a search through its

ies to replace the name a1 of that

the nodes in its SA-image, based

on the predication associated with the node a40.. (We see that

only node x2 in Figure 18, page 75 , fulfills this condition.

When all nodes in the DSA-image have been assigned their

proper names repr'esented in Fi-gure Z 7, this image

is connedted._ with the_estal-lished connected_SA,image,

suiting in Figure 28. Duplications of predications upon -T

objects ere not repeated.



e zeAb ach thn resul

where the expressions above the property lines, connected

by "or"- links, state the syntactic or semantic features of

a-,, and a2 _respectively. (These az-6 obtained from the pro-
noUns -ste: and- tt:tia, ;_respeCtively.) Thus the naMe -"a "- re_-

_ -1
_

presen-6s -the pronoun_izte,whiCh :canrefer to a-female or



feminine object. "a2" represents the pronoun Lim, which

can refer to a male object a non-animate object or an

object of.gender ma culine.

The connection component tries to establish the referent

for nodes a and 4
1 2

beginning with its most recent SA-

image. al cOuld:refer-tp x4 or to x2 since all Of its.-

preditations meet at least one conditien of a1 a2, howr.

can only refer to x2. Consequently, t4e SA7i-Mage

for this sentence results, inyigure 30.

Figure 30

Its connection with the already estab ished SA-itage

results in.-..-Figure.31..

:presented by

disappeared.

ambiguities

with xlinks associated

re-

4

gu e 1-



The first and second sentences are disambiguated by

comparing their DSA-images against the established SA-

image. The disambiguation of DSA-images results in a

removal of the ambiguous NF interpretations for the

term Letteit.

The resulting normal form of sentence 39 is then mapped

into the identical±nOrmal fort of the outp-ut language,

and the graphs associated lith each output NF eXpresSion

are retrieved. One of theSe graphs is the NF rule

LOOgT
$ A(2)
$ B(3)

.R 39
+ OB (at)

where the values "2" and "3" represent accidental features

carri-ed over fro

of the standard rule (a subset of the surface rule

'V :V

PX(0)
+ TY(AN
+ SSC2)
+ 0B(at
+.7Q(P0,-A )
+ SO(3)

The standard sub-graphs associated with each normal form
.

expression are-analyzed by the standard grammar of the

output_ language,' resulting in
.



Figure 32

the old lady PAST to k
+at

the Conduttor

The rearrangement grammar featurizes the dummy symbol PAST

and lexicalizes the feature a resulting in the surface

tring

1.
the old 'lady' looked at" _the __Conductor

[

_

We performed this translation by actually using the memo y

of the designed LRS information retrieval system. We

assume that in translation a short-term memory will be



sufficient. DSA-images then only need to be constructed

for the immediate environment of an ambiguous sentence.

It may even be possible to restrict the construction of

such DSA-images to the unary predications of the objects

occurring in the environment. This decision, of course,

is dependent on the results of research in discourse

analysis. (In MT, it is not necessary to establish every

referent of an expression as it is for information re-

trieval; it is only necessary to establish those referents

which help to disambiguate a particular sentence.

That the system has the power to carry :input ambiguity

across can be observed from the fact that the English

terminal conductax will be retrieved twice as an equi-

valent item for Lette4, once through conducto/L-mu4tc-ma2e,

and once through conducto/L-tnantmate. It is fairly simple

to compute output terminals which have several meanings in

common with an input terminal (cf..Lehmann-Stachowitz, 1970).

However this will only be necessary if the contex

pi.ovide anY disambiguating information

does

The construction of ambiguous syntactic StrUctUres also has

o be performed by means of SA-images. AssUme that the

sentence "John watched'a man with a telescope" is repre-

sented by the SA-image: 1John

i-gu 34 -



where a stands for "u e", b stands fer "have". In order

to map this ambiguity across, the system would have to be

provided with the knowledge that the structure
z. .Y

Figu e 35

can be mapped as "with x" arid the objects naming the nodes

have to occur in the surface order z, y, x where x has to

follow y directly. Such capabilities are those of a speech

production device which are currently not regarded as being

necessary for MT.

The capabilities of LRS are based on the following factor

a) its subscript grammar with the feature-sensitive

transformations;

b) its normal form component

its DSA-image and connection comp nent* and most

The subscript grammar permits us to express in a rule relatiOns

like agreement and government, which correspond to the intuition

of a human speaker. We can expres's-grammatical categories as

a) lexical categories: noun, verb; b) syntactic categories:

NP, predicate; c) generic grammatical cate-gories:, number,

tense, Case; d specific grammatiCal at'egorie's: singular



plural; present, past; nominative, accusative; etc3

We can also express semantic categories like human, animate

abstraLt, etc.; stylistic categories like colloquial, vulgar,

learned; and lexical categories like morpheme and allomorph.

The subscript grammar permits us to express in a natural

manner such conceots as gender (with the values masculine,

feminine and neuter) instead of rePresenting it as a bundle

of unordered binary features as in

[4-masculine]
[-feminine]

where the combination

has to

ule.

[-masculine] [-masculine]
[+feminine] [-feminine]

[4-masculine]
[4-feminine]

_e excluded by.,-means of an ad-hoc segment-structure

means of the subscript grammar rules we can fo_ulate

redundancy statements conflate ambiguous trees into one tree;

we can also update the lexicon by adding additional necessaTy

semantic features t without having

The transformational co ponent permits the disambiguation of

lexical items by means of 'jump operations' within a_disambigu-
,

ating syntactic or semo-sYntactic environment. It permits us

to add stylistic interpretation tosyntactic structures if

certain conditions sfated as features of the constituents are

fulfilled.



The normal form component assigns an NF expression to

cptinected) syntactic subtrees, and to lexical subtrees with

a-specific set of semantiC features within a specific semo-

syntactic environment. .1t is also able to assign a semantic

interpretation to verbal phrases and i_diomatic expressions

with or without .internal variable slots and-to map -these-

'NF expressions into the corresponding:NF expressions of the

Output-language without affecting their tranSformational-

properties (cf. the following:-.graphs)

where fall/ represents the

component of LRS; we are planning to extend this component

to include definition and inference rules, as for example

N KILL
-

$ Q-

DEAT)

$ :Q

which represent . -"If P kills Q; t en Q :is dead."

499



The DSA-image c mponent and connection component permit the

disambiguation of an ambiguous sentence by means of its

co-textual environment.

All the capabiliti s of the components mentioned would be

ineffective if it were not for the lexicon which has to a

large extent already been constructed at the Linguistics

Research Center. The LRS dictionaries contaih stems,

inflectional affixes (and, for German, two types of derivational

affixes: separable and inseparable prefixes) which are concate-

nated by means of the surface word grammar rules.

These dictionaries are currently being updated by es ablishing

for each stem

a) its syntactic and mo-syntactic properti

b) the syntactic and semo-syntactic

environment in which the item may occur with a pa ticular
44meaning.

Polysemic ter

of rules

R 3 C N
TY(H,IN)

re thus' ne-term. The system

page

N HOTE LBOY R 3

N '8dOKPA R 3
-TY (=l_N)

: -surface rule

r,NP rules

f

expresses the polysemy ofHthe'noun---p-age.
1

,

_

_of_the-surfac- compo_ nent;-have,

-The 'transforma-

ffe,dt-ythaifloage iS-

ionS



interpreted as HOTELBOY or BOOKPAGE, or both in environments

as The page istept or The page tme or He touched the page,

respectively.

Lexicographic work at LRC (cf. the appendix, or details)

has already resulted in word lists containing

a) 10,000 German verbs and 10y000 English verbs,

complements;45

about 2,000 entries of the latter have been classified with

respect to subject and adverbial complements. Similar work on

the German verbs is in progress.

b) 33,000 German nouns (letters A th ough K) with about

70,000 English correspondences; the first 7 000 of these

both classified with respect to their object

German noUns have

-shoWn in- the

been classifi d according to he s

appendix;.

cheme

6,000 German and English verbal phrases verb noun-

phrase and verb-prepositional phrase combinations),

as to subject, object and adverbial complement.

Work on adjectives and adverbs is beginning.

as s-i f-ie d

Future additional lexicographic work at the Center will

directed towards the establishment of a minimal set of

additional se.mantic features in-eider-to diSambiguate verbs
-

hich h-ave particular-meanings'in particular_lexical environ-

ts 1-idi-stingui-shersthe sens-el- of Kafz-Fodor.-
-2-

,iew_ of_ such combinations as-:

abhaen.en.' oil:,
=

A-bhaei4tg-ke:



we also plan to reduce the size of the surface dictionary

(projected number for German = 80,000 entries, for English

100,000 entries) by removing productive derivations and

compounds from the dictionaries. This will be performed by

adding derivational affixes to the surface dictionary and

word-fOrmation rules tothe surface word grammar order

td facilitate the design of .the necessary word formation

rules for Getman and LEnglish programs are presently being

constructed to Analyze:and display in concordance for_ at the

analysts of each of the indiVidual entrieSAA1 the cur ent

surface dictiona ies by me'ans of the whole surface dictionary

affixes of the language have been(to which all derivational

Th

46eviously added).

:11:Sted components,in particular

component,. give LRS to

hypothetical translation device T pages 46 through 49).

LRS can meet the requirements a through g:

derivation of semantic reading R for sentence t;

b) mapping of semantic reading R into semantic reading R'

c) derivation of sentence t' from_semantic reading R';
C

d)1,disaMbiguation -Of in. context ;-

e) access--,-to- a -meaning -rule component;

1) _gene-ratibri_of.-,,Syn-tadtic:,struCture:of-,t,-,whic
-- ---- -7

_resembles the- syntdcttc:structure_ of- ti _

0.-gene-ration- of----t' rwIth stylistic-inter- r
-_ ___--- _ ..,-

:correspondin lto-T, nte:rPretation of
-, ..,
-



Though LRS permits the carrying over of lexical ambiguities

(requirement h), we feel that this will not be necessary

because of the ability to disambiguate in context.

Requirement carrying across of non-ambiguity of t into

corresponding non-ambiguity of t' can presently only be

obt ined by re-analyzing standard string t This we do

not regard as practical. Carrying over of non ambiguity

could be guaranteed by adding diacritics to t which

simulate the labeled bracketing of t' . However, this may

not be very convenient for the reader.

Apart from its applicability to machine translation and

information retrieval

reasonable explanations

we assume that LRS also provides

for- a number of not easily eXplainable

linguistic phenomena, as for example the occurrence of ti e

-_underlined- the 's in the sequ noe

41.

42.

4

One 0 mb'tandt'4 pLtne..4wa44o
Tke zettur- was veky- happy .W.th the
=The buye4, s p4obabty- an Amektcan.

werepresent the sentence 41 by the graph
s

Rembrandt
_

ei-l: ----r

x
1 ,

pi cture

d 'yes e daY-
piLtee.

Figure 37'

we can explaiii the _occbrrence of _the definite articles in=

the sentences 42 -and-4-3 by-the -fact,-that the -object-they

503



refer to (p, r and s) have been implied though not specified

in sentence 41.

We can also reasonably- explain the following "paraphrases"

of sentenc-s.:

A and B kt44 ed. A and B faL44e.d one anothe/L. A and B

gave k,t4,6 ez to one anothe/L. A and B exchanged /24.44

which have complete or partial correspondences in a' number

of languages such as French, Latin, Serbian, Hebrew, German.
AtzLet us represent A and B kt4.6 ed by A .

also be read as:

A and B ktAzed on- anotheA: A .

fais 4

kt.6.6

The nomitaliz.ation of k44 results in .the following diagram

B (which can

order to establish a relation betw en the three objec s,

a diagram like

is neces ary. These graphs pe mit the interpretation A g

B or 8 g41ve4 a Ia.L44 .to A.

A is identica with thékiss

A gives to B, we need to extend the gyaph to

5°14_



fat.64

FigUre 38-

The resulting diagram as we may observe, is similar to the

diagram for "sell" in Figure 7 (page 15), where one of the

conditions for the equivalence of the given objects, namely

money, has been removed. This exactly describes the actions

involved in an exchange of objects thus permitting the inter-

pretations: A g4..ve4 a kt4.6 to B and (simultaneously)

B gtvez a kt44 to A or A and B gave te-L6.6e4 to one anotheA.

or A and B exchanged kt44e. (or: a k

LRS as we observe, is a complex configuration of components,

actually more compl x than described in this

complexity, of cour

This

processes occurring during speech recognition

production. question,

e2ficiently,14, how ine]vensively,

performed with LRS? We will try

and final chapter.

however, that naturally arises

can mechanical translatipn be

answer that question'in

the hext

is. How
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6. Progress in Hardware-Development and the

-Future of Machine Translation

iThe criteria according to which the feasibility of machine

translation is normally evaluated are: quality, speed, and

cost. In this chapter we do not want to deal with the first

of these criteria:our demands on the quality of MT output have

been stated and the quality of such output can really not

be evaluated before the output exists. We also want to ignore

speed, since speed is a factor which is normally used in

favor of machine t anslation. As to cost, we want to

restrict ourselves to costs arising from computer processing

and exclude those costs which might arise through pre-editing

and post-editing (though next in LRS which is conceived as a

fully automatic MT system) and key-punching of a text.

Cost of co puter time is dependent on mainly two factors:

the

input-output

immense speed

actual use of central

ime.

processing time and the use of

That the central

generally known;

processor can,wo k with

is less,known to -the

non-specialist that input-output operations are by many

orders of m.agnitude slower than the speed of:the central'

Processor and that the central processor must -stop- with -its

computations:for a particular program until the input-'output-
. _

operations for that pi-6gram are completed.

Machin

constant input-output operations. We can visualize the

translation.is a-proceSs.which requires almost
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performance of a computer during achine translation by

imagining a human being A who \reads a text according to the
following conditions: A has aVailable different kinds of
information;

a) a dictionary 1consisting of a number of separate booklets,
which contains all pdradigmatic syntactic, and semo-syntactic

./information pertaining to a word,

b) a g ammar wlich also consi ts of several separate

individual volumes,
C ) a dictionary 'of word definitions or meanings consisting

of: even more separate volumes than the paradigmatic dictionary,
d) a semantic grdmmar in several Volumes which contains

the interpretation rul s necessary for the computation of the

meaning of a text from he lexical items and syntactic
rElations.
A has to
vith the next text w rd ifhe has found the word

currently looking, at in cie of.
Jictionary. Actually, it MuS t be in
;dictionary which he is lioldi g in his

,

read the text wt:\s'd by word. He may only continue

the parts of
that he

the paradigmatic

?occurs in that volume, he ma
If not hp has to put this vo
volume and chedk whether -the
an- efficient
he finds

hat part of the

the wo d

word.

hand. If

proceed to the -next
ume down and pick up another
rdoccurs in it. By means of

search procedure e repeats this process until
the volume which cont ins the word, He then looks

up the word and writes down it part of speech interpretation.
Then he_ proceeds with the next wo d. To speed up his per-



formance, A keeps the volume which hp is currently "processin

in his hand as long as possible because it might be the case

that the next word that he reads also occurs in that part. In

reality, to decrease the number of volumes of the dictionary,
47A is not reading whole words but Constituents of words. When

i

A has looked up and written down, all .the paradigmatic information

associated with each word constituent, he begins processing thip

text again, beginning with the first word, ti4s time consulting,

his grammar books. The procedure is repeated' in a similar fash
!

on.

Then A starts using his dictionary for semaniic analysis, and

on.

The picking up of individual volumes and pu/ting them down agaici

represent the input--output operations of a computer whose cent71

memory is simply not largeenough to hold beveral volumes of a

dictionaryopr even the whoIe- grammar,sinr the memory must: also-

hold the programminginstructions and tye results of the computk.

tiens
i

The advantage of the LRS subscript grammar G is that it rep esen
I
s

of a multi-volume graimar G'. (Some of ale
,

hundreds few even thousands of f

with simple symbeJs ) Thef information in
i

an abbreviated

subscript rules

edition

represent

context-free:rules

grammar G permits the computer to co

in Grammar G' and only that informa

analysis of the particular text seq.

And we recall that a computer can JOmpute

sp ds.

rme

pute thp information containe

ion actdally needed for the

ence currently being processed .

with extremely high

0.8



In spite of the advantages of the subscript grammar, e observe

that the problems pertalning to the recognition of the dictionary

items are not alleviated by means of such a grammar since the

number of dictionary entries is a given number which cannot be

changed. (The conflation of dictionary items, possible with a

subscript grammar, still does not change the number of entries.)

Fortunately, a development in computer hardware is in the offing

which will have decisive'effects on machine translation and

other research areas which are forced to deal with large data

bases: the holographic memory. (Cf. Peter L. Briggs: "Holographic

Memeries Could Make'Others Obsolete", Part IV of "Th- Great

Memobr Debate" in:Computerworld, August 26, 1970, page 44.)

"ResjarcherS nowworking with holographic memories claim that .

one 1holographic Memory the size of an average offidecleSk will

have the capatity of all online storage in use in the Western

world and that "The desk7size holographic unit,:with several

100 trillion bits of storage would exceed the capacity of all

ofithe disks,

(Holographic memory) "will offer users multitrillion character

storage at prices probably less than one-thousandth of (the

disk storage

information in such memories caA be accessed with_the speed.

"ac6ess tiMes below-20 nann7secontis/per. characte

N4hatever (will be) feaSible within five years.

possible tliat-Such meMories may be sufficiently:faster than_

the processihg speed of) the best central precessOrs, -that they
.

word
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can efficiently serve several large CPUs several thousand

terminals at once." . "Users have indicat d that they really

don't have any idea what impact unlimited mamory might have on

their DP" (data processing) "applications and system designs,

but they all agree that the whole way of using a computer ought

to change when the storage of data is no longer a factor, and

when the access speeds are as fast as the central prOcessor,

itself. 1,48

The conclusions for MT are obvious. The speed and, consequently,

the cost of machine translation can be considerably reduced

because all the dictionaries, syntactic rules, \emantic rules,

etc. even the processing programs can be storedNin a part of a!

holographic memory. The problems which remain in\the production

of workable holographic memories, namely to make them erasable,

are no real problems for an established MT system since it will

be able to-operate with a read-only meMbry.. Changes and

additions to the grammars Which will be 'necessary becausle of

neelogisms that are introduced into a language Can alWas be
. _

stored on diSk and be read central memory before\

translation is performed.

into the

In our-Opinion the real importance of such memories lies not s

mu h in the increased speed with which data processing tan be .

pe formed, but in the completely new methods of processing

data and solving problems that such memories will permit .

The va ious models of human performance that.' ha

in the social sciences: sociology, economy,

510
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in some way the way we are accustomed to talk about a subject

matter. in linguistics we are accustomed to talk about sounds,

morphemes, words, syntax, semantics, and even about context

and pragmatics. Linguistic models, however abstract, in some

way reflect this way of our talking about language. Thus we

have hierarchical phonological syntactic and semantic "levels"

in some models, and phonological, syntactic and semantic

"components" in others. The effect of each component or level

is twofold:

a) it assigns to the data an interpretation according

to its instructions, and

b it eliminates those interpretations which were w 11-

formed according to the instructions of previous components

but which are not well-formed according to its own.

Holographic memories may change our way of constructing models

which is based on 19th century investigations and considerations

(John Stuart Mill); according to'those we assume one, or a few

variables for the analysis of 4 complex phenomenon and keep

all other factors invariant. _The fact that we spe.ak of

several levels or components of 'language", like phonetiCs,

phonemics, morpholo _exicqn, syntax, semantics, pragmatics,

etc., -has not been imposed_on us because of the nature of

language but because is easier for to treat individual
. . . _ - . -. --,

phenomena-by ignoring certain others, especially if those

others are very complex .and really.not ciuite unders Apd. With

the capabilities of computers expanded in such a wny,_we can-
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finally begin to re-introduce the total approaches (ganz-

heitliche Methoden) by mentioning the conditions for all the

variables that we know.

Now, what does that mean for mathine translation? $_ince the

projected access time of such memories, about 20 nano-seconds,

is shorter than the time needed for-a minimal basic computer

operation, it 'means that such a memory can be read by several

computers "simultaneouSly".

We could thus theoretically construct a m
1

system in which one computer performs dictionary analysis;

chine translation

one, word analysis; olia syntactic analysis4 etc. one

computer for each compo ent of the system.. -The intermediate

output of each coMputer could immediately become input for the

next "higher" computer,

the One "above" it., etc. At the same time, eath coMputer

could-return the results of its oWn coMputation to the

Which-again would give its output to

computer working directly

course

'below" t in the hierarchy.

we are-not serioUsly proposing

of several computers to perform machine

is generally known that we can simulate

Of

a system consisting

translation, but 'it

on one computer the

performance and capabilities of severrl computers . de can

thus write programs which no longer analyze the data in a

hierarchical "horizontal" fashion but in a hierarchical

"vertical" fashion which is the way the hur.an brain operates

during-the Understanding and produttion of sentences. Nobody-

would seriou ly aSsume that semantic interpretation
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performed over the output of some type of complete syntactic

analysis represented by a tree with the root S. If that were

so, strings of words like those underlined in t:Le following

sequence:

GeolLge_ za d: Aea had . A4 Gt. aa ..e. he coutd not

6tnt4sh htz zentenee becauze Maicy tnteAaupted htm.

could not be understood. And that we really understand

sentences sequentially is clear from many observations, like

the following: During a conversation between two people A

and B, B explains some matter to A and hesitates, grasping for

some word that eludes him; A provides the missing words and

continues the entence for B.

It is perfectly possible that mechanical translation performed

with such "vertical" model will approximate "simultaneous

translation"; that, while the system is still processing

source language text on the input side, "t is already producing

target language tran lations on 'the output/Side.

I may be overly optimistic when

of machine translation may

I say that eventually the cost

depend on o factors:

the speed with Which the source material to be

translated can be read into the computer, and

b the speed with which the translation can be printed

o t by computer.

liologi

capan ,

with the technical

to a high degree

the reality which surrounds and which

memories

representations

will proVide us

construct models which are

of
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affects us. They will provide us with the means to test

our hypotheses, and, if necessary, to modify or even rejec
them. It is our task to be prepared for these possibillti s

by performing the necessary research, by collecting the

necessary data. This task will not be easy; it will also

be expensive; but eventually it will be rewarding, not just

as an "intellectual exercise' but as a means to understand

ourselves, to become an integrated part of a cybernetic

society.



FOOTNOTES

1 There is no need to deal in this paper with certain
claims according to which these disciplines are
actually sciences.

Cf. I.M. Bocheliski: Die zeitgenoessischen Denk-
methoden, Dalp-Taschenbuecher, Bd. 304;-Lehnen-Ver-
lag, Muenchen, 1959 (2).

"Die schematische Durchfuehrung eines vorgegebenen
allgemeinen Verfahrens bietet (nach einigen Proben)
offenbar einem Mathematiker kein besonderes Interesse.
Wir koennen also die bemerkenswerte Tatsache fest-
stellen, dass ein schoepferischer Mathematiker durch
die suezifisch mathematische Leistung der Entwicklung
einer allgemeinen Methode den durch diese Methode be-
herrschten Bereich gewissermassen mathematisch ent-
wertet." Hans Hermes: Aufzaehlbarkeit, Entscheidbar-
keit, Berechenbarkeit, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1961.
The translation of this passage provided in the English
translation Opf this book somehow does not reflect the
author's statement.

Charles J. Fillmore: The Case for Case in: Unive sals
in Lin uis ic Theo (eds.: Emmon Bach and Robert T.
arms t, me art and Winston, Inc., New York 1968.

Cf. John Lyons: Introduction to Theoretical Lin uistics,
Cambridge University ress,

Personal communication wit1 Reed Bates and Emmon Bach.

This principle is most ofte1b used in dictionary definitions
where the meaning of the term defined is a common subset
of the meaning of the words linked by "ow" in the definiens.

Cf. Peters, P. Stanley and Robert W. Ritchie: "A Note
on the Universal Base Hypothesis". Journal of Lin-uistics,
.Vol.-5, 1969 and "On the:Generative PoWer .of. Transfor-
mational Grammars", -to_appoar-in Information Sciences.
It-is surprising-how 11.,ttle impact thr.77-F6aults'have -
.had. on -the Jinguistic community, so far. For the.Only
exception 7 to my:knowledge cf. _EmMon Bach: "SY.*.tAx
since Aspects" -(paPer giVen ai the Georg6town Roundtable

_

Conference March-1971).
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9 Cf. the publications in the s ries: Transformation
and Discourse Anal sis Pa ers University of Pennsylvania.

10 Performed in spring 1967 and described in Lehmann-
Stachowitz, 1970 and Stachowitz, 1971,

11 Clearly, commands, requests and questions might be
reformulated as statements, as for example "Someone
orders that S", "Someone requests that S", "Some re-
quests a statement S(x)" such that the variable x is
replaced by a constant, where x represents the
questioned elementAn a sentence, as in "Where are
you going?" or by an affirmation, negation or modi-
fication of certainty or uncertainty as in "Will he
come?" "Yes". "No". "Maybe". "Possibly". "Maybe not".
etc. We do not have such a reformulation in mind.
We argue in the next paragraph of the text that a
sentence evcAes an image of something. This "some-
thing" we want to call a state of affairs.

12 j>i stands for: The point of time represented by
3 is later in time than the point of time represent-
ed by i.

13 Lines which extend from a node represent predications
joined by logical and.

14 Clearly, this is a simplified version of the meaning
of "sell"(A,B C,D) We ask the reader to accept OUT
definition.

15 Line 7, representing the property "physical object"
may be omitted froM Figure 10 if we assume a meaning
rule component which Contains the meaning rule "For
all x, if x is a car, then x is a physical object".

16 The value for n will have
ally.

determined experiment-

17 If the equivalence relation between sell" and pay",
and "sell" and "pass" is not regarded as approp iate,
the sign for equivalence may be replaced by the sign
for inference.

18 Ternary relations are represented by a triangle,
binary relations by a cross-section of a 1ehs:

Requirements c and d are possibly tod strict to
represnt actual speech production.
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20 We are ignoring in this representation the various
time relations as expressed in Figure 7.

S21 A leaflet handed out by one of the University of
Texas at Austin student groups in 1965 contained
as the only statement: "Students should have a
voice in decisions that effect them". We assume
that the system as well as the reader of this
footnote automatically interprets "effect" as
"affect"; the system would do this because it
becomes "aware" of the absurdity of the statement
as it stands, in contrast to the reader, who,
normally, only becomes aware of it when the
printing error is pointed out. (1 owe this
example to Professor Norman Martin of the University
of Texas at Austin Philosophy Department.)

22 To be exact, the terms "referent", etc. only refer
to the objects which are "involved" in states of
affairs.

23 We are using the term "synonymous" as a substitute
for the term "equi-iconic", which to define would
be a further digression; for this term cf. Lehmann-
Stachowitz, 1971b.

24 We exclude from this judgment the works of J.A.
McConochie Simplicity and Complexity in Scientific
Writin : A Com uter Stud of En ineerin Textbook's.EdD lssertation, Co üm.ia aniversity, an
M.L Gopnik, 44nguistic Structures in Scientific
Text, Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania,
1969; both authors have arrived at results which seem
to indicate that the language uSed in scientific
texts ii indeed a simpler Subset of the regular
language.

25 A stylisti
goofed".

.26 The actual percentage is lower since we considered
4

ionly eight verbs of 15 verbs occurring in that
passage. The text, though originallY selected at
random, is, of course, too short to count as a re-
presentative sample.

27 Wildhagen, Karl and Will Hdraucourt, English-German
German-En lish Dictionar , Vol. II German- nglish,
ran stetter Verlag, Wiesbaden, 1953,and Heinz

Messinger: Langenscheidts Handwoerterbuch Deutsch-
EngliSch, Langenscheidt KG Berlin 1960 (2).

ally cerrect translation. would b
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28 Such an assumption would, of course, mean that there
are certain human beings which have learned and can
express certain things in their language which no
speaker of another language can learn and express.
We regard this as impossible.

29 Gruber, Jeffrey S., Studies in Lexical Relations,
Ph.D. dissertation, M.I.T., Cambridge, September,
1965.

30 For a comprehensive description, cf. S.R. Petrick,
"Syntactic Analysis Requirements of Machine Trans-
lation", IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown
Heights, 1971.

31 Automatic Language Processing Advisory Committee
1966. Lan ua e and Machines: Com uters in Trans-
lation an inguistics. u ication as ing-
ton, D.C., National Academy of Sciences, National
Research Council.

32 Petrick (op cit.)

33 Immanuel KantsLoik ein Handbuch zu Vorlesun en
TMImmanuel Ka t - er e in ze n aen en erau
gegeben von i eIm neisc e.é an issen-
schaftliche Buchgesellschaft, Darmstadt, 1968
(pocket book edition of the Kant-Studienausgabe).

34 Catford, K.C.
An Essa _in A

A L n uistic Theo__ of Translation --
cs, on n, or

nive sity ress, pu. is ed -as volume.8 in
the series LangUage and Lan uage Learning, R. Mackin
and P.D. StrevenS jeds.-) -and Louis H3e1mslev, Prole-
EaR:EILL2L32111EK_Elf_LillIELAEE; Baltitimre, 1953-*

35 This is n6cessary te insure _the eventual well-formedness
of the standard String., -If more than one .8tring..

should result, those which most-closely correspond
in theix accidental features to thos-e-_-of the-input
sentence t can be selected.

36 We have taken these examples from: Langenscheidt
German-English dictionary, cf footnote 27 .

The comma- has
perio-d"._

stronger binding power than t e

38 We use the arrow to refer to a binary relation
which is nominalized.
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An "and expression" attaches two lines to_a node
if it is not in the domain of another "and expression";
one branch, if it is.

40 The terms "a" and "the" have really several operation
statements associated with them, interpreting such
sentence's as "A whale is a mammal", "The whale is_a
mammal", "The United States is a country",- and "When-
ever John 7raes a bus, he starts a fight with the con-
ductor".

41 The NF expressions contain the semantic featuresof
the interpreted terminals of the language, which permits
the disambiguation of the predications upon x,.

42 We treat proper names as predications for two reasons:
They may refer to more than one object; certain
semantic features, like human, male, female, are
normally associated with proper names, even size, as
e.g. "Haenschen" (little John). In our system, the
"proper names" of objects are represented by a sub-
script of x.

43 Hockett, Charles F., A Course in Modern Linguistics,
The MacMillan Company, New York, 1960.

44 Such information includes semantic markers, distin-
guishers in the Katz-Fodor sense, area of provenience
information, and stylistic information.

45 The list of English verbs taken from Hornby, A.S.,
E.V. Gatenby and H. Wakefield, The Advanced Learner's
Dictionar of Current En lish, Second Edition,

University ress, Lon on, 1963 - will appear
as an appendix to Lehmann-Stachowitz, 1971b, the list
of German verbs in Lehmann-Stachowitz, 1971a. The
lists are alphabetically arranged according to the
following criteria:

a). verbs which are both transitive and intransi
1) verbs which are only transitive, and
c) verbs which are only intransitive.

Each list is subdivided into two parts: one with one-
word entries, the other with entries consisting of more
than on6 word. The lists of English verbs which take
prepositional objects, sorted alphabetically according
to various criteria, has appeared as an appendix to
Lehmann-Stachowitz 1970, vol. II.

46 The results will be published as deriva ional dictionaries
of German and English sorted according to affixes and
stems.
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47 This look-up procedure is actually more efficient than
generating a glossary of the text and analyzing each
word only once.

48 I would like to thank Bary Gold for calling my
attention to this article and for discussing some of
the technicalities and my conclusions with me.
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APPENDIX

Lexicographic Work at the Linguistics Research Center

Lexicographic work at the Center is perfor ed in five

stages:

a) the copying of lexical material from dictionaries,

such as Wildhagen, cf. footnote 27, and Hornby, cf.

footnote 45. Information pertaining to distinguishers

and area of provenience is copied as given in the dic-

tionaries;

b) the addition of syntactic and semo-syntactic features

to the obtained items according to the classification

scheme given in the following pages;

c) the establishment of equivalence relations or inference

relations between syntactic and/or semo-syntactic features

of all entries or large subsets of entries. (Features

that can be predicted from the occurrence of other features

need not occur in_the dictionary; they

by means of redundancy rules during

d) mechanical conversion. of

can be introduced

LRS dictionaries which

contain for each item a subscript pertaining

digmatic nformation and, in the cases of allomorphs

to,para-

subscript with the information on how to generate the
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lemma. German nouns contain gehder information; all

adjectives contain information about their attributive

and/or predicative use.

Stages a and b represent the descriptive phase; stage c,

the interpretative.phase. Lexicographic work on German

and English adjectives, adverbs and nouns is in stage a
work on verbs and a subset of nouns in stage b. During
stage c, we plan to introduce additional semantic features

required because of the distinguishers asSociated with

some lexical items. (Area of provenience informatien is

-handled as one of the accidental features- of a lexical

entry).

The following pages are a copy of the coding instructions
for the LRC lexicographers. Note that some semo-syntactic

features occur - to facilitate encoding - as syntactic

features, cf the subscript RL under nouns. During the

conversion to LRS format, the features will.receive their
"correct" interpretation.



VERB FEATURES

TY (VT, VR, VI, VTC,_ NP, NG*E)
TS (HU, AL, PL, IN, AB, PO, AN, BP, MS, CN, CO, NM, UN,

QU, MA, E, P)
FS (NP, IT, TH, MI, FTE, GRE, ICL, IMIE, II*G)
DS

G (G, D0 A)

OB (G
G'

D
G' AG, 0E- all PREP'S, TH, CL, MI, FT

TO

RA

OA

2

ICL, IMIE, PAPL, IIG, BC, CM, NC, NA, AC, I)
(HU, AL, PL, IN, AB, PO, AN, BP, MS, CN, CO, NM, UN,
QU, MA, E, P, R, Rcc, IT)

PNC, EXT, SIM, PRI, POST, LOC, DIR, ORN, MAN,
MOD, CAUS, MSR, DEG,. FRQ, PRB)
(DOR)**

Subscript Definitions:

TY = type of verb
TS type of subject; always code one of the underlined

values for TS and TO; code values without underline
only if subject or object is restricted to that
value

FS = form of subject
DS = deep subject; mark only if English translation is

nominative, e g e.4 6A-LeAt m;Lch; do not mark e4
gehoutt mt.&

OB = form of object; for 2 objects with +, the order is:
0 PREP, 0 CLS; PREP 4- PREP reverse order given
in dictionary. English: Only one object: Np or
refl. is not marked. Adjust G order to E order

TO type ef object; code TO values even for object
clauses and phrases
requires adverb; e.g. put RA(DIR). He put the
boolc on the table, but *He put the boolc.
optional adverb

Value Definitions:
VT = takes at least

pronoun
VR = takes at

pronoun

one object which is not a reflexive
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TY

TS

FS

DS

CVT,VR = takes at least two objects, one which is
reflexive and one which is not a reflexive
pronoun

VI = intransitive
VTC = takes a cognate object only; we define cognate

object as the true cognate and all nouns sub-
sumed under that term, e.g. etnen Tanz (Watzeit,
Regentanz) tanzen

NP = no passive
NG = no progressive

ilHU, AL, etc. as defined for noun features
E = entia (any noun, PO or AB)
P = plural

(NP = noun phrase; code only if another FS value is
present

IT = it, es; no TS information is required
TH = that-clause
MI = marked infinitive
FT = for-to construction
GR = gerund
ICL = inte0ogative clause
IMI = interrogative pronoun + marked inf nitive
I I = interrogative pronoun infinitive

G = genitive
D - dative
A - accusative

I

0 = NP Object
Th, MI, etc. as defined above for FS
CL = main clause
PAPL .. past participle
BC = takes be + NP or ADJ ( nthtk)

OB CM = takes optional be + NP or ADJ
NA = takes NP or ADJ complement without be
NC = takes NT complement without be (eZect)
AC - takes adjective complement without be
I = infinitive

HU, AL, etc. as defined for noun
= entia (any noun, PO or AB)

TO = plural
R = reflexiv.e
RCC = recilirocal (ane.i.nandeA geiLaten)
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OA

TIM = time
PNC = punctual
EXT = extensional
SIM = Simultaneous with point of reference
PRI = prior to point of reference
POST = later than point of reference
LOC = location
D1R = direction to
ORN = direction from
MAN = manner
-MOD = modality
CAUS = causality
MSR = measure
DEG- = degree
(FRQ = frequency
PRB = degree of certainty

DOR = direction,or origin, i.e. adverb of direc ionality

Case ambiguity in German pre ositions: 1 = ac = dat .
Example: AN1, AN2

* Subscript E: relevant for English verbs only
Subscript G: relevant for German verbs only

For the descriptors TS and TO, one of the underlined
features Must be coded for each verb; values without
underline can be optionally added.



TY

NOUN FEATURES

TY (HU, AL, PL, AB, AN, PO, MA, BP, MS, CN, CO, NM,
UN, QU)

OB Call prepositions)
TO (HU, AL, etc.)
TA (ZU, CL, TH, DIR)
SX (MA, FE)
RL (WO; WOHIN; WARUM; WIE; ALS)
DF (VT, VI, A)
FM (A)

Subscript Definitions:

type of noun
object
type,of object
takes attribute
sex
relative pronoun
derived from
form

TY =
OB =
TO =
TA =
SX =
RL -
DF =
FM =

Value_Definitions:

HU = human
AL = animal
PL = plant
IN = inanimate
AB = abstract
AN = animate
PO = physical object
MA = machine which. can
BP = body part
MS = mass homogenous,

milk, §and)
CN count
CO = collective -(components can-be counted;- can

with -dtspeAse J.11:.oup, li,Ad,goveAnmentY)
proper-name.

UN = unit (ADV/QU + ; e.-g.- Meter, Jahr)
QV quantity ( _____ _4. (of) INT; e-.g. group, glass, half,

dozen,-%)

perform human activities

occurs without article in sg :

used

In-this-setone-of:the:underlin-édIValues-must=be-coded
_

for-each-noun' :values, withoutunderlineare-=option-ally-_m'added-as'appropriate.



ZU
CL

=
=

zu7infinitive
main clauseTA TH = that-clause

DIR = direction (e.g. Flucht nach Italien, zu den
Indern)

Sx
FE

=
=
male
female

VT = transitive verb
DF VI = intransitive verb

A = adjective

FM A = adjective e.g. "Abtruennige(r) is coded as
a noun-: ABTRUENNIG TY(HU) FM(A))

Compounds:

BAUM + WOLL + FABRIKANT



MD

FM

TY

RA

OB

TO

MD

FM

TY

ADJECTIVE FEATURES

(HU, AL, PL, IN, AB, PO, AN, F, TH, PLU)
(PRPL, PAPLI

(MSR, TM)

(TIM, PNC, DUR, PLC, LOC, DIR, ORN, MAN)
(G, D, A, PREP/s)
(HU, AL PL, IN, AB, PO, AN,.E)

Subscri t Definitions:
MD
FM
TY
RA
OB
TO

the adjective modifies nouns of the specified typethe adjective has the form of a participletype of adjective
the adjective requires an adverb (e.g wohnhaft)object
type of object

Value Definitions:
fHU, AL, etc. as defin
TH = that-clause
PLU =- plural noun or

{PRPL =
PAPL -

"MSR =

TM

d fo
coil

noun.

tive or ass noun
present participlepast participle
measurable (wide, old; e.g. fivefive men strong)
may undergo tough movement (hard

etc. as defined for adverbs--
genitive_

D = 'dative
OB A , accusative

ANL- = an with accusative
AN2 = an:With dative_

-sither iovernMent-ambiguous prepositionsco_ded analogoliSly -
--_,_ -

years old,
easy)

are:



TENTATIVE ADVERB FEATURES

TY (TIM, PNC, EXT, SIM, PRI, POST, LOC, DIR, URN,
MAN, MOD, cAuq, MSR, DEG, FRQ, PRB)

MD (A, AV, V, N, S).

Subscript_Defini:tions:

TY = type-of adverb
MD = modifies

Value Definitions:

TIM = time
PNC = punctual
EXT = extensional
SIM = simultaneouS with point of reference
PRI = prior to point of reference
POST = later than ppint of reference
:LOC = lotatiOn

TY .DIR = direction to
ORN: = direction from
MSN. = manner:
MOD = modality
EAUS = causality
MSR := Measure
DEG = degree
ERQ requency
'PRB ° degree bf.,,certainty

In this set, one of the underlined values must be
coded for each adverb; values without .undeiline
axe optionally added.

Adjective
Adverb

= Verb
= Noun
= Sentence

A
AV

MD V
tisT
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The Current Status of Computer Ha dware and Software as it Affects

the Development of High Quality Machine Translation

by

D. Walker

The Mit ation



The developments in computer hardware and software over the

past ten years have gone a substantial way toward satisfying the needs

specified in the early '60's as prerequisites for effe tive machine trans-
lation programs. In particular, the storage capacities and processing

speeds of current computers far exceed some of the stipulated requtre-
ments established during that period. Increases in sophistication of

programming systems have paralleled hardware developments as evidenced

in operating systems like OS for the IBM 360 and 370 series and Tenex

for the PDP-10, to name only two. Compiler technology also has advanced

markedly during the period, particularly as elaborations of the syntax-

directed techniques introduced about ten years ago. Programming languages

as well have increased in breadth, flexibility, and power, so that, although

assembly language coding certainly still would reduce run-ti

longer is a cost
it no

effect ve alte native. As a result it seems reasonable

and software considerations no longer constituteto say that harciwar

major obstacles to machine t anslation at least acco ding to strategles

that are currently being pur ued.

In spite of the con iseness--and, I believe theessential o reCtneS

of the foregoing summarY statement, two observations need to be made

before considering the implications I believe can ba-drawn from it. - There-,

- are-no systemS:for_ machine translation that r a.m,6Aia.e.e'of lgo-
rithms designedyspecifically to taka'advantage of recant-cqmpUtertcapabilities;

That iS strategieS-cUrrerOy:pursued Fal're:those establiShed-in the:early_



1960's. While hardware and software may not be obstacles, it is not

clear that they have been used to full advantage. However, looking at

the other side of the issue it also is not clear that new approaches,

particularly those motivated by the recent concerns with semantic pro-

cessing, might not result in specifications for m chine architecture or
programming that cannot be met by existing.equipment and procedures.

Whatever importance is assigned to these observations, ,it is
clear in any case that the problems of mechanical translation at this
stage are primarily of two kinds, linguistic and algorithmic. That is
the responsibility for establishing hardware and software requirements

depends on the design specifications for a mechanical t anslation syst m

And these specifications entail a knowledge of the grammars of the language
involved, st ategy for analyzing them, and a procedure for relating the
analyses. Until w

scriptions for h
an resolve these matters satisfactorily, any p e-

rdwa e and software.are purely speculative.

In spite of these un

should be stressed in thi

p

tainties, one class of computer capabilittes

ontext bath because of its potential use in the

ocess of mechanical translation and because of the role it may play in

arnmar development and in the formulation of algorithms for linguistic
analysis. I am referring:to interactive icapbilitieS:that allow for,on-line
access to the computer. Although it is only reaently that such-rnan7rnachine

systems have become cost-effective it,istilLworthasking why,machine7-,_

-
aided,approaches,to machine, translation were not'



would fully automatic approaches. Again, I suspect that the problem

here as before is the lack of understanding about grammar, linguistic

analysis, and translation algo ith s. Hever, there has been a
substantial amount of work now with grammar testers and with systems

for handling personal files, wo k that should be extended into the

mechanical translatiOn arena.



*



EQUIVALENTS AND prIDLANATIONS IN BILINGUAL DICTIONARIES.1

. Zgusta

The task of the bilingual lexicographer is to find such

lexical unitS in the target language as are equivalent to

the lexical units of the source language, and to coordinate

them. We call "lexical equivalent" a lexical unit of the

target language which has the same lexical meaning as the

respective lexical unit of the source language. The de-

finitional requirement is that the identity should be
absolute: the equivalent should have the same polysemy,
the same stylistic value, etc. But such absolute equi-
valents are rather rare. In the majority of instances,

the lexical meaning of the respective lexical unit of the

target language corresponds only partly to that of its
counterpart in the source language. If we wish to be very.

precise, We therefore speak ,about partial eqivalents, but
normally, we_use the term_"equivalent"_knowing that.the

-

majority are partial.

Before starting the search for equivalents we:must
.compare the-structures"of,,the:tWo'languages_ 14 order-to

decide1Which grammitic-ar categories will be considered
his is easy n langu,aes which haye siMilar

raditionall

,enc
%1

t,L4moni ench-,,nouns
r,



this principle too strictly. For instance, German
HandaAbett (subst.) has a good equivalent in English
hand-woith. (subst.), but if it is used as a label on
wares, the English equivalent is hand-made, because
the English substantive denotes only the process, not
its results. Usually, there are not only such isolated
points of trouble, but also discrepancies rooted in the
system. It is easy to decide that English substantives
and adjectives will be considered equivalent to Czech
substantives and adjectives, and to indicate pairs like
Czech nebe = English heaven, Czech nebe4k6 (adj.)
Efiglish heaventy, ceteztiat, in a Czech-English dic-
tionary. But there will also be pairs like Cz. ci.hta
Eng: batelz, Cz. ahZovy (adj.) : Eng. bAtek (as in a
bfrtiek watt). The second pair of equivalents can be left
without comment if the Czech user of the dictionary is
supposed to have a fair knowledge of English. If this is
not true, the entry of the second pair should contain an
indication of how the equivalent is construed, e.g. by giving
an example (bAtek watt). The example used here is easy to
handle, but the real life of the lexicographer poses more
difficult problems of this type. The main thing seems to
be to see these discrepancies before one begins the con-
trete work and to-de-tide-on their solution in general, so

_that the in-dividual instances are treated in a unified way
in the whole dictionary.

The -equivalent'.4hoUld_b_e-=-'=a real.-.leXicai'Unit -Of-the
target language which occurs, or, can-occurj.n;reaT-sen--
tences. e-!shall- 'See ,l'ate'r---:that--.,-this reqUir:enient mus t

it; t 'Ira- of,instances.,

ce-llbct
.-ug ffi-



saying that this can be shortened by using native
speakers as informants, or by-using one's own competence;

but at least some collections of contexts -- nOt neces-

sarily long ones Usually are essentia40 The-lexicog apher

then t ies -to translate all these typical contexts into the

target language, using in each..instance. the prospective

eqUivalent of_the target language.-If the prospective
equivalent fits_ into all these .contektS,- it is:an. ab--

sOlute one if not, it is partial- and -thi--.entry will

have to Indicate_ some other-.-(partlal)equivalent(S)-. to

.cover -the:whole range-of.--:_the.lexical.::.meaning:-,9fthe- entry

word._ -The_way--the--- lexiCographer -presents-- the:--data'in the-

dictionary is largely--.governedby-the-.purposa ,of--thal_-Pre--

pared dictionary. Let- us.--discuss some-examples.

German hetaaten, 4Lah veAhet&aten 'to Marry" are usually

considered equivalents of Chinese x jcz. One of-the dif-

ferences-between them is that-the Chinese unit is

used in reference to women only._ In .a dictionary whose

only pUrpose is to :help native speakers:of Qerman to under-
stand Chinese texts the entry .couid-have the basic form

.

The two equivalents are applicable in all contexts,

so that it is not necessary to state the restriction of
the Chinese lexical unit; and the,German' user needs no

information about -the Germ,ii., equiValents. But 'if-= the'

dictionary- is, to 13e,j-nore,

German us er- mora information-2aboutl'-Chiiies:e:-1,exical units-
the Chin'ese sema:/itie indi-cAted.



If, on the other hand, the dictionary is inten-ed
to help the Chinese- userproduce German tekts, it is
necessary to indicate the difference between the two
German partial ..equivalent- so that the. USer can-make
the right ,choice:

(The English

cation which

explanation,

dictionary.)

"heiraten" ("to take in ma riage"),
"sich verheiraten" ("to get married")

words in quotation marks symbolize_an indi-
would have the form of a gloss or of an
either in German or in Chinese, in a real

A coMbination of-the intentions Mention
then, an entry:-of a-form like.

X14 von Frauen)

marriage"),
get married")

d requires,

"heiraten" ("to take in
"sick verheirat n" ("to-

Another type of entry can be discussed with the help of
the following example:, betnahe, 4a4t "almosti nearly" can
be considered the German equivalent of CEinese kLan
The Chinese contexts are roughly of,

, the type: IH e nearly
stumbled, fell, starved, died, knocked sOmeone_ down
poisoned someone etc. jet-us,Itherefore -supposethat a
Chinese-German,dictionary is prepared which should ,a so-F

have some descriptive pOWer. The entrythen,wou
contain, a gloss-%stating-=,t- -

instance the -followin or



In a Chines--English dictionary, the entry could have the
fOrm

x an xte (referring to negative events ) "almost
nearly"

The.applicational -restri-ctiOn-could .be stated _in- the 'form

.of an example or of 'Some examples-; the-advantage- -o-f this--

method Of presentation: is that .the information.--is: more--

immediateiand, additionallythat

Let us now consider the English equivalents. .They both
have multiple meaning. If we accept Hornby's description
of their meaning, we see that atmozt has two senses, viz.:
(1) as in He atmoAt 4eZt. (a.emozt is replaceable by nealay
(2) as in Atmo-st no one betieved heA (atmozt is not replace-
able by necutty). The other equivalent, necucty, has (accord-
ing to Hornby again) three senses, viz.: (1) as in it ..bs

neaiLty 1 o'ctock (replaceable by a2mo4t), (2) as in 1 have
$20, but that wttt not be neaAty enough ioit my jocomey (not
replaceable), (3) as in nea4.4")LeZated (not replaceable

If we quote atmo:6t, necutty tog-ether as equivalints of
the_Chinese lexical unit, they dis-ambiguate each other,
because every user will assume that.only 'that-sense applies'
which is common to both of 'the'M

we consider tke german 'equivalents
,

,

i.t;



target language helps the user to find vari us expressions
he can use, if only for stylistic variation. And second,
imperceptible as the difference is, there usually is some
slight difference between the meaning of even such close
synonyms, so that if both are indicated, the information
is richer and the user is inspired to imagine yet other
possible translations and synonyms But in any event,
even a large dictionary should not indicate too many
synonyms of this type and a small one can omit them.

In stim, we- haVe-discUssed three..-types of indiCation
'of partial equivalents and synonyms:

(1) heiAaten; 4tch vexhettLaten : a rule semantic or
grammatical) of the target language makes it predictable
which of the two will be used;

2 at.moist, necut-Ey : both can be used, but only in
tho e senses of their multiple meaning which overlap;

either can be tted, and the two
the_informati'on soniehow richer.

Although there ate tatty borderline cases between these
types, it is useful to know thembuteit is above .all types
(2) and (3) which ,are difficult to distinguish. dn type (1)

,

it is preferable to put a semicoloi between'thetwo partial
equivalents; ill, types, (2)_:and (-3)-ac6nuna us ed.

_ ,

Another_type_o_f_probitm-canb-illuStrated'b, _s the follow-
n is aling ekaMple-., The, GerhaiL,,eqUivalentof-,'Ch.inese,

Old" ,

, en, the'lexico:LraP. r,7ail.al
,

-the',:-contexts- o
,- _ , __

soui,c6,.,language Wil-. erceive- -e eIon-g rqmg= _
.

ee,'folIow rig grups old edition l, o
i



an old malady recurs, old society, old ideology, old
dwelling, old job; (2) old method, old custom, old
dream, old archive; (3) old equipment in industry, old
material, old clothes.. Unless the dictionary belongs
to the smallest type, without any generative power in
the target language, it will not be sufficient to state
simply j-crit att, but it will be felt necessary to give
richer indications. It will also be essential to indicate

that the German equivalent must not be taken in one of its
senses as in EA t t 10 Jailite cat "He is ten years old"
If the dictionary proceeds, as usual, by the indication
of synonyms, one can suppose an entry of approximately
the following type:

"alt, fruher, ehema4e (that
"old-, former, previous")

Schon lange -bestehend"
existing -for a long time")

"alt,gebraucht,_durch langen
abgemacht" worn_ out by long

GebraOch

use")

When we consider these indications we see that an equi-
_valent like_att "old1.1 undoubtedly,is-_a,lextcal-,:unit_which can-

be immediately insertedjrnto-,a=peymansentencelwhereas,A.chon-
tange be4teheild or duAcii tangen.-_-9e6Aati.413'gemachtare same-

how felt'as non-minimal-asexpansionsiof-Whatthe siMple-att
can .convey. -But these_,nonminiMal)expamsionS,--hav,e,-.the,:ad-- -

vantage that_' they,When-,1We'r_s'ee:tlie-M--:fifiblat-i_on,_ e_Orior
_

,

infOrMatibn- ab-buti thele,0.7,Caimeaniiik,7=ci
. .

-,,s-oufce,:,,iaiiguage:.
_ .. 7

EqUivaren-taf ofe=_- the =ii-St:tyjj*:::_areT:'=uSUal_l '-ii--)44;::tto-14:4*i-41
_

- -:- .
_ , _

.

-eetuiValent 116$6-c. 6 latfert xp4,40-06f r ca-113-,=-..,---,
_ -.,....--

-;-tiVO oil.6 -.-- Natil**1-_ ,,tire-r.e- ai:e.-,,man likva

;b'ine'bot V-MitA'-e ---'- (Luc_

l'n',ft



great descriptive power.

Very frequently, it is necessary to give a translational
equivalent and an explanatory one, or only an explanatory
one. For instance, an English-French dictionary can hardly
proceed by giving a simple equivalent of English boyhood,
because there is no really good one. The explanatory equi-
valent would probably be something like gtat de gaon.
But this cannot be inserted into senten es (or translation
of sentences) like 7n 11.,L6 boyhood, he A more trans-
lational equivalent like adotezcence or jeunezze is indi-
cated. But these words are not restricted to male children
in French, as the English word is. And so the entry would
probably have to make a compromise and indicate', say

boyh od "adolescence,-pgriode de jeunesse'
(d'un gargon

The explanatory equivalent has the advantage of being
very general, because it is situated rather on the notional
than on the purely linguistic level. If the user grasps
what is indicated, and if he knowS, French well, he will be
able to understand_many different_ English'=Sentences-, and he
will feel free to adaPt hiS FrenCh translatfons -as:need be.
In various contexts, he mar say, "Au temps d'adolescence ..."
"Dans sA pgriode de jeunesse Oandil'gtait,'jeUne
garc.on ", but, possibly° and-simply arSo4 1; QuAn'd ii. leitar
jeune-

The'-explAnatoreAuiiiArent,Wor s,rpaTt'icula-
.t

.-__.--'

-:-targe7;-:langU-h:
.- e';',:l_iser-

1",i.!--r'è9
cAus it

-'_POils1.44,taile emAn
o'V-

van-tA
-anSfatiOnA:, -uivAg;04_ ilkili---- -, --

offerstheuser - r-e-s,sa;PAP'



used. But apart from the fact that it frequently conveys
less information, the translational equivalent can cause
a good deal of trouble to the lexicographer. Let us dis-
cuss an example. We said that Chinese jtn has a good
equivalent in German att "old". The subsequent discussion
has shown that the lexicographer will probably feel it
necessary to add some further equivalents. This can be
pushed too far. For instance, the lexicographer may find
Chimese contexts in which the best translation would be
"preceding, foregone, past, obsolete"; there will be con-
texts in which "ancient, antique, archaic" seem to fit well,
etc. But to indicate all this wbuld mean that the bilingual
dictionary would grow into a synonymic dictionary of the
target language. The lexicographer's task is to indicate the
most general translational equivalents which have a broad
range of application. And so the explanatory equivalent and
the translational one are not so much opposed as one would
think: they both act as representatives of groups of synonyms
and near-synonyms, out of which the user may choose the most
suitable one (if he knows them, or if he is able to use a
monoglott or a synonymic dictionary of the target language).
The difference between the two types is that the translational
equiValexit is always a possible choice for application in a

_

smite-nee and sometiies the best one.
_ ,

:But while- the lexicographe indicat -the best,
equivAlents ; he;, frequently is faCeci;:WIA 4.116---kct" that- he
d-oes-=np 7Pcirinstance:=;itisihard7t 0 find AAI
English*: equtiValentilfciti;:i uSS:kan`, prep_osition o_

everydaY, ex resSiOnsi:*

arriVa:

dr.tureP

b- ibia his

orMat:ion.m

ag#



The so-called culture-bound words pose another problem,
because they frequently have no lexical equivalent in the
target language. There are basically three types of solu-
tion: (a) The lexicographer may try to create a trans-
lational equivalent by borrowing the respective word into
the target language, frequently in a phonemically adapted
form. (b) He may try to create a translational equivalent
by coining a loan-translation, or by coining a new ex-
pression in the target language. (c) He may try to find
an explanatory equivalent in the target language (with the
eventual hope that it may become a translational one, if
used frequently in future) . If we take examples from a
less known language the three types are:

It

Ossetic atam : Eng, "alam" borrowing)
Oss. nvandag "Ossetic waY" (naw coinage by loan-

.

translation)
( ) Oss. ztto "collective help" (explanatory equivalent)

is clear that the explanatory equivalent ( ) gives the
richest information; types (a) and (b) can be chosen only if
it is expected that the respective words will have a high
frequency in translated texts (where there will be explana-
tory notes, etc.). But for a real understanding, we need an
explanation in all1 three types, for instance:

,(a) -ata 'alam" fruitand-candyOundL:e
-and carried by mounted participants

_

-at, a-funeral-feasf
"Ossetic-way" cient Ossetic funeral,=,

ollective- hel



It depends on the lexicographer s decision (and this in

its turn, on the type and purpose of the dictionary), whether

his explanations will be minimal (as here, type b), or

whether they will verge on the encyclopedic types a, c);

but they should have a uniform style through the whole dic-

tionary.

The difference between what we call an explanatory (or

descriptive) equivalent and an explanation is that the ex-

planatory equivalent tends to be similar to a translational
equivalent. If stabilized and accepted into the language,

it can become a lexical unit of the target language. But
an explanation tends to be very similar to a lexicographic

definition (or is even identical with it) as used in mono-
glott dictionaries, and usually cannot aspire to becoming a

lexical unit. But there is no need, I think, to stress that
there are a great number of borderline cases.

And so we see that the bilingual lexicographer works

basically with translational equivalents, synonyms, mutually
disambiguating synonyms, mutually complementing synonyms,
explanatory equivalents, and explanations. All of them have

the purpose of informing the user about the meaning of the
lexical unit Of _the_source-lankUage-,i_of supplying-hiM,with'

lexical:units of the 'target::language:whiCh:can be:used_ in =

source-language seitte4cesand.ef-inducing_in-,him-a-recol-
, ,.

le cti on- _of other,:sUitable near- syrionymL6 'units of

the seUrce language even if- they are-:not-direcify indicated.

iplecif,_entr

zoine

u-S,iont

ilinguál

aPe



FQ.QTNOTE.-.

This article is based on a section of my Mai/acct.

Lextcovmphy (forthcoming). I wrote that book in co-

operation with several colleagues who supplied material
and examples from various languages. Pull acknowledge-
ment of those examples will be found in the book itself.
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2HE SHAPE OF THE DICTIONARY

FOR MMANICAL TRANSLATION PURPOSE-S.1

L. Zgusta

A dictionary of the type we have in mind here should
contain the lexical units;Of the source language, selected
according to the needs of \the type of texts to be trans-
lated. Lexical equivalents of the target language should
be coordinated with these lexical units in such a way that
the choice is as precise and as\ automatic as possible.
Great difficulties are eause'd in this task not only by the
polysemy and homonymy of the lejcieal units of the source
language, but also by the fact th\at the equivalents usually
cannot be coordinated in a one-to-bne way. We call "lexical
equivalent" a lexical unit of the target language which has
the saine lexical meaning as the respective lexica:I unit of
the source language; that means the equivalent ,should,have
the same polysemy,, the same \stylistic value, etc. ,, as the_

lexical unit of the source language. I\owever, this is sel-
,

A

dom the case, and, consequentlyi more than one equivalent_

is often needed to cover the lexical meaning of the source
- Word. We -sheuld, then, Make the,' distinction betiAieen 'abs6=
lute equivalent*,- whiCh deMply with thefcifinitierial:rre-_

-

-qui reMent._ -of a or.e 7ito - one' correration-:i-niCar:Me-aning
and partialz equiValents;blit -6neal---'1.1s_4gb -al leWs

1Work on thiS art\cle -Jwas:-, performe'd';--a-tthe' Lang4I-sf-FeSt---Research Center, ii1verSTtY_:-.7itifTek`Wkt:rAtiSt7in
_ 006'r, Re ny6,7AJA-_-_;:pe, e:1'4,44-ti_ Cent 64°,1profited T:fr dis_COSS:i entiA_WIt



speak about equivalents When it is Usually the partial
ones we have in mind.

The present article ,is not primarily concerned with
the problem of Cpartial) equivalents, their choice, their
mutual disambiguation and the delimitation of their appli-

2cability in an entry. This article conr,ntrates on prob-
lems of choice from among more than one (partial) equi-
valent within the entry of a lexical unit of the source
language. The point of view taken here is that, on the
one hand, the more we can rely on simple formal indica-
tions of the source language the better but that, on the

/.,
other hand, such simple formal indicatrons do not always
exist; and that one of the cardinal difficulties with which
we have to cope is that _the selection of a suitable (par-
tial) equivalent is to be made by an :agent which is by far

/

less imaginative than the human mindi,

-Semantic difference in the s urceA:anguage and, there--
fore,-the-hecessity'of a_certa741 selction:dMank-the partial
equiVain-tS) is frequently ind*Cated by_ some difference in/
form ,The situationis-rathsimple-if:the--difference of-
form is easy to detect It 'S-'e'asyl:tochange:anr'entry=-o,

the-type_



Since we envisage for the moment, only basic trans-
lational needs, this form of the entry should suffice to
guarantee a good selection of the equivalent in sentences
like German -En dem Watd gehen English to watk tn the
wood, and German -fin den Wat,d gehen English to wa-ak tnto
the wood, that is, given the ability to recognize which

German substantive is governed by tn. and whether it is
dative or accusative.

The example just discussed is one of the simplest.ones.
It can be said that the recognition of semantic-difference

and the choice of the equivalent entailed by it aro not
difficult if the semantic difference is indicated by a

clear morphological difference .

jhe-fOr distinction, however, does not necessarily

orphological one; the main thing is that the
distinction should be .clear in itself and non-ambiguous
rpr instance, it should2.be:easy to diScern the . polysemy of

. .

German handgfLet4-etch-, because,in -one of Lts senses it is
used 'exelusively.with- the forMS of weiLden: handgketSttth
weAden "to use physical force". In:its Other sense,'it is

-
used with irachek, 4'Setn:and a'few otEer verbs.:- handgitetei-tch

. _

machen "to make available" handg/Let6t.tch zetn "to be-avai3-
able".

PerhaPsmore,complicated.is-,the-- olloWing 'type of,case.-
,If we simplifythe-multiple:meaming, of -Germin,a6teiten_we%
,can construct-an entry%o the- ollowqmg type:

,
= - --



(As in German den St om abteiten English to Zead the.
cuilAent away, Geiman cite Adjekttv.e au4 den Sab4tanttven
abZetten, English to deAtve adjecttve4 4tom 4camtanttve4 .)

It would seem:that it should not be toodifficult to diS-
tinguish the two,types of rections quite automatically,
and make the choice accordingly. The next exaMple will,-
however, be more complicated-.

The simplest way to construct the entry of German
beliaten seems to be

man beltaten jemanden

beAat,en etwa4

beAaten uebut. etwa4

The last two German rections are different in their grammatical
form, but there is no semantic difference. On the other hand,
there is no grammatical difference between the two first rec-
tions, but there is a semantic difference which entails a
different choice of English equivalent. The abstract ex-
pression of the two rections in the lexicographic entry
(jemanden etwas) is rather simple, and no human user_of
a dictionary could have difficulty with it. Still, for the
purpose of automatic recognition and choice, the presence of
this entry in the dictionary entails the necessity of indicating
in the lemma of each substantive whether it belongs to the
category "jemand" or "etwas".- -This should not be too diffi-

.

cult a task; let-us ,however', ,discuss yet-another ,typetof-
situation.

-The entry- of__ German lab-kat-ten --can: const
following war:



German abhaZten
. (1) jemanden von -4tch to hotd oii

(2) jemanden von etwa4.+ -to hinde,t,

pAevent
) etwaz a) to keep out

(b) o hb.ed

We see that within one rection, (3) , there are two choices
(a) (b) which are semantically governed: (a) is choSen if
the object (represented by etwa4) is e.g. 0Ja4 eit Na,e4,6 e,

Zugtu4t, Regen; (b) is chosen if the object is, e.g.
Sttzung, Wahten, Guticht, etc.

Another example of this type is German atoteg n. One

its rections (the most frequent one) is au,6 teg en etwa.o .

respective part of the entry would have to have a form
similar to the following one:

of

The

(a) [-i-m Laden wsteal to dizp aY
(b) [Getd] pay pAovonatty
Cc) [Texte] to inteAp4et

In a case:like this the .really important indication is_ th ,one
, _ _

contained in brackets . And as every lexicographer knows , to

construct these restrictive (or semantic) glosses (as they are
frequently called in lexicographic theory), belongs among :the

most difficult, taslcs because it _is har,clto find -the real .limits

of -the restriction. ,; This lexicegraphic
task which- everY gOcia :lexicograPher, is :acCustomed---te-CoP,ini-

with It is not -Without- significanc'e that ,in the compilation ,

of a-:dictionary

natiVe infoimahts, whO '-a:relLuSe he,
_



situation envisaged in this article we try to count with
an automatic choice from among the equivalents, and this
causes much trouble. The reason is that every human user
of a dictionary will immediately understand that an indi-
cation like fim Laden4enstet] is simply an example since
goods can be displayed also on stands within a shop or in
the market, and so on. Not only that; the human user will
also understand that the restrictive gloss [till LadenienAteA]

is, at the same time, the representative of a certain type
of situation, since one can speak about somebody displaying
his goods without mentioning where and how, and choice (a)

is then entailed. Therefore, this part of the entry could
also have the following form:

act4 egen (1) etwaz (a) .(WaAen] to dizrotay

This restrictive gloss would have other difficulties of its
own. We mention it to show that restrictive glosses have to
be chosen from among various possibilities inherent in the
facts of language.

In the same way, [Getd] is both an example and the re-

presentative of a class of synonyms, near-synonym , and
semantically related words (eine Summe au4tegen ) In (c),
[Texte] would seem to be simply the hierarchically higher

notion (ObeAbegiti) comprising singularia like Bible, Homer,
6th Amendment to the Constitution, etc., or any text(s); but

_

in reality, nt :must be-understood as a representative of-.
other expressions, too. --There-is no need to go as far as
poetical language to haVe a- elltince like Fat.e.6 die Daten=
velLaabeitung4ma4 cht'ne den g4.tcgeJi - V eiLkau4L von- PhpieAen

A N ew Va eit-B o viz e aus teg dann,_



The difficulty of this problem is obvious. One 'Of the

easiest answers would be that we should increase the num-

ber of concrete examples quoted in the restrictive glosses.
For instance, one could imagine_the following form for the
entry qUeted above:

etwaz Pla4 eit Nae's e, Ftue44 fa etten,

Regen HageZ Wind, Zugt.1.1.4t]

-to h. elip- out

The increase in the number of concrete examples in the
restrictive glosses would be an enormous- gain; bUt we should

count with -dozens and perhaps hundreds of them in one -gloss.

It does not Seem to me, however, that the mOre 'or leSS= ,eX-

haustive enumeration Of examples ,coUld 'be a real s'olution.

Let us discuss the following -example. That 'part 'of the -entry

of German ve,Ljuengen which is concerned with technical -termi-

nology could 'have the following fb rm

[Maa4-tab] ± to 4educe

(b) [in hiologY] to A.ef a1/2:nate
_

The restrictive gloss pertinent to Ca)" could be expanded by
an enumeration of examples- I cannot, _h-owever, =see that

choice (b). could be governed by the indication of concrete

examples . First , beCause the area of obj ects of -re j uvenat ion ,

attempted or real , is_ rather , vaslt ; still, one_can imagine .a

restrictive gloss-With perhaps .hundres,' of ekaiiipies e g

[Gewebe, knq akin, eZten, _ et:6 Re*SZekTdehtgke-fit,

. Reg eneiLation 4aq-it ket,t, . etc -But ;ithe s ecoha difficulty

seems to be more grare The area of ,00Tects--o ejuvenatiorfiS'

not only -vas etting -more Va and the Ver

, 7 ,

, We' -do not- -take-, into consid&ration, th'at the theory of lexi
cography usnally-',distinguisheS -indications of this _ e from
the restri'ctive_-Cor--semantrc)-''gl-tiSses,' n-di.dations, ,his.

. _
,

_ , , , _

.type rare usOarlY calledAabels . ,-....

_

,



purpose of science is to render it more vast. Consequently,
one must take into consideration that after we have estab-
lished our set of examples in the restrictive gloss, there
will be biological texts reporting new investigations dis-
coveries etc., concerned with new objects not stated among
our examples; which would make a correct choice of the equi-
valent impossible. And since the main purpose of machine
translation is to translate recent reports on new discoveries,
etc. quicicly, we can conclude that the choice of the equivalent
cannot be based on an exhaustive enumeration of contextual
examples (understood as key words), lest we block our

the very goal we are trying to reach.

It seems that what is needed is a classification of all
entry-words selected for the future dictionary into classes
constituted by the restrictive glosses arid the semantic
criteria contained in them. For instance, since the cor-
rect choice of an equivalent in so-me entries depends on
whether the object is a person or not, this category should
be indicated in the lemma of each substantival entry-word;
since a correct choice in another entry depends on whether
the context is a biological one or not, the pertinent indi-
cation should be a part of the lemma of the respective entry-
words. This should be done with all the restrictive glosses
involved in the corpus of entries. It would_require further
researches , but it seems that the number osf different re-

_ ,

strictive glosses could be -slightly_red4ced if,they had, whenA

-
possible, the form of hierarchic-ally-higher ne_tiens, (Obelt_.

,
,-.1Jeg,L4-41e)_; r_Or if_=-they_:indicated-terMinaltigical--areas-

as- 'ibiblogY" --"chemiS-ity't e-tt

aut orilat pr_o ce &ire c-ertain- no t command' an-, ab s ttact ive__ _ _ - _
own oSS richlrepertor

rentlyconstructed-_criteria--;fer-thenecessarr i,choces-
_ _ _ _



appIicP1,1e not 'to a.broader semantic range of texts bUt at

least tO a Muth larger to-IT-Us of-theM than that on which

the original .investigations were based.

What has been discussed up to now is certainly no panacea.

There will be bases which will resist a generalization. For

instance, another rection of German auAtegen (not mentioned

above) is auzLegen (2) etwaz mit etwaz . In German, contexts

characterized by this formal feature are not only clearly

differentiated from the contexts of the type auztegex (1)

etwaz, but they also form a unified group, with a unified

if general meaning. But there is no general equivalent in

English, and the choice of the partial ones is governed by

the object of the action. Consequently, we have to imagine

that this part of the entry could have a form similar to the

following one:

auztegek etwaz _it et az (a [Teppiche_

(b [Zement]

fEtbe- is]

4

o coveit_

with- (actiLp et-6 ) ,

-to ea4pet

tine -w h

rdeme-n

:to inta'y,

encAuAt wi.th

(iyclay)

_ On the -Other 'hana _the-,Semantit 'claSS1ficati-en is nec'eSSai:-Y
_

even -in--das6S::Where'_one -no t -We

_
-

..,.. ,

. -
The, methed :prepesed _here ,h-as seine ,similarity o _ the-.method
4si-nOz_so-calle,d !Isepantic:_parameters- Y -Ubin4 -__

exiiresS-,ien6thp,parablet_er,,Ma n.- ussia asinuyj-_ .

er,eV0(1TY,prikl:Adna a' 4--i:gVi,S a f .

inh.!--We. eS--siii'g- sematt iiarametel.s.-01_, ngl-is
ibid

- -
P ,

etenceheweVer, Ti-S,i-,thatw e're,as
.---;,s-r r_ SpmAntit;A.pai_aMe e'rs-le'ad4o-est-abIishilig,-mere.

,
:-res,s 1.1,r,e -;-.not fona ., -ramewor san ,Icons-tructions .t e:.,

-, r4 . -_ _ _ _ .,,,
. ,_

rese-h--' 6 ac Vg-v -
emaiavi;d7,:c esre .rear ---,ocdur-,

,

_riii-ditla ossi



have stated above that it is relatively easy to find a solution
for those cases in which a difference in meaning is indicated
by a difference in form preferably in morphology. The dic-
tionary can make use of such differences. Sometimes, the mo
phological distinction alone is sufficient to indicate the
difference in meaning. For ins anc- the series of German
forms di.e, deA dea die Viaet, deA den cite Di.aeten
can be seen as a normal paradigm of a feminine substantive.
The e is, however, the semantic difference that the forms
of the singular require the English equivalent-"diet, regi-
men' whereas those of, the plural require the equivalent
"daily allowances". Such a situation-is easy to solve.
Probably every lexicographer will take Diaet- "diet" as
singulare' tantum, and Diaeten "daily allowances"_as another
word, a plurale tantum; and such a solution is undoubtedly
even more practical for an automatic procedure.

But not all cases are as beautifully clear-cut as this.
A morphological difference is sometimes of only partial
value. For instance, if we try to find an English equi-
valent for German Oat, in its application as a technical
term, we can arrive at the, following result:

-Oat (1Y[irrgeogrAp4y) O_Lace

(2) jin gebietryi tocu4

It s usually maintained that the t o are sufficiently dif-
fe_rentkate'd, by, the, :fact:, :t he; plural r-
Oat'e where [geom Jhas -- the plural _Atitti/i. 'This

for '-=th'e

if,,we,. had t deal- th-pluralka
uced-ent



The same situation can be obs.rved in die utteA, plural
MaetteA "mother"; die MatteA, plural MatteAn "nut": the
singular is not morphologically differentiated. On the
contrary das Exkenntnis "decision, judgment, sentence" and
die Eitkenntnis "comprehension, perception, cognition" are
well differentiated in the singular, but since they have
identical forms in the plural, die Etkenntnisse, they should
be semantically differentiated as a juristic and a psycho-
logical and philosophical term respectively.

Cases like those just .discussed are particula ly dis-
agreeable if there is a semantic difference only in a small
part of a paradigm. Let us discuss an example. We can
imagine a strongly reduced form'of the entry of German
vaedigen as follows:

e tedigen (1 ) etwas

2 jemanden
to 6inish, awn e, set

dispose o.

This rGerman verb has thenormal-participle-eAtedigt which_ has__
the -sate polyisemr: Da4 ist_eitZedigt_"That:!ssettled"-, Duitch-

- dienctecksteetibeita2 -wiAd-7-e4 zA.Zedigtr(weAdeft)-"He Willlbe -
disposed of-bY- the lext_purge"=.==_ This -fort, hoWever-, has
other senses of its own, so that an eventual entry could
have_the following form: _



Cases like this are rather treacherous. Dictionaries
are normally built on the principle that the form of the

source language in which the entry-word is indicated and
to which the equivalent is coordinated (the so-called
canonical form) is a representative of the whole paradigm
of the entry-word, that is, if the source language hap-
pens to be a language with paradigms. Therefore, before
the inclusion of a word, with its equivalent(s), into the

dictionary, its whole paradigm should be checked, and the
more important semantic peculiarities of its single forms
should be duly noted.

If polysemy needs semantic differentiation by the con-

text, we can expect that the same will be true of homonymy
(overlapping as the two notions are). The situation is

basically identical, so there is no need to discuss special
examples. There is however, a special type of situation,
in which a homonymous pair or polysemous meanings are dif-
ferentiated by the form. German Abtede generally has the
meaning of "understanding, agreement"; 'but the set expres-

sion Li/ Abtede steZeen means "to disavow, to dispute"
This expression being rather frequent, the reduced entry
could have a form. like:

Ab e e undeA tandi.n ag ement
2 Abitde. n dtsavow, o dt pate7

This brings us to a topic which I shall mention only
briefly, namely the fact that there are combinations of words
which are set, which-have a unified meaning, and which even

7 This type oVerlaps with the type of handgte4 Lich wetden as
-das-cuSsed:ah6Ve..r



function as a lexical unit of a language. 8 There are
many various types of them. A dictionary of the type

under consideration here, prepared for coping with texts
of a limited range only, will hardly select many color-
ful idioms such as Daz Hasenpanivt. ekgAetien "To fly away".
But it will have to list frequently occurring set expres-
sions like tn AbAede ztetten, particularly when their

meaning is not predictable from that of their individual
parts. Also, a dictionary of ouf type will probablr select

many technical terms which consist of more than one word.
The technical terminology of any science gives many examples
of the type Zachte InAanteitte, zchweAe InianteAie, etc.

The situation in German is particularly easy, because a
large number of such terminological coinages have the fo

of compound word, cf. DampAtokomotive "steam engine".

Still, there is no predictable regularity in this, cf.

Sattemdeltaut "pickled cabbage" but
4cLuAe GuAken "pickled cucumber'

so that the lexicographerhasto check the whole semantic
area carefully. It will also be necessary to have the pro

-ductive parts-of compound words listed in the dictionary

as entries of theif own if they have a regular effect on

the meaning of the whole compoUnd.' With real compouAd
words,-.this is mot too frequently the case, but affixes

and elements which approach the status of affixes can be
treated this way. For instance, German cut- "proto-";

p4eudo- 4' English "pseudo-", etc. Such an indication
the big advantage that it is so to say productive: it can

take care of newly coined expressions (assuming they are

coined regularly), unknown at the moment of the compila-

8
On these, see my "Multiword Lexical Units", linguistic
studies presented to A. Martinet I, p. 578 ff.

561



tion of the dictionary.

There are some points which may deserve to be men-
tioned. Many a dictionary tends to forget that we find
multiword lexical units not only among the denotative
words. But the inclusion into the dictionary of expres-
sions like German ab and zu "from time to time" or
German au6 and ab "up and down" is useful. Amd again,
we will have to put into the dictionary indications -of
how to discern polysemy. Consider the difference between
German von (heate, nun, jetzt, gesteit.n, etc.) (Lb.. English
"from (today, now, yesterday, etc.) onwards", and German
yam Batinfloi ab (geht cite Stita Oe beAgab) "the . street begins
to go downhill at the station". Therefore, a strongly re-
duced part of the entry should have the form:

von ab 1) [ Z ettangab en] iiLom onwait.do
2) [attzangaben] a beyond

A particularly obnoxious type of set expressions ar
those whi-ch allow a certain variation. For instance, German
es (tut, zchadet macht) ntcht4 has a good English equivalent
in it does not matter". It would seem that there is no
complication in this. Let us, however, consider the following
sentence : E6 --tUt pachtz "It does not matter" EA. tut
ntehtz. "He is doing nothing". This shows Us that a set ex-
pression may have parts which allow some variation, but again,
it has parts that do not. Therefore, a iIgood dictionary will
have to contain indications of the following type:

e4 (tilt , Chadet, rncic.ht) (nLchs, went-g)
doe4 tot matte,E..-



It can be saidithat the most difficult problem will
be how to guarantee that an autematic deVice iill Make
the correct choice-from atong the -partial equivalents
of the target language. -This task.is. so-difficult in .

itself that we should net pake- it even more difficult-

by indicating too many (partial) equivalents ofthe
target _language. Let-Us-consider Some-entries discuss d"
above.- An entry of-the-type,-

aus gen (2) etwaz rn-L. eiwas

[Teppiche] to covex w th (ca pet ),

to caxpet"
[Etlienbe n ] '- "to .tntay, enc. cot with

(ivoty)".

does not strike us as unusual. The verbs to intay and
to encluot are synonymous for all practical purposes.
Every human user of a dictionary is accustomed to under-
standing an indication-like this, 'that he is free to
use either one or another Synonym.

On the other hAnd, if 'we take a part of the entry
e led_gen disCussed-abeve-

exZedtg Wa4 AnAange ;sett

we see that it has the same form, but the difference is in
the fact that the English verbs are rather mere near-synonyms
than full synonyms. Again, a human user is accustomed to
seeing entries of this type in any- dictionary. ,Some dic7

tionaries try to-distinguish the'SynonymSTfrom the near-
synonyms by-using-commas in:the first and-semicalonsfin

the second-case,:_to-intay,,encAu4st wi,th,,but to

(to) alutangei7(to) &ettte.L'Jtis-however,-,exiieiely diffi-
cult to makethe distinction in a systefnaic hay, ihee, being ,



probably more borderline cases than clear-cut ones. And
then again, a human user does not need a typographical
indication of the distinction so badly: if he is a native
speaker of the target language, he knows the distinction
anyhow; if he is a speaker of the source language, he may
make an error in his choice but an error which will not be
too grave, and with growing knowledge of the target language,
he will also acquire the "feeling" for when to use one or
another of the near-synonyms.

This is how bilingual dictionaries, particularly the
smaller ones, operate: they rely on the abilities and know-
ledge of the human user. The indications of such dictionaries
very frequently have the main purpose of triggering in the
human user thinking and imaginative processes which make him
recollect words and expressions not immediately indicated in
the dictionary. 9

We cannot rely on all these abilities when
we construct a dictionary for mechanical use Therefore, the
rule should be that there should be no unspecified indication
of synonyms as partial equivalents: if there i more than one
partial equivalent, -theY should be accompanied by the neces-
sary restrictive glosses which will show which to choose. If
both equivalents can really be _used unrestrictedly, i.e.
they are fully synonymous, it is possible to indicate only
one of them (preferably the more frequently occurring one) or
to indicate the possibility of free variation, e.g. for sty-
listic purposes.

This statement is focus sedparticularbr:- on:bilingual_ dic-
tionaries of living languages-' for ,generaluse . -Large _
phi lological, dictionaries of-dead -languages -are of- a-

_ different- type they frequentiy_ contain an -_enoriiiou-s- tas_s
of _quoted-- contexts- with-- con:Crete tTanslatiOnS; an-di th.us
make th_e -inforthation,.-giVen----_qui-te.:factualj-and-:ConCrete.
The -human LiSei',.--h_oweirer-; will st_ill-:_te*ITt-0:--gbeyon4
the_ indi6ations of:this
the- indications ,of- adictionary and. an adroit _translati on of a text :are:_ always. two- .things



To prepare a dictionary which wi1 1, reach this degree of
explicitness and Accuracy is an extrehely difficult task.
Moreover,-I am afraid that even when ali this -is --done, there
will still occur-situations in which- the 4ntematic- device
will not be able to:_make a choice. -This mar occur,-- for in-
stance, in any text where the relevant conteit iS- not close
to the passage which needs disambiguation.- -Itwould SeeM
that -in SUch a sitUation 4o random choice. should,.be _made
-but both (-31. all) possible-equivalents-should-be -Printed
in the output with a sign showing their.-MutualCemple-
mentarity.

A similar but much worse si uation will occur when the'
automatic device is faced with a neologism, i.e. with a
genuinely new expression or with an "old" expression used
with a new sense. To discuss this difficulty, however, is
quite a different task, because an attempt at the solution
of this problem would require an investigation of the re-
gularity of new coinages. For instance, new terminological
coinages tend to have a high degres of regularity. In any
case, a discussion of these problems must be reserved for
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